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Custard, Kyle David. PhD., Purdue University, May 2015. Studies of Arctic Halogen 
Chemistry from the Snowpack to the Gas Phase. Major Professor: Paul B. Shepson. 
 
 
 The temporary depletion of both tropospheric ozone and gaseous mercury during 
the Arctic springtime has been a focus of active research over the past several decades.  
Both of these phenomena have been linked to chemical reactions with halogen radicals. 
In particular, bromine atoms have been shown to act as the primary driver for these 
chemical depletions, although both chlorine and iodine atoms also contribute.  Molecular 
bromine, along with its oxidation products, have been well studied in the Arctic, yet 
chlorine has not.  Chlorine is known to impact the local oxidation capacity via its high 
reactivity with volatile organic compounds.  Despite this understanding and the direct 
observations of atmospheric Cl2, the source and release mechanism has not yet been 
determined. 
 This work describes experiments conducted during February 2014 in Barrow, 
Alaska, where in-snowpack production of BrCl and Cl2 were observed.  These 
measurements were accompanied by vertical profile experiments to determine flux 
emission rates of Br2 and Cl2 from the snowpack.  Furthermore, ambient chemical 
ionization mass spectrometer measurements of ClO, a first of their kind, are reported 




This data was compared to model simulations representative of the sampling time period 
to investigate current understanding of the chlorine radical cycle.  Finally, using data 
collected during the Ocean-Atmosphere-Sea Ice-Snowpack (OASIS) 2009 field 
campaign, we developed a model to study the impact that anthropogenic NOx emissions 







CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Atmospheric Chemistry  
The earth’s atmosphere extends to around 100 km above the planet’s surface and 
consists of four distinct layers.  These layers are held together by earth’s gravity, and can 














Figure 1.1  Plot of altitude as a function of temperature, showing the four distinct layers 





Each layer serves a purpose towards sustaining human life, yet no layer has a more 
immediate impact on human life than the troposphere through its unique oxidation 
chemistry (see Section 1.2).  Comprising the lowest ~10% by height, the troposphere 
encompasses more than 80% of the mass of the entire atmosphere.  These gases mix and 
react because of turbulence, enabled in part by the buoyancy caused by decreases in 
temperature as altitude increases throughout the troposphere (Figure 1.1).   Turbulent 
mixing is also caused by air flow over a rough surface, and shear forces.  The lowest part 
of the troposphere directly influenced by the surface is known as the 
atmospheric/planetary boundary layer.  The atmospheric/planetary boundary layer can 
extend anywhere from 200 m to 2 km above the surface.  The boundary layer (BL) is 
impacted by surface emissions, both natural and anthropogenic, and these emissions, 
along with sunlight, lead to the complex chemical composition and chemistry of the 
troposphere. 
 
1.1.1. Oxidation Chemistry  
The troposphere cleanses itself of pollutants via oxidation chemistry, induced 
mostly by the hydroxyl radical (OH), which controls the oxidation capacity of the 
troposphere within the mid-latitudes (Thompson, 1992).  Tropospheric OH is formed 
from the photolysis of O3, followed by singlet oxygen reaction with a water molecule, as 
shown in reaction 1.1 and 1.2 (Michelsen et al., 1994).     
O3       +    hv      →    O(
1
D)    +    O2       (1.1) 
O(
1
D)  +    H2O  →   2OH        (1.2) 





This unique chemistry occurs mostly in the troposphere as it contains 99% of earth’s 
water vapor.  As a result of reactions 1.1 - 1.3, the average global OH concentration of 
OH is 1x10
6
 molecoles∙cm-3, although this can vary depending on local atmospheric 
composition, actinic flux, and relative humidity (Singh et al., 1995;Prinn et al., 1995).   
OH oxidizes a wide variety of species in the atmosphere.  Volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) emitted both from natural and anthropogenic sources influence 
atmospheric OH concentrations by acting as one of its main sinks.  An example of this is 
its reaction with saturated hydrocarbons (Reactions 1.3-1.7).  Methane chemistry is 
shown below in reactions (1.4-1.7), as an example VOC (Lelieveld et al., 1998). 
CH4     + OH    →     CH3       +       H2O    (1.4) 
CH3  +          O2     →     CH3OO      (1.5) 
CH3OO +          NO    →     CH3O +       NO2    (1.6) 
CH3O  +          O2     →     HCHO +       HO2     (1.7) 
The sequence begins by OH reacting via hydrogen atom abstraction to form an alkyl 
radical and a water molecule.  Molecular oxygen will add to the alkyl radical forming a 
peroxy radical, which is then reduced to an alkoxy radical via reaction with nitric oxide.  
The alkoxy radical will react with molecular oxygen to form a stable product that can be 
removed from the atmosphere via dry or wet deposition.   
Although OH is destroyed in the above reaction sequence, a normal byproduct of VOC 
oxidation is HO2, which can act as an oxidizing agent to reform OH (Reaction 1.8). 
HO2  +          NO   →     OH +      NO2    (1.8) 
With the addition of reaction 1.8, VOC oxidation becomes a self-propelled chain reaction 





reformation of OH, the NO2 formed from the VOC oxidation can lead to ozone 
formation.   
NO2  +        hv     →      NO    +     O(
3
P)     (1.9) 
O2  +     O(
3P)   →     O3       (1.10) 
Note that reactions 1.9-1.11 lead to a null cycle; it is only reactions like 1.6 that oxidize 
NO to NO2 that effectively produce a net gain in O3.  
O3 + NO → NO2 + O2     (1.11)   
In urban areas, large amounts of coal or motor fuel combustion cause high concentrations 
(1ppb) of NOx (NOx = NO + NO2), leading to high levels of O3 (Chameides et al., 1992).  
Tropospheric O3 is known to have adverse effects on human health and high mixing 
ratios are correlated with an increase in local mortality rate (Bell et al., 2004).  Mixing 
ratio in atmospheric chemistry refers to the ratio of the number of moles of a specific 
molecule per mole of air.  Another byproduct of concentrated high volume combustion is 
smog.  Smog refers to air pollution caused by side products from combustion such as soot 
particles and various gas-phase species such as hydrocarbons.  However metropolitan 
areas are not the only place where smog can be experienced.     
          
1.2. Arctic Tropospheric Chemistry 
 The Arctic is an isolated region of the world, free of major local anthropogenic 
sources.  During the middle of the 20
th
 century pilots traversing the Arctic during late 
winter and early spring experienced dramatic decreases in horizontal visibility (Schnell, 
1984).  The decrease in visibility was a result of high levels of aerosols ensuing to what is 





transport of windblown desert dust from Asia was the cause.  However, chemical analysis 
of the haze revealed that the source was from anthropogenic combustion activity (Barrie 
et al., 1981).  
 With no major combustion sources located in the Arctic it was proposed that the 
pollution was transported from the mid-latitudes.  Observations by Shaw and Rahn 
discovered the haze was originating from parts of Eurasia (Rahn et al., 1977;Shaw, 
1982).  The chemical composition of Arctic Haze primarily consists of sulfur (SO2), 
originating from coal-burning plants.  Oxidation of SO2 leads to the production of 
sulfuric acid (H2SO4), as shown in reactions 1.12-1.14 (Langner and Rodhe, 1991).   
SO2 + OH + M → HOSO2 + M  (1.12) 
HOSO2 + O2 → HO2 + SO3    (1.13) 
SO3 + H2O → H2SO4       (1.14) 
In the mid-latitudes aerosols that can cause haze have residence times of a few days 
before they are removed from the atmosphere by either wet or dry deposition.  However, 
the unique atmospheric conditions of the Arctic extend the lifetime of anthropogenic 
aerosols.  During the Arctic fall and winter, solar radiation is greatly reduced, allowing 
the atmosphere to enter a stagnant state with respect to scale turbulence.  The cooled 
snow is a very good black body radiator of IR radiation and causes an inversion layer that 
stabilizes the BL and inhibits turbulent mixing that would help remove aerosols by 
deposition to the surface.  Furthermore, the cold temperatures reduce the moisture flux in 
the atmosphere, limiting scavenging of aerosols by wet deposition.  The decreased 





through precipitation (Shaw, 1995).  The combination of these conditions is believed to 
lead to the buildup of Arctic haze. 
 The discovery of Arctic haze incited studies to analyze the Arctic atmosphere 
year-round.  During this continuous year-round monitoring, the ground level mole ratio 
of O3 dropped from background levels of ~40 ppb to less than 5 ppb over the course of 
several hours to a day during the spring time (Barrie et al., 1988;Bottenheim et al., 1986).  
These ozone depletion events (ODEs) were found to be unique to the springtime Arctic 
and Antarctic (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007).  In the mid-latitudes the average O3 lifetime in 
the troposphere is approximately 10 days with the main loss being photolysis as shown in 
reactions 1.1-1.2.  Eventually, Bottenheim et al. observed that ODEs can extend from the 
surface to 2 km altitude, as shown in Figure 1.2 (Bottenheim et al., 2002).  This showed 
that ODEs originated close to the surface and extended upward, acknowledging the 




















Figure 1.2 Ozone concentration data from a sonde (Panel A), showing the vertical extent 




1.2.1 Arctic Tropospheric Halogen Chemistry 
Barrie et al. observed several ODEs throughout the spring of 1986 at Alert, 
Nunavut and found an anti-correlation between ground level ozone and filterable 
bromine.  Whatman 41 filters were used to collect particulate bromide and gaseous HBr, 
where the sum represents filterable bromine.  As shown in Figure 1.3, when ozone 
concentrations drop filterable bromine levels rise; conversely, when ozone levels recover 







   
 









Figure 1.3  Ground level ozone concentrations and filterable bromine concentrations 





 Barrie et al. proposed a mechanism that involved bromine initiated ozone 
depletion, as shown in reactions 1.15-1.17.   
2 x (Br     +     O3   →   BrO     +     O2)     (1.15) 
BrO     +     BrO   →   2Br     +     O2      (1.16) 
Net:   2 O3   →   3 O2        (1.17) 
This reaction scheme of bromine-induced destruction of ozone is autocatalytic, where the 
bromine used to destroy ozone in reaction 1.15 is regenerated in reaction 1.16.  
McConnell et al. proposed that gas-phase regeneration of bromine would not be able to 
sustain ODEs due to conversion to chain terminating products as shown in reactions 1.18-





Br     +    RCHO   →   HBr             (1.18) 
BrO     +     NO2   →   BrONO2        (1.19) 
BrO     +     HO2   →   HOBr     +     OH       (1.20) 
They proposed that aerosols loaded with sea salt bromide will scavenge these bromine 
termination products and release Br2 back in the atmosphere.  Fan and Jacob (1992) 
proposed an aqueous phase mechanism to support an aerosol bromine release mechanism 
as shown in reactions 1.21-1.24. 
HOBr(g)   +   aerosol →   HOBr(aq)        (1.21) 
BrONO2(g)     +     aerosol   →   HOBr(aq)     +     HNO3(aq)     (1.22) 
HOBr(aq)     +     Br
-
     +     H
+
   →   Br2(aq)     +     H2O    (1.23) 
Br2(aq)   →   Br2(g)         (1.24) 
In this mechanism, one bromine atom enters the aqueous phase and as a result two 
bromine atoms are produced.  This exponential release is known as the “bromine 
explosion” and is the driver for ODEs (Vogt et al., 1996).  The heterogeneous halogen 
chemistry proposed above has been shown by model simulations to occur either on the 
surface snowpack or aerosols to deplete ozone to the extent at which it has been observed 
in the Arctic (Tang and McConnell, 1996;Michalowski et al., 2000).  It should be noted 
that this aerosol uptake of reactive bromine species accounts for the inverse correlation 
between aerosols and BrO via reaction 1.25 (Shepson et al., 2012). 
HBr(g)    +    aerosols     →     Br
-
(aq)       (1.25)   
Direct measurements of inorganic bromine species (Br2, HOBr, and BrO) were conducted 
by (Liao et al., 2012) in Barrow, Alaska during the 2009 Ocean-Atmosphere-Sea Ice-





concentrations occur during the daytime when Br2 is photolyzed and reacts with ozone.  













Figure 1.4 Ground based measurements of BrO, HOBr, Br2, and O3 during the OASIS 





Ozone is not the only chemical species to be affected by Arctic halogen 
chemistry.  VOC concentrations have shown to significantly decrease during ODEs.  
Jobson (1994) collected ambient air samples in 3.2 L electropolished stainless steel 
canisters in Alert, NU, Canada, from January 21 to April 19 (during this time, Alert went 
from 24 hr darkness to 24 hr light).  The canisters were analyzed for non-methane 





decreased, consistent with OH kinetics.  However, during ODEs a sudden decrease was 
observed followed by a recovery with ozone as shown in Figure 1.5.   
 
Figure 1.5  Ethane and propane concentrations from Alert in 1992, indicative of active 
halogen chemistry (Jobson et al., 1994).  
 
 
Using the difference between the background concentrations and the concentrations 
observed during ODEs of the quantified hydrocarbons, along with their respective 
reaction rate constant with chlorine atoms, Jobson was able to calculate a chlorine atom 




 molecules∙cm-3.  They concluded that this 
amount of chlorine would compensate for the faster VOC concentration decrease rates.  
The presence of active chlorine chemistry in the Arctic was also evaluated 
by(Muthuramu et al., 1994) and by (Keil and Shepson, 2006), who quantified 
halogenated volatile organic hydrocarbons (HVOC) to estimate chlorine and bromine 





as ethene and propene, to yield halogenated aldehydes and ketones, as shown in reactions 
1.26-1.33 (Kleindienst et al., 1989).   
CH2=CH2    +    X    →    CH2XCH2       (1.26) 
CH2XCH2    +    O2    →    CH2XCH2OO      (1.27) 
CH2XCH2OO     +    NO     →    CH2XCH2O     +    NO2    (1.28) 
CH2XCH2O    +    O2    →     CH2CHO    +    HO2     (1.29) 
CH3CHCH2    +    X    →    CH3CHCH2X      (1.30) 
CH3CHCH2X    +    O2     →    CH3CH(OO)CH2X     (1.31) 
CH3CH(OO)CH2X    +    NO     →     CH3CH(O)CH2X    +    NO2   (1.32) 
CH3CH(O)CH2X    +    O2     →    CH3C(O)CH2X    +    HO2    (1.33) 
The unique products formed along with their percent yield are known for both chlorine 
and bromine atoms reacting with ethene and propene (Keil and Shepson, 
2006;Kleindienst et al., 1989). The percent yield values were used by Keil and Shepson 
to calculate bromine and chlorine atom steady state concentrations of ~1.6x10
7
 and 0.5 to 
1.7x10
5
 molecules∙cm-3, respectively.  While these chlorine atom steady state 
concentration values are an order of magnitude larger than that determined by Jobson, it 
was hypothesized that chlorine’s direct impact towards ODEs would be minimal relative 
to bromine.  
 While it was previously known that there was a large photolytic source of Cl 
atoms, the precursor was not proven.  Impey et al. measured total photolyzable chlorine 
(Cl2 + HOCl) at levels up to 100 ppt during the dark period at Alert, Nunavut(Impey et 
al., 1997).  Photolyzable chlorine was not detected after the Polar Sunrise.  However, for 





Alaska during the spring of 2009 (Liao et al., 2014).  These observations were 
constrained in a 1-D box model to calculate a chlorine atom concentration for this time 
period.  As shown in Figure 1.6 the chlorine atom concentration can reach levels as high 
as 6x10
5
 molecules∙cm-3, an order of magnitude higher than previous estimates.  Based on 
these concentrations, Liao et al concluded that chlorine chemistry could more likely 
indirectly affect ODEs via the production of HO2 from the oxidation of VOC, similar to 
the reaction mechanism shown previously (1.3-1.6).  From reaction 1.15, this additional 
HO2 could lead to enhanced HOBr production, which is a prime component of the 
bromine heterogeneous recycling.  An increase in HOBr would result in a higher outward 








Figure 1.6  Model output chlorine atom concentrations based on observed Cl2, O3, and 




Along with ozone and VOCs, it has been shown that atmospheric mercury can 
also be depleted via halogen chemistry in the Arctic during the polar spring (Schroeder et 
al., 1998).  Mercury is an anthropogenic atmospheric pollutant (from coal combustion) 
primarily found in its elemental form, Hg
0
, within the atmosphere.  The global average 
concentration of atmospheric Hg
0
 is around 1.7 ng∙m-3(Steffen et al., 2008), despite the 
major sources being located in the Northern mid-latitudes.  The reason for this is Hg
0
 has 
a typical tropospheric lifetime of 1 year, allowing for horizontal and vertical mixing 
throughout the atmosphere and long range transport which includes all the way to the 
Arctic.   
 Depletion of gaseous elemental mercury (GEM) has been found to correlate with 





1.7 (Moore et al., 2014).  The following mechanisms (1.34 & 1.35) have been proposed 
for the oxidation of GEM to Hg
2+
 compounds that can be easily removed from the 
atmosphere via dry or wet deposition to the snowpack or sea ice surface (Lindberg et al., 
2002).   
BrO/ClO     +     Hg
0
   →     HgO   +   Br/Cl     (1.34) 
 Hg
0
     +     2 Br/Cl   →   HgBr2/HgCl2           (1.35) 









Figure 1.7 A comparison of GEM and O3 in Barrow, Alaska during the BROMEX field 





During the summer melt season the mercury can enter the Arctic ecosystem, where its 
fate is not well understood.  Hammerschmidt et al. (2006) showed that an increase in 
monomethylmercury (CH3Hg
+





from the atmosphere (Hammerschmidt et al., 2006).  Methylmercury bioaccumulates in 
species found in the Arctic which can be passed onto humans, leading to health problems 
which includes birth defects (Ninomiya et al., 1995).   
 
1.3 Halogen Sources 
 Extensive field studies along with countless laboratory experiments have been 
dedicated toward determining the source of atmospheric halogens along with their 
chemical release mechanism (Abbatt et al., 2010;Huff and Abbatt, 2002;Wren et al., 
2013;Pratt et al., 2013;Foster et al., 2001).  Potential sources include halogenated organic 
compounds, frost flowers, blowing snow, sea ice, snow, aerosols and open ocean 
(Simpson et al., 2007b;Kaleschke et al., 2004;Yang et al., 2010).  Frost flowers are ice 
crystals that can form when sea ice freezes in the presence of moist air, the warmer sea 
ice compared to the overlying air can supersaturate the air leading to condensation and 
deposition (Douglas et al., 2012).  Early observations of ODEs noted that wind directions 
at ODE onset correlated with air masses originating from over the sea ice (Bottenheim et 
al., 1990). The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) satellite has shown 
significant enhancements of BrO during the spring months over the Arctic sea ice as 
shown in Figure 1.8 (Richter et al., 1998), though the interpretation of the satellite data 
remains unclear.  Satellite derived BrO concentrations represent the total column, and 
despite advances in interpretation it remains difficult to infer anything about the 








Figure 1.8 Satellite images of BrO from the GOME satellite, showing BrO column 





Simpson et al. (2007a) observed a positive correlation between BrO levels in air parcels 
that had been in contact with first-year sea ice (FYI) (Simpson et al., 2007a).  In that 
study BrO was used as an indicator for active halogen chemistry based on reactions 1.15 
& 1.16 and was continuously monitored using multiple-axis differential optical 
absorption spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS).  Coupled with back trajectory models, Simpson 
et al. were able to determine that BrO concentration increased when an air parcel had 
passed over a section of FYI.   
 The Arctic Ocean contains two types of sea ice, first-year sea ice and multi-year 
sea ice (MYI).  FYI and MYI differ in that FYI forms during the most recent winter 
freeze up event while MYI formed during a previous winter freeze and survived the 





old to over five years old (Maslanik et al., 2011).  During the initial ice formation a thin 
brine layer forms on the surface of the sea ice and contains a high concentration of sea 
salts (Perovich and Richtermenge, 1994).  It was found when salt solutions freeze, halide 
ions are forced to the surface by the nascent ice crystal lattice, creating a highly saline 
aqueous phase (Cho et al., 2002).  However, this thin brine layer disappears as the ice 
ages via snow deposition.  This brine layer results in FYI having a much higher salinity 
value than MYI.  Breaking waves that occur in polynyas and leads, which are cracks in 
the sea ice that occur in FYI, yield sea water droplets that evaporate and form sea salt 
aerosols (Nilsson et al., 2001).  Sea salt aerosols then can deposit onto the snowpack 
surface, influencing the chemical composition of the snow.  Thus, it has been 
hypothesized that sea salt aerosols could be the source of atmospheric halogens.    
 Once sea salt halides were determined to be the origin of atmospheric reactive 
halogens, research became focused on determining the specific source along with the 
release mechanism.  Laboratory studies have shown that sea ice surfaces can be a reactive 
media, not only absorbing species but also releasing them (Abbatt, 2003).  Abbatt et al. 
(2010) observed the release of Br2 release from frozen surfaces containing chloride, 
bromide, iodide and nitrate when the surface was irradiate by a xenon arc lamp (Abbatt et 
al., 2010).  They noted that Br2 production did not occur in the absence of NO3
-
 or during 
higher pH (≥7) conditions, leading to a proposed mechanism involving H+ along with 
condensed phase OH that was photolytically produced.  Snow chamber experiments 
conducted in Barrow, Alaska by Pratt et al. (2013) support this mechanism (Pratt et al., 
2013).  Pratt et al. exposed various types of ice and snow samples (FYI and different 





O3.  Tundra and FYI surface snow were the only samples that produced molecular Br2 
when exposed to light and background concentrations of O3 (30 ppb).  The release was 
enhanced when the sample was exposed to O3 as shown in Figure 1.9. 
 
 
Figure 1.9 Results of a snowchamber experiment showing the production of Br2 from 





Based on their observations, Pratt et al. developed a photochemical production 
mechanism for Br2 within the surface snowpack based on the laboratory studies of Abbatt 
et al. (Abbatt et al., 2010;George and Anastasio, 2007). 
NO2
-
     +     hv   →   NO∙     +     O∙-      (1.36) 
O∙-     +     H+   →   ∙OH       (1.37) 
∙OH     +     Br-   ↔   HO∙Br-       (1.38) 
HO∙Br-     +     H+   →   Br∙     +     H2O     (1.39) 
Br∙     +     Br-   ↔   Br2
-







   →   Br3
-
     +     Br
-
       (1.41) 
Br3
-
   ↔   Br-     +     Br2       (1.42) 
 Pratt et al. established that the initial release of Br2 occurs in the surface-level 
snowpack where it is believed that deposition of acidic species (HNO3 and H2SO4) 
provide the needed acidic conditions; H2SO4 is an important component of “Arctic Haze” 





, and H2O2) to produce condensed phase OH (King and Simpson, 
2001;Chu and Anastasio, 2003;Mack and Bolton, 1999;Anastasio et al., 2007).  Although 
lab studies have shown the potential for sea ice surfaces to release halogens, the higher 
surface area of surface snow compared to the sea ice surface make snow a better 
candidate for halogen activation in the Arctic (Aguzzi and Rossi, 2002;Wren et al., 
2013).  Lab studies have also shown that the buffering capacity of the sea ice surface 
prevents the production of a low pH environment which is crucial for halogen activation 
(Wren and Donaldson, 2012). 
 There is still much to be addressed in the field of Arctic halogen chemistry.  
Although we have an understanding of the source and release mechanism of molecular 
bromine these two components for molecular chlorine still remain unknown.  This lack of  
understanding proposes the questions do we understand the chlorine chemistry occurring 
in the Arctic boundary layer.  Despite the detection of both molecular Br2 and Cl2 in the 
Arctic surface boundary layer, their flux from their respective source has not been 
quantified.   






1.4 Impact of a Warming Arctic 
 
Over the past 130 years the earth’s surface temperature has been increasing.  
However this increase has been most dramatic in the Arctic region and mostly over the 
past 30 to 40 years (Serreze and Barry, 2011).  Figure 1.10 shows the average surface 
temperature increase for the time period of 1960 to 2009, as recorded by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).  The arctic warming is ~1.9 times 













This enhanced warming in the Arctic has been termed Arctic amplification and is 





The process begins with the initial increase in surface radiation from the elevated levels 
of greenhouse gases, resulting in the initial surface temperature increase (Forster and 
Ramaswamy, 2007).  As a result of this temperature increase, sea ice melting is greater in 
intensity with regard to both area and volume (Stroeve et al., 2012).  Not only has the 
total coverage area of the sea ice been declining over the past several decades (as shown 
in Figure 1.11), the overall distribution of Arctic sea ice has shifted from the majority 
being MYI to now mostly FYI (Maslanik et al., 2011).  Maslanik et al used satellite 
images to determine that the percent coverage by MYI went from 75% in the mid 1980’s 










    
Figure 1.11  The arctic sea ice extent as of August 4, 2014 (blue trace) along with the 
daily ice extent for 2012 (green trace) and the average daily ice extent for the time span 
of 1981 to 2010 (grey trace).  The shaded grey region represents the two standard 





FYI is generally thinner than MYI and is thus more susceptible to melting during 
the summer melt season than MYI, leading to more open water during the summer.  Open 
water absorbs solar radiation where sea ice reflects it away; this additional radiation input 
as sea ice retreats leads to more sea ice loss. As shown in Figure 1.12, this creates a 
positive feedback system, resulting in less sea ice and higher surface temperatures 
(Stroeve et al., 2012).  Furthermore, the sea ice acts as a barrier between the warm ocean 





removed there is a large increase in water vapor flux into the atmosphere, leading to 
greater relative humidity, and more cloud cover.  Clouds along with water vapor are very 
reflective greenhouse agents, and thus this leads to warming for more sea ice loss, and 















Figure 1.12 Graphic representation of the ice-albedo feedback system  
 
 
 As the percentage of sea ice coverage in the Arctic continues to shift towards FYI, 





molecular halogens, ODEs could become prevalent throughout the Arctic during spring 
until it becomes ice-free.   
 
1.5 Research Objectives and Statement of Purpose 
This thesis addresses the unique halogen chemistry of the Arctic boundary layer 
that occurs during the polar sunrise.  Aspects thoroughly investigated include molecular 
halogen sources, halogen radical cycling, and the effect of NOx on halogen chemistry.  
The cycling of BrOx and ClOx was studied during the 2012 BROMEX field campaign in 
Barrow, Alaska via the deployment of the flowtube method as described in Chapter 2.  
Using a 0-D model the effect of NOx on the halogen chemistry cycle was investigated.  In 
Chapter 3, it will be discussed how observations from the 2009 field campaign OASIS 
were used to examine the impact that NOx had on radical species concentrations during a 
10 day period, along with the results of this investigation.  The production of molecular 
halogens within the Arctic snowpack was studied using a chemical ionization mass 
spectrometer during in-snow experiments.  These experiments along with flux 
measurements that were conducted in Barrow, Alaska during January and February of 
2014 will be discussed in Chapter 4.  In Chapter 5 I will discuss the future needs to 
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CHAPTER 2 A FLOWING CHEMICAL REACTION METHOD  
FOR THE QUANTITATIVE DETECTION OF HALOGEN  





 It has been observed that halogen radicals are the main cause of ozone depletion 
events (ODEs) and atmospheric mercury depletion events (AMDE) experienced during 
polar sunrise in the Arctic (Barrie et al., 1988;Bottenheim et al., 1986;Schroeder et al., 
1998).  To gain a proper understanding of the complex chemistry involved in ODEs and 
AMDEs, ambient halogen radical concentrations must be known.  Early attempts at 
quantifying reactive halogen species involved indirect techniques, one being a kinetic 
analysis of NMHC decay during ODEs (Ariya et al., 1998;Jobson et al., 1994;Keil and 
Shepson, 2006;Cavender et al., 2008).  Long path-differential optical absorption 
spectrometry (LP-DOAS) was used as an early direct measurement method for detecting 
halogen radical species and was deployed during the 1992 Polar Sunrise Experiment.  
Hausmann and Platt (1994) were able to measure ambient BrO concentrations up to 17 
ppt at Alert, Canada, during April.  Differential optical absorption spectrometry (DOAS) 
has been used extensively to measure halogen oxides concentrations at various locations 
around the world including the Arctic, Antarctica, for volcanic emissions in Europe, and 
coastal Europe (Carpenter et al., 1999;Tuckermann et al., 1997;Honninger and Platt, 
2002;Peters et al., 2005;Kreher et al., 1997;Bobrowski et al., 2007).  DOAS works by 
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analyzing the narrow band absorption in the UV and visible region that is unique for the 
desired specie.  The concentration is derived by fitting the absorption in the spectral 
range appropriate of the species (Platt and Stutz, 2008).   
Other halogen oxides that have been detected by DOAS include IO, which has 
been quantified at Mace Head on the coast of Ireland at levels up to 2.5 ppt and up to 21 
ppt on the coast of Antarctica at the Halley Station (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2006;Saiz-Lopez et 
al., 2007).  The only published ClO Arctic data occurred during two different field 
campaigns in Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, in the spring of 1995 and 1996 by Tuckermann 
(1997).  DOAS was used to detect near surface ClO, at levels up to 21 ppt (1995) and 10 
ppt (1996), although measurements were close to the limit of detection of 18 and 8.5 ppt, 
respectively (Tuckermann et al., 1997).  But, in the 18 years since the Tuckermann et al. 
paper, there have been no reports of ClO measurements, and no reported progress in 
analytical methodologies. 
Chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) has the ability to directly detect 
halogen monoxide radicals (ClO, BrO, and IO).  Liao et. al. reported ambient BrO 
concentrations of up to 35 ppt in Barrow, Alaska during April of 2012 (Liao et al., 2012).  
They reported an intercomparison of LP-DOAS and CIMS, and found that BrO 
concentrations during low NOx and medium wind speeds were highly correlated 
(R
2
=0.85) (Liao et al., 2011).  The high correlation confirmed that both techniques are 
capable of detecting and accurately quantifying atmospheric BrO.   However, both DOAS 
and CIMS techniques do not allow for the detection and quantification of halogen atoms.  
The flowing chemical reaction method was developed, to directly quantify BrOx (BrO + 
Br) and ClOx (ClO + Cl) via the conversion of halogen radicals to a stable and detectable 
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halogenated product, through the reaction of Br and Cl radicals with a reactant that will 
incorporate the halogen atom into a stable product analyte molecule.  
   
2.2 Method Theory 
The ability to directly quantify halogen radicals’ (ClOx and BrOx) mole ratios in 
the Arctic ambient air is needed to further understand the chemistry that is the driving 
force behind ozone depletion events (ODEs) and atmospheric mercury depletion events 
(AMDEs).  A flowing chemical reaction (flowtube) method was developed at Purdue 
University to measure ambient halogen radicals’ mole ratios by converting the highly 
reactive halogen radicals into a stable and detectable halogenated ketone product through 
a series of reactions, utilizing a halogen atom scavenging reagent gas (Tackett, 2008).  
Dr. Phil Tackett designed the flowtube and a means to conduct sampling via gas 
chromatography. The reaction takes place on a time scale several orders of magnitude 
shorter than the residence time (~9.4 secs) inside of the flowtube.  For the flowtube 
method to work properly, the halogen radical scavenger (reagent gas) was selected based 
on several criteria: 
1.  The reagent gas must not occur naturally in the Arctic atmosphere at mole 
ratios that would lead to interferences within blank and ambient 
measurements, to ensure that a low limit of detection can be achieved. 
2.  The time scale for the reaction of the reagent gas with Br and Cl atoms must 
allow for reaction completion within the first few centimeters of the flowtube 
to eliminate loss of the halogen radicals to the walls of the flowtube. 
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3. The reaction yield for the stable halogenated product must be high enough to 
allow for low concentration (low ppt) halogen radical quantification. 
4. The halogenated products need to be separated (baseline resolved) and 
detected with high sensitivity using gas chromatography with electron capture 
detection (GC-ECD). 
Previous deployments of the flowtube method used the reagent gases 1,1,1-
trifluoropropene and allyl bromide with relative success (Tackett, 2008;Stephens, 2012).  
However, using 1,1,1-trifluoropropene leads to products that are relatively volatile and 
required a very low initial oven temperature (< -25°C) to properly separate the peaks 
using gas chromatography.  In the lab this was done using liquid N2, however the 
flowtube method was deployed in remote Arctic locations making the use of liquid 
nitrogen very expensive and impractical.  Allyl bromide was able to detect BrOx but the 
yield for the flowtube product of chlorine atoms reacting with allyl bromide was too low 
(0.3%).  For these reasons a new reagent gas was selected, trans-2-butene.   
The flowtube reaction scheme using trans-2-butene is as follows:  First ambient air is 
pumped into the flowtube where it is immediately mixed with trans-2-butene and nitric 
oxide (NO).  NO is needed to convert halogen monoxides to halogen radicals (2.1). 
NO + XO·  NO2  + ·X       (2.1) 
 The halogen atoms attack the double bond in trans-2-butene and in the presence of 
molecular oxygen, a peroxy radical is formed. The NO added to the flowtube will then 
extract an oxygen atom from the peroxy radical to form NO2 and yield an alkoxy radical.  
Molecular oxygen will then remove a hydrogen atom from the alpha carbon atom, 
forming HO2 and the stable halogenated product. 
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·X   +   CH3CH=CHCH3      CH3CH(·)CHXCH3    (2.2) 
CH3CH(·)CHXCH3   +   O2      CH3CH(OO·)CHXCH3   (2.3) 
CH3CH(OO·)CHXCH3   +   NO      CH3CH(O·)CHXCH3+NO2  (2.4) 
CH3CH(O·)CHXCH3   +    O2      CH3C(=O)CHXCH3   +   HO2  (2.5) 
The products that result from the above reaction scheme are 3-bromo-2-butanone (Br-
butanone) and 3-chloro-2-butanone (Cl-butanone) for the addition by Br and Cl radicals, 
respectively.   
 
2.3 Flowtube Design 
The original development and deployment of the flowing chemical reaction 
chamber was performed and described in detail in Tackett (2008).  Therefore, only a brief 
description of the flowing chemical reaction chamber will be given here.   
The 750 cm long quartz flowtube (Figure 2.1) is equipped with a 20 mm ID 
opening at one end to serve as the inlet into the flowtube for sampling ambient air.  
Quartz was used to enable photochemical processes for method development.  The 
opposite end of the flowtube has a ¼ʺ OD vacuum port that is attached to a diaphragm 
pump to draw the ambient air through the flowtube at a rate of 1.5 slpm.  The flowtube 
has four ¼ʺ OD glass side ports for introducing the reagent gases into the flowtube along 
with sampling the final stable halogenated product.  The two side ports (left side) located 
near the inlet each connect to a quartz gas dispersion frit for introducing the reagent gases 
into the flowtube.  The frits were designed to disperse the reagents at the head of the 
flowtube in countercurrent fashion.  Turbulence within the flowtube enhances mixing of 
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Figure 2.1 Photo of the quartz flowtube used in the flowing chemical reaction method.  
The reagent gas inlet frit is located on the far left and the sampling inlet is located on the 





The dimensions and flow rate for the flowtube were based on minimizing wall 
loss of the sampled halogen radicals.  Within the limit of laminar flow, molecular 
diffusion can be used to calculate the time scale (τMD) for which the radicals will diffuse 
to the walls of the flowtube and be irreversibly absorbed.  The τMD is influenced by the 
size of the diffusing gases, the temperature and pressure within the vessel, along with the 
medium in which the molecule is traveling.  First, laminar flow within the flowtube must 
be ensured so that the only cause of mass transfer to the walls will be from molecular 
diffusion.   Laminar flow is defined as smooth, undistributed flow where the flow layers 
run parallel to one another.  To determine if a flow is laminar the Reynolds number (Re) 
can be calculated (Equation 2.I). 
 
(2.I) 






The Reynolds number characterizes the flow and is calculated using the fluid linear 
velocity (u) in m∙s-1, the inner diameter of the flowtube (d), and the kinematic viscosity of 
the fluid (ν) in m2∙s-1.  Laminar flow is defined as a Reynolds number of <2300.  The 
fluid linear velocity is calculated using Equation 2.II. 
 
For the flowtube method a volumetric flow rate of 1.5 slpm is used, that along with the 
flowtube’s radius (r) of 1 cm, a linear velocity of 0.08 m∙s-1 is achieved.  At a temperature 
of 300K, air has a kinematic velocity of 1.6x10
-5
 m
2∙s-1, as calculated using the online 
Engineering Toolbox (http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/).  This yields a Reynolds 
number of 100 which is within the laminar flow regime.   
 The molecular diffusion time scale can be calculated using Equation 2.III, where r 
represents the radius of the flowtube in meters and Dg represents the gas-phase diffusion 
coefficient for the specie of interest (Roberts and Webster, 2002).    
 
Of the four species of interest, (ClO, Cl, BrO and Br) Cl atoms have the largest diffusion 
coefficient of 0.183 cm
2∙s-1.  The gas-phase diffusion coefficient was calculated using 
Equation (2.IV), where k is the boltzmann constant (1.38x10
-23
 m
2∙kg∙s-1∙K-1), T is the 







 Equation 2.III yields a time scale of ~2.7 seconds for Cl atoms to diffuse to the walls of 
the flowtube.  Therefore, the flowtube reaction mechanism must occur within a time scale 
much less than 2.7 seconds to minimize the loss of halogen radicals to the flowtube walls.   
Based on the chlorine atom’s timescale for molecular diffusion (2.7 secs), the entire 
flowtube reaction mechanism should occur within ~0.027 seconds.  This is two orders of 
magnitude faster than the molecular diffusion timescale, which will minimize wall loss.  
The first step toward achieving the desired time scale of ~0.027 seconds is to determine 
the NO concentration needed to convert all the XO to X.   
 
Given that kClO+NO is 2.04x10
-11
 cm
3∙molec-1∙s-1, we calculate an NO concentration of 72 
ppb using equation 2.V, which represents the necessary concentration needed to convert 
all the XO to X on the desired timescale for the entire flowtube mechanism.  However, a 
higher concentration of NO (1 ppm) was used during deployment based on NO 
calibration standard availability.  This would only decrease the time scale for the 
conversion of XO to X.  Using Equation 2.V, XO will have a lifetime of < 0.002 seconds, 
one order of magnitude less than the target time frame for the flowtube reaction 
mechanism.   
Following the conversion of all the XO to X, trans-2-butene must then scavenge all the 
available halogen atoms.  Using Equation 2.VI, an initial concentration of 52ppb was 
calculated for trans-2-butene, to ensure that all the halogen radicals will react with trans-






However, halogen atoms are extremely reactive and within the flowtube can be 
scavenged by various compounds present in the ambient Arctic air.  The two main sinks 
for bromine and chlorine atoms in ambient air are ozone and methane, respectively.  To 
guarantee that trans-2-butene reacts with >99% of the halogen atoms Equation 2.VII and 
2.VIII were used to determine the necessary trans-2-butene concentration.  For the 
bromine atom calculation the typical Arctic ambient ozone concentration of 40 ppb 
(1x10
12




The solution from Equation 2.VII produced a trans-2-butene concentration of 370 ppb.   
 
 
A similar calculation for the competing reaction of Cl + CH4 was performed, using a 
methane concentration of 1.98 ppm (5x10
13
 molec∙cm-3) and rate constant of 4.33x10-14 
cm
3∙molec-1∙s-1.  This yielded a concentration of 26 ppb for trans-2-butene.      
  
 
Based on the two calculations a concentration of 370 ppb of trans-2-butene will be 
sufficient to react with 99% of both chlorine and bromine atoms.  During the field 
deployment a concentration of 1.5 ppm was used for both NO and trans-2-butene, as 
excess of both had no effect on the chromatography during laboratory studies.  This 
assured a >99% efficiency for trans-2-butene to react with both bromine and chlorine 
atoms, while allowing the flowtube reactions to complete on a time scale that is orders of 
magnitude faster than the molecular diffusion rate of Cl or Br atoms to the walls of the 





2.4 Product Yield 
 To properly quantify ClOx and BrOx using the flowtube method, the percent yield 
of the stable halogenated products was determined.      
To experimentally determine the percent yield for the flowtube products, a 
covered Teflon (FEP, American Durafilm) bag (60L) was filled with compressed air 
(Ultra High Purity 5.0, Praxair).  During the filling process the experimental reactants 
(trans-2-butene, molecular halogen, NO, O2 and an OH scavenger) were injected into a 
glass tee that connected the air flow to the Teflon bag.  An OH scavenger was used 
during the experiments to ensure that the decrease in the trans-2-butene concentration 
was from the reaction with the halogen atom and not OH.  For the chlorine experiments 




3∙molec-1∙s-1) with benzene was much greater than Cl radicals (1.3x10-15 
cm
3∙molec-1∙s-1) reacting with benzene.  For the bromine experiments, cyclohexane was 
used because OH radicals, but not Br atoms, react with cyclohexane.  During the 
experiment the bag was periodically exposed to UV radiation for a short time to 
photolyze the molecular halogens into halogen radicals to initiate the reaction.  After each 
irradiation, a sample was acquired and analyzed using the GC-ECD and a gas 
chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID).  The GC-ECD was 
used to monitor the increase in concentration of the halogenated product, while the GC-
FID was used to determine the decrease in concentration of trans-2-butene.  The product 
yield was determined by plotting the concentration of Cl-butanone or Br-butanone 
product vs the loss of trans-2-butene on the x-axis.  The slope of the plot is equal to the 
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fractional value of the product yield.  Figure 2.2 shows the results from each product 
yield experiment for both bromine and chlorine reaction with trans-2-butene.      
 
       
 
 
Figure 2.2 Plot of Cl-butanone and Br-butanone concentrations vs T2B loss during 




The percent yield for the desired product for the reaction of trans-2-butene with Br is 
12(±.2) % while the percent yield is 6(±.3) % for the reaction with Cl.  The best fit lines 
were forced through zero as the y-intercept was determined to be statistically 
insignificant.   
 
2.5 Product Separation and Detection 
The halogenated flowtube products were detected and quantified using a gas 
chromatograph with an electron capture detector (GC-ECD).  The field deployment set-
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up for the flowtube connected to the GC-ECD will be discussed in Section 2.7.  The GC 
used was a HP 5890 Series II GC combined with an electron capture detector (ECD) that 
had a 
63
Ni radioactive source.  The 
63
Ni source emits beta particles that collide with the 
ECD’s makeup gas (5% methane in Argon), producing additional free electrons that 
establish an electrical current, which reduce the current within the ECD cell.  This change 
in current is used to detect and quantify electronegative species in a sample.  Separation 
of the halogenated ketone products was achieved using a Restek Rtx-624 (30m mid 
polarity 6% cyanopropylphenyl/94% dimethyl polysiloxane, .32mm ID, 1.8µm film 
thickness) column using He (UHP 5.0, Praxair) as a carrier gas with a column flow rate 
of 11mL∙min-1.  Both the carrier gas and P5 were purified by flowing the gases through 
chemical traps that removed O2, H2O, and hydrocarbons from the flow.  These species 
can lead to interferences and a larger background signal.  This was done for both the lab 
studies and the field study.  Samples were flushed through a heated (100°C) 180-mL 
stainless steel Siltek treated sample loop connected to a 6-port Valco switching valve 
which injects the sample onto the head of the column.  Siltek is a Restek patented 
deposition process used to create inert surfaces for chromatography purposes.  High 
purity He (UHP 5.0, Praxair) was used as the carrier gas to transfer the sample from the 
sample loop to the GC column for separation, then to the detector for quantification.  The 
ECD detector used ECD grade P5 (5% methane in Argon, Praxair) make-up gas.  A 















Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of in-laboratory GC set-up to calibrate and optimize the 





The GC was calibrated for the flowtube products to ensure that the necessary 
limits of detection could be achieved so that ambient BrOx and ClOx in the Arctic could 
be quantified.  The GC oven had a custom temperature program to allow for the flowtube 
products to be baseline resolved along with attaining Gaussian shaped peaks.  The GC 
oven was cryocooled using liquid N2 to -20
ᵒ
C for 9.5 minutes.  This allowed for the 
flowtube products to collect at the head of the column while the entire sample air was 
passed through the column.  The GC oven temperature was then increased to 150
ᵒ
C at a 
rate of 5
ᵒ




C∙min-1 where it was held for 3 
minutes to ensure that all the compounds injected into the column were eluted from the 
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GC column.  An example chromatogram of the resolved product peaks, 3-chloro-2-
butanone and 3-bromo-2-butanone, is shown in Figure 2.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 In-lab chromatogram of gas-phase calibration standards for Cl-butanone (45 





Instrument calibrations were performed in the laboratory using the field study 
deployment set-up (Fig. 2.5)  prior to the field campaign.  A calibration curve was made 
to ensure that the ECD response was linear with a zero intercept, and that it would be able 
to detect Cl-butanone and Br-butanone at low ppt levels (1-30 ppt) when connected to the 
flowtube field study set-up.  A schematic of the in-lab set-up is shown in Figure 2.5.  The 
only difference between the in-lab set-up versus the field study set-up was that the 
reagent gases were not connected to the flowtube for the in-lab field study set-up.  Gas 
phase calibration standards were made in Teflon (FEP, American Durafilm) bags by 
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injecting known volumes (~10 μL) of a liquid phase standard containing 3-bromo-2-
butanone (Sigma Aldrich) and 3-chloro-2-butanone (Alfa Aesar) dissolved in HPLC 
grade cyclohexane (Sigma Aldrich) into a known flow of compress air (UHP 5.0, 
Praxair).  The Teflon bags, containing the flowtube products, were connected to the end 
of the flowtube via a heated ¼ʺ stainless steel Siltek treated calibration line that attached 
to a Teflon adapter (Figure 2.6).  Teflon adapters were custom built by Randy Repogle of 
JAFCI.  The Teflon adapter was secured to the inlet end of the flowtube, to allow the gas-
phase standards to enter the flowtube system.  In this way, the system was calibrated as 












The flowtube’s lower sampling port was connected to a heated (115ᵒC) sample 
line (1/4ʺ OD stainless steel Siltek treated) that was attached to the GC-ECD via a 6-port 
switching valve (heated to 100°C).  A 180 mL heated (100
ᵒ
C) sample loop (stainless steel 
Siltek treated) was used to allow for a lower detection limit.  A larger sample loop allows 
for more analyte to be injected, in proportion to the sample volume.  Blanks were 
collected by directly connecting UHP air (Praxair) to the inlet of the flowtube using the 
Teflon adaptor.  The calibration curves for both products detected during the 2012 
Barrow field deployment are shown in Figure 2.7.  The sample line and calibration line 





Figure 2.6 Teflon adaptor used in the field for connecting heated sample line to the end of 




.   
Figure 2.7 Calibration curve for Cl-butanone and Br-butanone during the 2012 BROMEX 






From the linear regression of the calibration curves the limits of detection (LOD) were 
calculated using Equation 2.IX. 
 
The standard deviation of the blank samples was calculated by determining the peak 
height and area within the retention time for both flowtube products for every blank 
sample taken.  This was done using a Labview peak integration software routine.  
Retention times were determined based on the calibration samples.  The LODs for 3-
bromo-2-butanone and 3-chloro-2-butanone were found to be 0.26 ppt and 0.74 ppt, 
respectively.  These were determined to be sufficient to detect and quantify ambient BrOx 
and ClOx, since previous measurements indicated concentrations in the 5 to 35 ppt and 3 
to 21 ppt range, respectively.   
 
2.6 Bromine, Mercury, and Ozone Experiment (BROMEX) 2012 
 The Bromine, Ozone, and Mercury Experiment (BROMEX) field campaign was 
an international multi-disciplinary collaborative effort that took place in Barrow, Alaska 
during March and April of 2012.  Barrow is located on the northernmost tip of Alaska 
enclosed by the Chukchi Sea on the west and the Beaufort Sea on the east and north 
(Figure 2.8).  During BROMEX a range of gas phase chemical species were quantified 
including several inorganic halogen species (Br2, Cl2, BrO, ClO, and HOBr), O3, and 
gaseous elemental mercury (GEM).  Meteorological stations recorded wind speed and 
direction along with the ambient temperature at various heights above the snowpack.  





Figure 2.8 Map of the Arctic Circle, highlighting the location of Barrow, Alaska.  
 
The motivation behind BROMEX was to study the impact that Arctic sea ice reduction is 
having on boundary layer chemistry that involves bromine, ozone, and mercury 
(http://seaice.apl.washington.edu/AirChemistry/index.html).   
 
2.7 Field Deployment Set-up and Location 
During the 2012 BROMEX field campaign, the flowtube method was setup in a 
sampling trailer located on the tundra (71.27513° N, 156.64031° W), 3.5 km southeast of 
the Chukchi Sea and 4 km east of the town of Barrow, as shown in Figure 2.9.     
 




Figure 2.9 Map showing the location of the sampling trailer used during BROMEX in 





In the spring (Feb 17 to April 10) of 2012 the flowtube method was used during a field 
study in Barrow, AK as a part of NASA’s BROMEX (Bromine, Ozone, and Mercury 
Experiment) field campaign.  The flowtube was housed in a heated (30°C) insulated 
aluminum box (Ned Gangwer, Purdue Chemistry Shop) that was mounted to the roof of 
the previously mentioned sampling trailer.  The inlet of the flowtube was 4.8 meters 
above the snowpack surface that surrounded the sampling trailer.  Figure 2.10 shows the 











The GC used for analysis along with the flowtube reagent gas cylinders and GC gas 
cylinders were stored inside the sampling trailer to which the flowtube was mounted.  A 
schematic of the experimental set-up for the BROMEX field deployment is shown in 
Figure 2.11.     
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Figure 2.11 Schematic of the field deployment GC flowtube set-up for the BROMEX 






The flowtube was heated to 30°C using Omega heat wraps connected to a 
temperature controller.  The aluminum housing was also insulated to help with the 
heating and to protect the fragile quartz flowtube.  A heated (115°C) 3 meter ¼ʺ OD 
stainless steel Siltek treated sample line was used to connect the sampling port at the 
bottom of the flowtube to the GC’s six-port valve via a sample line that connected the 
flowtube through a hole in the sampling trailer to the six-port valve.  The reagent gases 
were connected to the flowtube’s frit port via a 1/8ʺ OD Teflon line that was connected to 
a switching valve that controlled the release of the reagent gases into the flowtube.  This 
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was controlled automatically within the data acquisition software used during the field 
deployment.  Finally, a ¼ʺ OD Teflon line attached to a diaphragm pump was connected 
to the bottom of the flowtube.  This provided a flow of 1.5 slpm ambient sample air 
through the flowtube.   
 
2.8 Ambient Sampling 
To initiate the collection of an ambient sample, three functions would occur 
automatically and simultaneously.  First, the switching valve that controlled the reagent 
gases release to the flowtube opened.  Second, the pump that pumped the ambient sample 
through the sample line and through the sample loop was turned on.  Finally, the GC six-
port valve was switched to load mode.  Load mode diverts the flow of the six port valve 
so that an ambient sample can fill the sample loop.    The sample loop was flushed for 2.5 
minutes (> 5 times) to ensure a fresh sample was loaded in the sample loop before the 
six-port valve switched back to inject mode.  While in inject mode the GC carrier gas 
(UHP 5.0 He) flushes the sample out of the sample loop and onto the head of the column.   
When the six port valve switches to inject mode the GC’s temperature program 
automatically starts, as described earlier in Section 2.5.  In the interest of economy, after 
the temperature program was completed the GC oven was cooled by pulling cold ambient 
air through the wall of the building into the GC oven via a blower.  The blower was 
controlled by a relay switch connected to the GC and was turned on automatically when 
the oven needed to be cooled or held at a temperature below 25°C.  The entire process 
resulted in hourly data points.  A portion of a sample chromatogram for an ambient 
sample taken March 16 at 21:53 (UTC) during the BROMEX field campaign is shown in 
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Figure 2.12.  Ambient samples were also collected only when trans-2-butene, but not NO, 
was released into the flowtube.  This allowed for the quantification of only the halogen 




Figure 2.12 Ambient sample (red) and ambient blank (black) measurement showing 




2.9 Blank Measurements and Calibrations 
 A different procedure was implemented during calibrations and blank 
measurements to ensure we were not producing any Br-butanone and Cl-butanone during 
those measurements, and to investigate the possibility of any carry-over between samples 
or cooling ambient compounds.  A heated (115°C) 3.2 meter long ¼ʺ OD stainless steel 
Siltek treated calibration line was connected to the inlet of the flowtube via a Teflon 
adapter, as previously described in Section 2.5.  A Teflon bag containing a gas-phase 
calibration standard was connected to the end of the calibration line that was inside the 
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sampling trailer.  Once the Teflon bag was connected, the sampling procedure was 
started, as described previously.  After the sample was injected into to the head of the 
column the Teflon adapter was removed from the flow tube’s inlet to allow for ambient 
air to be pulled through the flowtube and, if planned, another gas-phase calibration 
standard was prepared in the Teflon bag.   
 A week after the GC-ECD was setup and the baseline was allowed to stabilize, an 
extensive calibration curve was produced for the flowtube products, ranging from 1 to 
120 ppt.  After that, one or two calibration points were obtained daily and added to the 
initial calibration curve to monitor the GC-ECD sensitivity throughout the field 
campaign.  During the field campaign the LOD for bromobutanone and chlorobutanone 
were 1.5 and 7.5 ppt, respectively.  The higher LOD during the field campaign could be 
due to a higher baseline signal compared to the lab studies.  
To properly quantify ClOx and BrOx concentrations based on our measurements, blank 
measurements needed to be obtained to subtract from the ambient signal.  Several blank 
samples were acquired daily to ensure the baseline was steady and to track interference 
peaks.  Six different types of blanks were collected, four for ambient measurements and 
two for calibration measurements, as follows:         
 Ambient air without reagent gases present 
 Ambient air with only NO present 
 UHP air directly connected to flowtube 
 UHP air directly connected to the flowtube with trans-2-butene 
 UHP air sampled through calibration line that was connected to flowtube 
 Teflon bag filled with UHP directly connected to GC 
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Sampling ambient air in the absence of the reagent gases would show any ambient 
compounds that have a similar retention time as our flowtube products.  Sampling 
ambient air with just NO would show if the NO mixture had any impurities that were 
causing interfering peaks.  The same test was done when UHP air and trans-2-butene 
were sampled.  UHP air directly connected to the flowtube was used to show the baseline 
of our field measurement without any interference from species in the ambient air.  UHP 
air sampled through the calibration line was used to check for contamination from the 
calibration line that would interfere with the calibration curve.  Finally, Teflon bags were 
filled with UHP and directly connected to the GC to measure any contamination from the 
Teflon bags.  The most common blanks performed were only sampling ambient air and 
sampling UHP air through the calibration line.  A sample chromatogram for an ambient 
air blank is shown in Figure 2.12 (black line).   
 
2.10 Results 
BrOx and ClOx measurements were performed from March 13
th
 to April 3
rd
 2012.  
However, data collection was not continuous due to instrumentation malfunctions that 
occurred from March 25-29.  A time series of BrOx, ClOx, O3 and radiation from March 












Ground level O3 concentration measurements along with downwelling radiation 
measurements were provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) base located in Barrow, Alaska.  Shown in Figure 2.13, ClOx and BrOx were 
found to positively correlate to radiation, as expected due to the generation of bromine 
and chlorine radicals from photolysis of their respective molecular halogens precursors.  
Furthermore, retention times between the calibration standards and ambient 
measurements peaks prove that our ambient signals were genuine and truly were the 
desired flowtube products, bromobutanone and chlorobutanone.  The principle of 
separation in gas chromatography involves the interaction between the stationary phase 
coating the internal walls of the GC column and the chemicals entering the column.  
Everything that enters the column will have a unique interaction with the stationary phase 
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based on its size, polarity, and functional groups.  Those factors along with the specie’s 
volatility lead to its retention time.  Therefore, when the ambient peak matches our 
calibration standard’s retention time we are confident in the identity of the peak.   
In Figure 2.13 the daytime BrOx and ClOx peaks range from 500 to 2000 ppt 
which are 32 and 83 times greater than the average observed and modeled concentrations 
of BrO and ClO, respectively (Liao et al., 2012;Piot and von Glasow, 2008;Stutz et al., 
2011;Honninger and Platt, 2002;Tuckermann et al., 1997).  Inside the same sampling 
trailer where the flowtube method was deployed we also had a CIMS there to detect 
ambient BrO and ClO.  A times series plot of the CIMS BrO and ClO data that overlap 
with the flowtube’s BrOx and ClOx is shown in Figure 2.14.  A comparison of 
concentrations reveals that the flowtube’s concentrations are ~ 80x greater than those of 




Figure 2.14 Time series measurements of BrO and ClO from BROMEX 2012. 
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The huge difference between the CIMS and flowtube method’s XO 
concentrations lead us to believe that an inference led to the high concentrations obtained 
using the flowtube method.  One possible source for the very high calculated BrOx and 
ClOx concentrations could be blank interferences.  This would cause higher reported peak 
heights resulting in fluctuated calculated concentrations. However, both bromobutanone 
and chlorobutanone peaks for all the different types of blanks were very small and had no 
significant interference with the flowtube measurements.  Also when quantifying the 
ambient measurements the average blank sample’s signal was subtracted from the 
ambient signal to account for any background inference.  Another possible source would 
be that the percent yield for both flowtube products was too low.  As an upper limit, we 
calculated the concentrations using a yield of 100% for both products, yields BrOx and 
ClOx concentrations that were still too high, ranging from 50 ppt to 200 ppt.  As to this 
date we are still unsure of what caused the error in the flowtube method measurements. 
 
2.11 Future Directions 
Although the flowtube method did not produce comprehensible data during the 
BROMEX field campaign, the method still has the potential to capture the BrOx
 
and ClOx 
profiles.  However, during the course of this work we were able to develop a CIMS 
method to detect BrO and ClO in real time.  The CIMS instrument will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter 3.  Here the ion chemistry that occurs within the CIMS that allows us to 
detect ClO and BrO will be described.  The CIMS uses CH3I to produce the reagent ion, 
I
-
, which ionizes the halogen species, as shown in reaction 2.6-2.7 
I
-





   +   ClO   →   IClO-        (2.7) 
ClO and BrO measurements conducted during BROMEX 2012 are shown in Figure 2.14.  
The CIMS method has several advantages over the flowtube method such as real time 
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CHAPTER 3 IN-SNOWPACK AND VERTICAL PROFILE EXPERIMENTS 






Halogen chemistry has been widely studied throughout the Arctic over the past 
several decades (Domine et al., 2008;Grannas et al., 2007;Simpson et al., 2007).  
Bromine, in particular, has been linked with ozone depletion events (ODEs), where ozone 
drops from background levels of 40 ppb to below 5 ppb (Barrie et al., 1988;Oltmans et 
al., 1989).  This has been shown to occur sporadically during the Arctic springtime 
(Oltmans et al., 2012).  As most of these measurements took place at coastal locations, 
sea salt was proposed as one of the first sources of atmospheric molecular halogens 
(McConnell et al., 1992).  It has been hypothesized that aerosols provided the initial 
release and a surface for heterogeneous recycling of atmospheric Br2 to occur during 
ODEs (Fan and Jacob, 1992;McConnell et al., 1992).  The acidic environment of 
sulphuric aerosols provide the low pH conditions that are necessary to produce Br2 in the 
aqueous phase, which can later be released into the gas-phase (Fan and Jacob, 1992).  
However, heterogeneous recycling of HOBr on the surface snowpack was shown in a 
modeling study to be necessary in order to match simulated O3 depletion rates to 
observations (Michalowski et al., 2000).  This provided evidence that heterogeneous 
recycling of halogens in the Arctic occurred on multiple ice surfaces.  This furthered the 
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idea that not only is the snowpack needed for heterogeneous recycling but that it could be 
a direct source of molecular halogens.  It was later discovered that the snowpack surface 
is open to deposition of sea salt, acidic aerosols, and stable bromine species (HOBr and 
BrONO2) which can lead to the production of molecular halogens (Pratt et al., 2013;Wren 
et al., 2013;Cao et al., 2014).  Pratt et al. conducted snow chamber experiments that 
showed the surface snowpack can produce molecular bromine in the presence of UV 
radiation and this production is enhanced by an increase in O3 concentration due to 
heterogeneous chemistry as shown in reactions 3.1-3.6.  
X2  +   hv    →    2X         (3.1) 
X    +    O3     →      XO    +    O2       (3.2) 
XO    +    HO2     →      HOX    +    O2      (3.3) 
HOX(g)     →     HOX(aq)        (3.4) 
HOX(aq)    +    H
+
    +    X/Y
-
     →      X2(aq)/XY(aq)
    +    
H2O    (3.5) 
X2(aq)/XY(aq)   →     X2(g)/XY(g)       (3.6)                      
However, Cl2 production was not observed during those snow chamber experiments, 
although concentrations up to 400 ppt have been observed in the Artic boundary layer 
during the spring time (Liao et al., 2014).  Current Arctic models are inhibited by the lack 
of understanding of the source of and emission rates of atmospheric molecular halogens, 
especially for Cl2.  This information is crucial towards properly simulating future Arctic 
atmospheric composition, especially as the surrounding sea ice changes.  To further 
investigate the source of Cl2 and BrCl, we deployed a CIMS in Barrow, Alaska during 
January and February of 2014 to perform real time measurements of gas-phase inorganic 
halogens within the interstitial snowpack air. We attempted to determine if the tundra 
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snowpack could produce Cl2 and BrCl.  Additionally, vertical profile experiments were 
conducted above the surface snowpack in order to determine the flux rate of Br2 and Cl2 




3.2.1 Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) 
Inorganic halogens (Br2, Cl2, and BrCl) were detected using a chemical ionization 







































amu).  Each mass was monitored for 500 ms with a total integration period of 7.8s, giving 
a 6.4% duty cycle.  The CIMS has been described previously in Liao et. al. [2012] and 
Pratt et. al. [2013] so only a brief description will be given here.  The CIMS samples at 
atmospheric pressure, pulling 8.2 slpm of ambient air through a 25 cm long, 0.65 cm ID 
PFA tube that was housed in a custom three-way inlet valve, which will be described 
below.  After the sampled ambient air passes through the inlet valve, a portion of the flow 
(2 slpm) enters the CIMS flow reactor through a 0.51 mm diameter orifice.  The flow 
reactor is a 18 cm length of stainless tube coated with PTFE.  Inside the flow reactor the 
analytes of interest (Cl2, Br2, and BrCl) were ionized by I∙(H2O)n
-
  via reaction 3.7-3.9.   
Br2     +   I(H2O)n
 -
       →   Br2I
-
    +     (H2O)n    (3.7) 
Cl2      +   I(H2O)n
 -
        →   Cl2I
-
    +     (H2O)n    (3.8) 
BrCl   +   I(H2O)n
 -







, were produced inside the flow reactor using a 2.0 
slpm flow of CH3I (5 ppm) in N2 passed through a 
210
Po ionizing source and mixed with 
a flow of humidified N2 inside the flow reactor.  Humidified N2 was made by flowing N2 
through 28°C deionized water housed in a glass bubbler.  The addition of water into the 
flow reactor was needed to increase the sensitivity of the inorganic halogens to the CIMS, 
as lab studies have shown the sensitivity towards halogens can be water dependent 
(Neuman et al., 2010).  
To dissociate the weakly bound water clusters, via energetic collisions, to yield 
the detectable ion, a portion of the flow from the flow reactor was passed through a 0.81 
mm diameter orifice and into the collisional dissociation chamber (CDC).  The CDC is an 
ocotopole held at 0.67 hPa that uses a 4 V∙cm-1 electric field.  The ions that departed from 
the CDC were then guided, by a separate octopole, to a quadropole mass analyzer.  The 
ions are separated and then detected by an electron multiplier detector (Exelis) where the 





















Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of CIMS (Liao et al. 2012). 
 
Ion peaks are resolved at 1 amu resolution, allowing for each different halogen isotope to 
be detected as a unique mass that was used to check the identity of each pair of 
halogenated detected species.   
To confirm the identity of the detected masses isotopic ratio plots were used.  An 
isotopic ratio plot is when two isotopes of the same specie (i.e. Br2, Cl2, and BrCl) are 
plotted against each other to enable comparison of the linear regression with their known 
isotopic ratio (Liao et al., 2011).  Confirmation of the presence of a specific molecular 
halogen was achieved when the two masses best fit line had a slope value within ±5% of 




























 (285amu) had a best fit line R
2
 = 0.997 with 
a slope of .93, where the isotopic ratio is 0.97, confirming the presence of two bromine 













 (199 amu) were plotted (not shown) 
against each other and had a R
2
 = 0.935 with a slope of .63, confirming the presence of 












 (241amu) were 
plotted (not shown) against each other and had a R
2
 = 0.991 with a slope of 1.2, 
confirming the presence of one Cl and one Br atom.  This shows that the CIMS was not 
detecting any major interference at the masses we were monitoring during our 
experiments.                
   
 
 
Figure 3.2 Isotopic ratio graph for Br2 from an in-snow experiment in Barrow, Alaska on 








3.2.1.1 Background and Calibration Measurements 
 
To perform regular calibration and background measurements a three-way valve 
was used.  A schematic of the three-way valve showing the difference between 
measurement and background mode is shown in Figure 3.3.  Backgrounds were 
conducted every 20 minutes by diverting the sample flow entering the CIMS through a 
scrubber containing glass wool.  Glass wool has been shown to efficiently remove gas-
phase inorganic halogens from air flows (Neuman et al., 2010).  We also tested this 
during the field study by mixing a stream of Br2 (1.5 ppb) and Cl2 (2.5 ppb) into a flow of 
breathing air and passing it through the glass wool scrubber.  During the glass wool 
scrubber test the Br2 and Cl2 ion signals did not increase, indicating the glass wool 





Figure 3.3 Schematic of the three way inlet valve showing the air flow during 






Calibrations were performed around every .5 hr by adding a 100 sccm flow of air 
containing a known concentration of Br2 (1.5 ppb) and Cl2 (2.5 ppb) into the ambient 
sample as it was entering the CIMS.  Br2 and Cl2 sensitivities were calculated throughout 
the field campaign using Equations 3.I-3.III.  First an ambient subtracted calibration 
signal was calculated by subtracting the interpolated ambient signal from the calibration 
signal (Eqn 3.I).  The interpolated ambient signal represents the ambient X2 signal before 
and after the calibration measurement.   
 
The ambient subtracted calibration signal was then divided by the concentration of the 
molecular halogen added to the ambient flow to yield a Hz/ppt sensitivity (Eqn. 3.II).   
 
 
However, laboratory studies have shown that the CIMS sensitivity toward molecular 
halogens is influenced by the concentration of reagent ion.  To correct for this the 









To quantify the BrCl signal an average sensitivity of the Br2 and Cl2 sensitivities was 
assumed based on discussion with Greg Huey (personal discussion).  During the in-






minute averaged limits of detection were 3.6 ppt, 1.0  ppt, and 3.2 ppt, respectively.  
Their respective uncertainties were calculated to be ±18%, ±21%, and ±19%, based on 
Equations 3.IV-3.VII.  First, the absolute uncertainty in the X2 calibration signal was 
calculated Eqn. 3.IV.   
 
 
The relative uncertainty for the CIMS sensitivity toward X2 was calculated using        





Next the uncertainty in the ambient signal was calculated using Eqn. 3.VI.  
 
 






During the flux experiments the Br2 (285 amu) and Cl2 (197 amu) 3σ 1 minute averaged 







±33%, respectively.  The flux uncertainty was calculated using Equation 3.VIII, where z0 
represents the roughness length and U is the average wind speed at 10 m above the 





It should be noted that snowpack fluxes of BrCl are not reported because the measured 
masses, 241amu and 243 amu ratio, during ambient measurements did not fall on the 












 (243 amu) during 
the gradient measurements, suggesting an interfering mass. 
Permeation tubes containing Br2 (VICI Metronics) and Cl2 (VICI Metronics) were 
used to provide a constant emission of each molecular halogen for calibration purposes.  
Each permeation tube was stored in an oven held at 30°C that had a constant 100 sccm 
flow of N2 passing through it to carry the molecular halogen to the CIMS.  Both 
permeation ovens were connected to opposite sides of the switching valve via a 1/8ʺ OD 
Teflon line.  The Teflon line was also connected to an exterior PTFE tee where one end 
lead through the switching valve to the PFA tube inside while the other end was 
connected to a needle valve joined to a diaphragm pump.  The diaphragm pump was used 
to divert the permeation tube outlet flow away from CIMS inlet during ambient sampling.  
This flow was automatically closed during calibrations so that 100% of the permeation 




properly the molecular halogen permeation tube emission output must be known and 
constant.   





 in a KI solution (5% KI).  This was done by bubbling the 
permeation oven output through a glass impinger filled with a known volume of the KI 
solution, for a measured amount of time.  The conversion reaction (3.10) shows a 1:1 
conversion of each molecular halogen to I3
-
(Wu et al., 1963;Kazantseva et al., 2002).   A 
5% KI solution is used so that I
-
 is in kinetic excess, pushing the reaction toward the I3
-
 
side to ensure that all the X2 is quantified. 
X2   +   3I
-
   ↔   2X-   +   I3
-
       (3.10) 
The I3
-
 concentration was quantified using a UV-Vis (Genesys, Spectronic 20) at 352 nm 
(Finley and Saltzman, 2008).  The concentration was determined using Beer’s law 
(Equation 3.IX) where A is the absorbance, Ɛ is the molar absorptivity (L∙mol-1∙cm-1), c is 
the concentration (mol∙L-1), and b is the path length (cm) (Wei et al., 2005;Liao et al., 
2011). 
 
The concentration is then converted to ng∙min-1 using Equ 3.X where v is the volume of 
the liquid inside the bubbler, MW is the molecular weight of the molecular halogen, and t 






The stability of the permeation tubes emission rate during the 2014 Barrow Field Study is 
shown in Figure 3.4. 











Figure 3.4 Emission rate for Cl2 and Br2 permeation tubes during Barrow Field Study in 





3.2.2 In-Snow Measurement Methods 
The CIMS was deployed in the same sampling trailer used previously during the 
BROMEX 2012 field campaign (Chapter 2, Section 2).  The production of molecular 
halogens (Br2, Cl2, and BrCl) in the interstitial snowpack air was studied by sampling the 
interstitial snowpack air in the presence of artificial illumination and externally generated 
O3.  A schematic of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.5 and the details of the 
experiment will be described in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the in-snowpack experiments conducted in Barrow, Alaska 
during January and February of 2014.  
 
 
A heated (30°C) 380 cm FEP (1.27 cm ID) sample line was attached to the inlet 
of the CIMS three-way valve to allow us to sample within the snowpack.  HOBr has been 
shown in lab studies to convert to Br2 when absorbed onto Teflon surfaces coated with 
Br
-
 , via reaction 3.11(Neuman et al., 2010).   
HOBr   +   Br
-
   +   H
+
    →   Br2   +   H2O     (3.11) 
To minimize this conversion from occurring during our experiments our sample line was 
cleaned before and after each experiment by rinsing it with mili-Q water and drying it 
with N2.  In-snowpack experiments were performed during early morning or late evening 
in the absence of natural UV radiation to allow us to control when and how long the 
snowpack was irradiated.  To properly sample the interstitial snowpack air, a snow cover 
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was used to ensure that ambient air was not drawn into the snowpack directly via the 
sample line hole. The snow cover was custom built, using a 61cm x 61cm piece of 0.6 cm 
thick Acrylite OP-4 (CRYO Industries) mounted to a 61cm x 61cm aluminum frame with 
a 7.6 cm edge to press into the snowpack.  The Acrylite OP-4 allows for ~ 60% 
transmission of 280nm radiation and ~92% of 395 nm radiation (Technical Data, CRYO 
Industries).  A 5.4 cm inner diameter circle was cut out for the sample line in the center 
of the cover.  Before the in-snow experiments were started the snow cover was pushed 
into the snowpack until the Acrylite sheet contacted the snowpack surface.  A sampling 
hole of a desired depth was then bored into the snowpack using a clean (water and 
acetone rinsed) stainless steel ice auger drill bit, leaving a 5.4cm ID hole into which the 
sample line was inserted, then sealed to the cover.  A custom built heated light housing 
unit containing 6 solar simulating lights (UVA-340, Q-Labs) was placed 15 cm directly 
above the snowpack being sampled, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 












Figure 3.6 Image of in-snowpack experiment conducted on February 11, 2014.  
 
The solar simulating lights were used to test for the possibility of photochemical 
generation of oxidants that produce the molecular halogens, e.g. OH (Pratt et al., 
2013;Abbatt et al., 2010).  The photochemical production of aqueous phase OH was 




     +    hv    → OH    +    NO2
-
     (3.12) 
Based on the UVA-340 spectrum (Figure 3.7) the photolysis of aqeuous phase 
NO3
-





















Figure 3.7 Spectral power distributions for the Q-Lab UVA-340 lamps used during the 














Figure 3.8 Base-10 molar absorptivities of aqueous NO3
-
 at 278 K (solid line) and 293 K 




Upon completion of the set-up, the experiment was started by sampling the 
snowpack interstitial air in the absence of UV light.  After several minutes of montoring 
constant signals of Br2, Cl2, and BrCl in the dark, background and calibration 
measurements were conducted, then the lights were turned on to illuminate the snowpack.  
The lights were left on for a set amount of time to examine the gas-phase production of 
the molecular halogens.  At the end of the experiment the lights were turned off for 
around 5 minutes and then back on to confirm the intial response of the snowpack to the 
UV raidation.  During the experiment on February 11, externally generated O3 was 
produced by passing a flow of breathing quality compressed air (1.5 lpm) through an O3 
generator (model 97-0067-01, UVP).  A PFA (1/4ʺ ID) line was attached to the outlet end 
of the O3
 
generator and placed in the snowpack next to the sample line to increase the O3 
snowpack concentration of interistial air that we were sampling. 
  
3.2.3 Vertical Profile Methods  
Vertical profile measurements of inorganic halogens (Br2 and Cl2) were achieved 
by sampling ambient air at various heights (0-100 cm) above the tundra snowpack 
outside of the sampling trailer.  Vertical profile experiments were conducted in the same 
locations as the in-snowpack experiments.  The 380 cm FEP line (1.27cm ID) sample line 
heated to 30°C was attached to the inlet of the CIMS to allow for height varying 
sampling (Figure 3.9).  Outside the sampling trailer the sample line was attached to an 
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and BrCl was observed, as shown in Figure 3.10a.  The gaps in the data throughout the 
experiment are times when the CIMS was performing background measurements and 
calibrations.   During this experiment BrCl mimics the production of Br2 in that both 
increase quickly once the lights were turned on and remain constant until ~ 4:00 (AKST) 
of Feb 9.  Around 4:00 (AKST) on Feb. 9 an increase in wind speed caused wind 
pumping of the snowpack that raised the snowpack O3 concnetration from 5 to 15 ppb. 
Wind motion on the windward side of surface features (e.g. sastrugi) cause a pressure 
increase/decrease on the windward/leeward side of the bumps.  This forces ambient air 
into the snowpack mixing with and pushing interstitial air out of the snowpack (Colbeck, 
1997).  This increase in snowpack O3 concentration resulted in an enhanced production of 
gas-phase Br2 and BrCl, but not Cl2.  During this experiment Cl2 production follows a 
very different pattern compared to Br2 and BrCl.  All three molecular halogens showed 
immediate production upon snowapck illumination but the Cl2 concentration slowly rose 
for ~5 hours while Br2 and BrCl reached a constant concentration after 30 mins.  
Furthermore, once Cl2 reached its maximum concentration it slowly decreased until 
~4:00 (AKST), when the concentration levels off coinciding with the increase in 
snowpack O3 concentration.  From this experiment it was clear that the increased 
snowpack O3 concentration enhanced the production of both Br2 and BrCl, however the 
impact on Cl2 production remained unclear.  For this reason another in-snowpack 
experiment was conducted the morning of Febuary 11 during which externally generated 






Figure 3.10 In-snowpack molecular halogen production for Feb 8 (a) and Feb 11(b) 
experiments.    
 
 
The February 11 experiment was started at 8:15 am (AKST) and the snowpack 
was sampled in the dark for around 20 mins.  Once again all three molecular halogens 
were below the LOD.  The lights were then turned on and molecular halogen (Br2, Cl2, 
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and BrCl) production instantly occurred, as it did on February 8.  However, during this 
experiment the production of all three molecular halogens reached a maximum after ~ 15 
minutes, after which they decreased and leveled off after ~30 minutes of the lights being 
turned on.  The constant production was monitored for ~ 10 minutes before externally 
generated O3 was added.  As shown in Figure 3.10b the concentration of all three 
molecular halogens (Br2, Cl2, and BrCl) is enhanced upon the increase of snowpack O3 
from 8 to 100 ppb.   
These experiments represent the first time, that we know of, that Cl2 production 
was observed within the snowpack.  Similar to the snowchamber experiments conducted 
by Pratt et al. (2013), halogen production was light dependent, support the OH-mediated 
production mechanism proposed based on previous lab observations for Br2 (Pratt et al., 
2013;Abbatt et al., 2010).  Knipping et al. (2000) observed Cl2 production from irradiated 
aquaeous NaCl aerosols and proposed a condensed phase OH production mechanism.  
The following mechanism (reactions 3.13-3.15) was proposed for the observed Cl2 
production from the Knipping et al. laboratory study which could be applied to Br2 for the 
sunlight snowpack (Knipping and Dabdub, 2002) . 
OH∙   +   Cl
-
   ↔   HOCl∙-       (3.13) 
HOCl∙-   +   Cl-   →   OH-   +   Cl2∙
-





  →   Cl2  +   2Cl
-
       (3.15) 
Similar to the Br2 explosion mechanism, as described in Section 1.2.2., O3 can increase 
the Cl2 release via the following catalytic cycle:   
Cl2   +   hv   →   2Cl        (3.16) 
Cl   +   O3   →   ClO   +   O2       (3.17) 
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(aq) → Cl2(g)  +  H2O(l)     (3.19)  
Here reaction 3.19 occurs in the condensed phase. 
Recently Cl2 was observed, during a lab study, to be produced from illuminated 
artifical snow doped with NaCl in the presence of O3 (Wren et al., 2013).  This follows 
our observations of the need for light to activate molecular halogen production.  
However, Wren et al. (2013) observed that the initial Cl2 production depended on the 
presence of gas-phase Br2 and concluded the intial release mechanism for Cl2 involved 
the formation of HOCl via Reaction 3.16-18, where the initial Cl atom source was BrCl 
photolysis.  This differs from our observations of all three molecular halogens being 
produced simulatenously once the snowpack was illuminated.  A possible reason for the 
discrepancy between observations could be due to a difference in aqueous OH 
concentrations.  During their experiments Wren et al. did not directly add a potential OH 
source to their artificial snow, potenially limiting the aqueous OH concentration.  This 
could lead to concentrations that are much less than what is typical for the Arctic coastal 
snowpack, leading to a difference in observations. 
The observation of in-snowpack BrCl production was also a first of its kind.  
Although BrCl has been detected in the Arctic at levels up to 35 ppt in Alert, Nunavut, 
Canada, the source was unknown (Spicer et al., 2002;Foster et al., 2001).  Previous 
observations cited reaction 3.20 as a potential aquesous phase reaction that could occur at 





 → BrCl + H2O      (3.20) 
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From reaction 3.20, a Br2 dependence might be expected to be associated with BrCl 
production as HOBr is produced when Br2 is photolyzed in a O3 rich environment. 
Reaction 3.20 could explain the BrCl concentration increase when the snowpack O3 
concentration was increased in the presence of snowpack Br2.  BrCl in the snowpack 
intersital air mimics the Br2 release, notable during the February 8
th
 in-snowpack 
experiment when the spike in the O3 snowpack concentration casued an enhancment in 
the Br2 and BrCl production.   
However, all three molecular halogens (Br2, Cl2, and BrCl) are produced 
simultanesouly when the lights are turned on.  This infers that all three could be produced 
by a similar, or a coupled photochemical mechanism.  Based on our results we know that 
the production mechanism is photochemically activated and that O3 is involved with a 
gas-phase phase mechanism that enhances this production.  We believe the proposed 
initiation mechanism shown below (reaction 3.21-3.26), that is based on previous 
laboratory studies testing the production of molecular halogens from synthetic ice and 
snow surfaces, is consistent with our findings (Abbatt et al., 2010;Wren et al., 2013). 
OH    +    X
-
     →   HOX-       (3.21) 
OH   +   Y
-
      →      HOY-       (3.22) 
HOX
-
    +    X
-
   +   H
+  
  →     X2
-
 +     H2O    (3.23) 
HOY
-
    +    X
-
    +   H
+
  →     XY-    +    H2O    (3.24) 
X2
-   
+     X2
-
     →     X2   + 2X
-
      (3.25) 
XY
-
   +    XY
-





3.3.2 Vertical Profile Experiments 





which ambient air at various heights (0-100 cm) above the snowpack was sampled 
repetitively so that a concentration gradient could be determined.  For both experiments 
ambient air was sampled from ~9:00 am until ~4:00 pm (AKST) to allow for a complete 
diurnal measurement that included varying radiation strength.  As shown from our in-
snowpack experiments, molecular halogen production within the snowpack is 
photochemically induced.  Therefore, measuring the concentration gradient over a range 
of radiation coniditions will allow us to better understand the flux from the snowpack.  
Both experiements yielded a negative concentration gradient above the snow surface, 
signifying an in-snowpack production, and emission of the products to the overlying 
atmosphere.   
Shown in Figure 3.11 is the concentration gradients observed for the Februaury 
16
th
 experiment for both Br2 and Cl2.  The figure clearly illustrates the concentration 
gradient, above the snowpack.  Another point of interest is the influence that the time of 
day has on halogen production.  During peak sunlight hours ~13:00 we observed the 







































Figure 3.11 Br2 and Cl2 vertical profile measurements for February 16, 2014, separated 
based on sampling time.  Errors bars represent 1σ of the mean for each indidvidual height 





The concentration gradients observed for each sampling cycle were combined with 
calculated eddy diffusivity values, representative of that sampling time, to determine time 
varying flux values for Br2 and Cl2. 
 
3.3.2.1 Flux calculations 
 Flux values were calculated using the gradient method equation (Equ. 3.XI) 
described in Guimbaud et al. (Guimbaud et al., 2002).      
 
 
Generally, the eddy diffusivity (K) is calcluated using on-site high frequency wind speed 
measurements.  However, these were not available during our measurements so a 
modified equation (Equ. 3.XII) was used to calculate the eddy diffusivity.  Ralf Staebler 
of Environment Canada assisted with the eddy diffusisivty calculations.  
 
 
The friction velocity (u
*
) was calculated, using Equ. 3.XIII, where κ is the van 
Karman constant (0.4), U is the mean wind speed at 10m (m/s), z is the height of the 
wind speed measurement (m), and zo is the roughness length (m).  
 
 
The roughness length at various locations on the tundra near Barrow was previously 
determined through direct momentum flux measurements using sonic anenometers at 






were carried out at the NOAA Barrow Observatory 
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/obop/brw/), located 5 km north of the sampling trailer.    
  
 
The logarithmic mean for the two sampling heights (zs), was calculated using Eqn. 
3.XIV, where z1 represents the lower and z2 the upper sampling height.  The logarithmic 
mean of the two sampling heights, the friction velocity, and the van Karman constant 
were combined to calculate the eddy diffusivity values for each sampling segment.   The 
u
*
 is the only changing component of the eddy diffusivity, as it depends on the wind 
speed, which is generally changing throughout the experiments.  For the flux calculation 
from Eqn. 3.III, dC/dz is the change in concentration as a function of height above the 
surface, approximated by C(z2)-C(z1)/(z2-z1).  Time-resolved fluxes and corresponding 
down welling radiation are shown in Figure 3.12.  Maximum values for Br2 and Cl2 
fluxes occurred near mid-day when radiation was at a maximum, however this is heavily 
dependent on the wind speed as this leads to wind pumping of the snowpack (Albert et 












Figure 3.12 Br2 and Cl2 flux values at z = 1cm with corresponding radiation: 16 February 
2014 (a) and 14 February 2014 (b).  The error bars denote relative uncertainty (Sec 






Table 3.1: Calculated flux rates for Br2 and Cl2 from Feb 14 and 16 experiments 
 
Date & Time Br2
 Flux (molecules∙cm-2∙s-1) Cl2
 Flux (molecules∙cm-2∙s-1) 
















































































  As these are the first reported Br2 and Cl2 fluxes, the only previously reported 
flux values were from model simulations studying Arctic halogen chemistry based on 
previous observations (Lehrer et al., 2004;Toyota et al., 2014;Piot and von Glasow, 2008, 
2009), e.g. those needed to simulate BrO observations.  Only Br2 fluxes have been 
reported in the literature as the majority of the Arctic based observations have been with 
respect to BrO, for which measurements have existed for a couple decades (Hausmann 




 molecules∙cm-2∙s-1, have been 
produced or used within modeling studies examining the springtime Arctic halogen 
chemistry (Lehrer et al., 2004;Toyota et al., 2014;Piot and von Glasow, 2008, 2009).  Our 
observed Br2 fluxes presented here lie close to the upper range of modeling studies 
reported for Br2.  One difference between our flux values and those reported from 
modeling studies is that our flux values are based on observations from early February 
when no ODEs occurred, whereas the modeling studies are based on observations from 
later in the spring when ODEs are a common occurrence and more intense, with greater 
solar irradiance.  ODEs lead to the production of gas-phase HOBr and HOCl which can 




] amd providing oxidizing 
agents to the snowpack.  The transition from late winter (~Feb) to early spring 
(March/April) in the Arctic leads to an increase in both the magnitude and duration of 
solar radiation that reaches the snow surface, stimulating additional photolysis within the 
snowpack.  The heightened photolysis of NO3
-
/H2O2 within the snowpack leads to more 
condensed phase OH production which can lead to more halogen production via reaction 
3.20-25.  Based on this we can assume that our flux values represent a less active 
snowpack compared to later in the spring when the additional radiation prompts ozone 
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depletions that promote chemistry which can lead to a higher flux rate of molecular 
halogens from the snowpack.  This is also supported when comparing our observed Br2 
and Cl2 ambient concentration to those observed during March/April.  Our February Br2 
and Cl2 daytime concentrations range from 5 to 25 and 5 to 20 ppt, respectively.  
Whereas previous observation record Br2 ranging from 15 to 45 ppt and Cl2 from 10 to 
400 ppt during the day, much higher than what we observed.   However, it should be 
noted that the measured atmospheric concentrations of molecular halogens depend on 
several variables including emission rates, atmospheric mixing, and photochemical loss.  
During the spring months of April and March both atmospheric mixing and 
photochemical loss of molecular halogens will be greater compared to February.  This 
further supports that the emission rates of molecular halogen from the snowpack will be 
much greater in the spring compared to our winter time observations.                
 
3.3.2.2 Potential Source 
 Based on our observations we have determined that the snowpack has the ability 
to produce molecular halogens that can transport into the overlaying atmosphere.  To 
determine the significance of the snowpack as a source for molecular halogens to the 
boundary layer we calculated the surface-layer concentration corresponding to each flux 
value and compared it to the average atmospheric concentration measured at that time.  
This will also allow us to evaluate whether there are sources other than the snowpack 
contributing to the atmospheric molecular halogen concentration, e.g. sea salt aerosols.    
First the volumetric flux was calculated by dividing the flux value by the effective mixing 
height (Z
*
) for that point in time (Equ. 3. XV), yielding an effective volumetric flux.  The 
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effective mixing height, Z
*
, represents the height at which the molecules of a specific 
specie emitted from a surface have decayed by 1/e of the starting surface concentration.   
 
The volumetric flux signifies the production rate of the snowpack for Cl2 or Br2 at that 
time.  
      
Using Equation 3.XV the effective mixing height was calculated using the eddy 
diffusivity (K) and the respective photochemical lifetime (τ) of Cl2 or Br2 for that time of 
day.  The time-varying values for τ for Cl2 and Br2 were calculated during the 
measurement periods using Equ. 3.XVII, where JX2 is the time-dependent photolysis rate 
of either Br2 or Cl2. 
       
 
The photolysis rates used in our calculation were determined by scaling previously 
measured photolysis rates from Barrow to their respective radiation to yield a photolysis 
scaling factor with units m
2∙W-1∙s-1 (Shetter and Muller, 1999).  The radiation value 
corresponding to each flux measurement time was multiplied by the photolysis scaling 
factor, to yield the photolysis rate at that time.  The calculated photolysis values were 
compared to photolysis values calculated using the TUV model and were found to be 
with 5% of each other.  Down welling short wave radiation data during our 
measurements were obtained from the ARM facility in Barrow and used to determine the 






effective mixing height calculation loses of ~11.5% for Cl2 and ~30% for Br2 were 
occurring at our highest measurement height of 100cm.  The atmospheric concentration 
of Br2 and Cl2 is calculated by dividing the volumetric flux rate by its respective 
photolysis rate (Equ. 3.XVIII).  Photochemical loss represents the most significant 
(greater than 95%) loss of Cl2 and Br2 in the Arctic boundary layer.     















































Figure 3.13 Observed and calculated Br2 and Cl2 concentrations during Feb 14 and 16 







We would expect that the calculated Br2 and Cl2 mole ratio would be identical if 
the snowpack was the only source, while if an additional source exists (i.e. sea salt 
aerosols) the calculated mole ratio would be lower than observed.  However, for Cl2 the 
high calculated mole ratios came at a time when the surface (1 cm) Cl2 mole ratio spiked 
(Figure 3.11).  The elevated mole ratios yielded flux values 1-2 orders of magnitude 
larger than the other flux measurements for that day (Table 3.1).  We note that during that 
time the winds temporally decreased from around 8 to 6 m/s (Figure 3.14).  This drop in 
wind speed would decrease the mixing occurring at the surface and could lead to greater 











Figure 3.14 Wind speed data from Feb 16
th




Differences between the observed vs calculated concentrations ranged from 12 to 
158% (1 to 40 ppt) and 52 to 173% (9 to 100 ppt) for Br2 and Cl2, respectively.  This 
results in a calculated to observed Br2 and Cl2 concentration ratios of 1.66 (±2.4) and 3.5 
(±5.7), respectively.  The uncertainty here represents the standard deviation of the data.  
Based on these results we cannot say for certain the significance of snowpack based 
molecular halogen emissions are to the overall atmospheric concentration.   
 
3.4 Conclusions 
From the two in-snowpack experiments conducted in Barrow, Alaska in February 
2014 we found that the snowpack is a potential source for atmospheric Br2, Cl2, and BrCl.  
The production of molecular halogens was the result of photochemical reactions occuring 
at the surface of snow grains (flakes) and the production was enhanced in the presence of 
O3.  Prior to this work the source of atmospheric Cl2 and BrCl was unknown.  From the 
vertical profile experiments we were able to derive flux values for both Cl2 and Br2 from 
the tundra snowpack.  Using the calcualted flux values we were able to evaluate the snow 
as an overall source of atmospheric molecular halogens and found it to have the potential 
to be a dominant source.  Although further flux measurements are needed to confirm 
these findings, our calculated flux rates provide base values that can be used in future 
modeling studies of Arctic halogen chemistry.   Based on our observations, if the Arctic 
salinity continues to increase, as dicussed in Section 1.4, it is possible that halogen 
production could be strengthened in the future.   As first year sea ice is also more 
susceptible to cracks compared to multi-year sea ice, exposing open water which can 
replenish surface ozone by inducing vertical mixing (Moore et al., 2014).  If surface 
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ozone is being replenished more often this could also lead to an enhancment in halogen 
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CHAPTER 4 THE NOX DEPENDENCE OF BROMINE  





 Over the past several decades, Arctic sea ice has been undergoing a transition in 
its overall area coverage, as well as the overlying ice type.   According to the National 
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), Arctic sea ice extent over the past 5 years has been 
~20% less compared to the  values from 1981-2010 (www.nsidc.org).  This difference for 
July through November is shown in Figure 4.1.       
 
 












Figure 4.1 July to November sea ice extent for 2010-2014 along with the average sea ice 




Additionally, the sea ice has been transitioning from mostly multi-year sea ice (MYI) to 
now first-year sea ice (FYI) (Maslanik et al., 2011).   Maslanik et al. reported that the 
March sea ice coverage was ~75% MYI in the mid 1980’s and has since dropped to 45% 
by 2011.  FYI is sea ice that formed during the fall freeze up that has not survived a melt 
season, whereas MYI has survived at least one melt season (May-Sept).  FYI is also 
generally thinner than MYI, making it more susceptible to melting and easier to traverse 
through with icebreakers (Maslanik et al., 2007).  With less sea ice coverage it is believed 
that coastal development, shipping, and oil and gas exploration will increase throughout 
the Arctic (Peters et al., 2011;Corbett et al., 2010), which could lead to an increase in 
anthropogenic emissions, particularly NOx (NOx = NO2 + NO).   
 Laboratory studies have shown that gas-phase NOx can lead to the formation of 
ClNO2 from Cl
-
 doped substrates, via reaction 4.1-4.3 (Roberts et al., 2008;Roberts et al., 
2009;Finlaysonpitts et al., 1989). 
NO2   +   O3    +    M    →    NO3   +   O2     (4.1) 
NO2  +   NO3    →    N2O5       (4.2) 
N2O5    +   Cl
-
    →    ClNO2    +    NO3
-
     (4.3) 
         Reactions 4.1-4.3 are believed to have an impact on the available atmospheric 
chlorine at coastal sites where potential anthropogenic NOx sources are closely located.  
Riedel et al. conducted measurements of Cl2 and ClNO2 along the Los Angeles basin 
where maximum concentrations of 200 and 2100 pptv were observed, respectively.  
Although Cl2 can be formed by reaction 4.4, Riedel et al. observed varying amounts of 
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correlation between Cl2 and ClNO2, indicating a potentially different source (Roberts et 
al., 2008;Riedel et al., 2012). 
ClNO2   +    H
+
(aq)    +    Cl
-
(aq)     →    Cl2    +    HONO   (4.4) 
The above reactions are examples of how NOx can impact halogen chemistry at the mid-
latitudes but may not be representative of the less-polluted Arctic.  Laboratory studies 
have shown that NOx can play a role in halogen oxidation from frozen surfaces.  ClNO2 




 (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 
2012).  Lopez-Hilfiker et al. coated the inner walls of a flowtube, held at ~ 240 K, in ice 




].  For ratios typical of the Arctic snow surface 
they observed a 1:1 release of Br2:ClNO2.   
Complimenting these lab studies, modeling studies have also similarly shown that 
NOx can react with halogen radicals to also produce reactive halogen species.  Inorganic 
halogen nitrates or nitryl halides are formed when NOx reacts with halogen radicals 
(R4.5-4.9) which can further react to yield reactive halogen species through aqueous 
phase chemistry (Cao et al., 2014;Toyota et al., 2014;Thomas et al., 2012;Morin et al., 
2007;Morin et al., 2012;Evans et al., 2003;Aguzzi and Rossi, 1999, 2002;von Glasow et 
al., 2002;Thorn et al., 1993), and thereby alter the gas phase halogen reaction pathways.   
XO + NO2 → XONO2       (4.5) 
XO + NO → X + NO2       (4.6) 
X + NO2 → XNO2        (4.7) 
XONO2 → XONO2(aq)       (4.8) 
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BrONO2) can lead to halogen production.  Despite the potential for NOx to impact the 
halogen chemistry that occurs in the Arctic, the increase in Arctic NOx concentrations has 
not been studied until now. 
The Arctic ambient air has been shown to have low background levels of NOx, 
ranging from 10 to 100 pptv, as major anthropogenic sources are scarce within the 
pristine Arctic environment (Honrath et al., 2002).  The primary source of atmospheric 
NOx are photolabile precursors within the snowpack (Villena et al., 2011;Ridley et al., 
2000;Honrath et al., 1999;Honrath et al., 2000) and long-range transport of organic 
nitrates and other photolabile species (Muthuramu et al., 1994).  Observations of NOx 
fluxes from the sunlit snowpack during Arctic based field studies (Grannas et al., 
2007;Ridley and Orlando, 2003;Honrath et al., 1999;Honrath et al., 2002;Beine et al., 
2002), coupled with lab studies, confirmed the ability of frozen surfaces doped with 
nitrite and nitrate to produce gas-phase NOx when irradiated by UV light ( reactions 4.10 
– 4.11) (Dubowski et al., 2001;Dubowski et al., 2002;Honrath et al., 2000).  
NO3
-
 + hν → NO2 + O
-
       (4.10) 
NO2
-
 + hv → NO + O-       (4.11) 
To properly investigate the impact that high NOx concentrations in the Arctic will 
have on Arctic halogen chemistry, we developed a multi-phase, zero-dimensional model 
to simulate the chemistry with varying concentrations of NOx.  During the 2009 Ocean-
Atmosphere-Sea Ice- Snowpack (OASIS) field campaign, a suite of high-frequency, time 
resolved measurements of various gas-phase species occurred in Barrow, Alaska.  These 
measurements provide the platform for our model by allowing us to constrain many 
chemical species (C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, C3H6, n-C4H10, i-C4H10, HCHO, CH3OCHO, 
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CH3OCH3, methyl ethyl ketone, CO, Hg, Br2, and Cl2) within our model to observations.  
Using our model we wanted to answer two basic questions surrounding the impact that 
elevated concentrations of NOx would have on halogen chemistry: 
 How is the rate of O3 depletion affected by the presence of high NOx 
concentrations? 
 How will high NOx concentrations impact the concentration of BrOx (Br+BrO) 
along with its chain length? 
 
4.2 Model Description 
A multiphase, zero-dimensional model was originally developed by Dr. Chelsea 
Thompson using the FACSIMILE software (Stephens et al., 2012).  The model has been 
described in detail in Stephens et al., so a brief description will be provided.  The model 
consists of 176 known Arctic gas-phase reactions along with 29 photolysis reactions 
(Appendix, Table 1 and 2).  It also takes into account dry deposition for 19 gas-phase 
species to the snow/aerosol surface (Appendix, Table 3), along with 16 aqueous-phase 
reactions (Appendix, Table 4).   
The model represents the time period from March 24 through April 2, 2009, 
during which a 3 day ODE occurred with O3 concentrations < 1ppb, followed by a 
complete O3 recovery.  A large NOx plume (~16 ppb) was observed during the first two 
days of the simulation, allowing us to look at a wide variety of boundary layer chemical 
conditions during our simulation.  To investigate the impact that NOx has on radical 
halogen chemistry inorganic precursors (Br2 and Cl2) along with a series of prevalent 
hydrocarbons (C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, C3H6, n-C4H10, i-C4H10, HCHO, CH3CHO, 
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CH3OCH3, methyl ethyl ketone, and CO) were constrained to the observations for the ten 
day period, shown in Figure 4.3a-d.  Mole ratios of constrained gas-phase species along 
with the photolysis rates were called into the model every 10 minutes within the 





 in the model is based on the observed diurnal average of March 29
th
 and April 1
st
.  As 





were not available.  
Measurement methods for all the constrained species used in the model are listed 
in Appendix, Table 5.  Time varying photolysis frequencies (J) were also calculated 
throughout the field campaign.   
 
 















































Figure 4.3 Species constrained within the model based on their observations during the 





Both CH4 and water vapor concentration were held constant for the entire 10 day 
simulation.  The water vapor concentration was calculated based on the observed 
meteorological conditions for March 25.  On this day the relative humidity was 78% and 
the ambient temperature was -19.5°C, yielding a water vapor concentration of 2.23x10
16
 
molecules∙cm-3 (NOAA; Barrow airport data).   A CH4 concentration of 1.89 ppm was 
used for the entire simulation, as it represented the average CH4 concentration for that 
time period as reported by the NOAA-ESRL Barrow Observatory. 
To investigate how NOx mole ratios impact the halogen chemistry in the Arctic, 
two NOx scenarios were developed based on the NOx observations from the OASIS field 
campaign.  NO and NO2 concentration measurements were conducted using a NO+O3 
chemiluminescence technique, where NO2 was measured as NO via a photolytic 
converter (Ridley et al., 1994).  The observed NOx concentration during the 10 day 
period being simulated is shown in Figure 4.4.  A "Low NOx" case and a "High NOx" 
case were used to create the two different scenarios, isolating a single parameter to vary 
between the two scenarios.  It should be noted that we don’t take into account other 
chemical species, such as VOCs, whose atmospheric concentrations are impacted by 
anthropogenic emissions.  The two diurnal-cycle NOx profiles were derived from the 
actual observed NOx over the time period being simulated.  The diurnal averages used in 
the model are shown in Figure 4.4.  Using the criteria from Villena et al. (2011), clean 
and polluted days were separated for the time period of March 24 to April 2.  Ambient 
CO concentrations were monitored for elevated concentrations to determine if the air 
mass was influenced by emissions from the town of Barrow (Villena et al., 2011).  The 
non-influenced/background days were averaged together to calculate a “low NOx” diurnal 
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average that ranged between 50 to 100 pptv.  The same was done for the days influenced 
by local anthropogenic emissions, to create the “high NOx” diurnal average characterized 
by NOx mole ratios from 700 to 1600 pptv.   Each diurnal average was fit to a curve to 
generate temporally smoothed profiles.  Either the Low NOx or High NOx diurnal average 
was used for each day of the model simulation, depending on what scenario was being 
simulated.  As the NOx mole ratio was the only parameter being altered between 




Figure 4.4 Observed ambient NOx mole ratios from 2009 OASIS field campaign (blue), 









4.3 Chemical Mechanisms 
 
A complete list of all of the gas-phase reactions along with their respective rate 
constant values used in the model are listed in the Appendix Table 1.  Rate constant 
values were calculated for 248K (average temperature during the simulated time period), 
unless specified otherwise.  Chemical mechanisms for BrOx, ClOx, HOx, NOx, and VOCs 
prevalent during Arctic ODEs were used.  Aqueous-phase mechanisms for halogen 
activation and their respective rate constants are listed in Appendix, Table 4.  Reactions 
that take place on the snow grain surface are assumed to occur in the quasi-liquid-layer 
(QLL).  Photochemical dissociation reactions used in this model are listed in Appendix, 
Table A.2.  The photolysis frequencies (J) for both NO2 and O3 were calculated using 0.1 
Hz measurements of downwelling actinic flux throughout the OASIS field campaign.  All 
other species time varying photolysis rates were scaled to J(NO2) based on calculations 
using a modified version of the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible Radiation (TUVR) 
model (Madronich, 2002).  
 
  
4.4 Results and Discussion 
 
4.4.1 Bromine Chain Length 
Chain length calculations are used to evaluate the number of times a radical is 
propagated before it is terminated.  A chain length value ≥1 indicates that the radical 
specie was regenerated at least once before the radical was destroyed.  Using Equation 4.I 
(Thompson et al., 2014) the bromine radical chain length (Φ) for the 10 day simulation 
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was calculated for each NOx scenario.  As bromine chemistry is heavily linked with 
ozone depletion in the Arctic boundary layer (Barrie et al., 1988;Fan and Jacob, 1992), 
the bromine radical chain length represents the interconversion of Br and BrO, which 
consequently depletes ozone. 
 
 




The denominator for Equation 1 represents the reactions that form stable brominated 
species that end the Br propagation chain reaction.  However, several of the termination 
reactions yield brominated species (HOBr and BrONO2) that can regenerate Br radicals 
either through photolysis or heterogeneous reactions.  This highlights the complexity of 
the halogen chemistry that occurs in the Arctic.  Concerning pathways involving NOx, 
Orlando and Burkholder (2000) used a Fourier transform- infrared spectrometer to study 
the Br + NO2 reaction, where they determined at Arctic relevant temperatures (248K), the 
branching ratio was 85:15 for BrONO:BrNO2 (Orlando and Burkholder, 2000).    
However, they noted that BrONO was very unstable and could thermally decompose 
back to Br + NO2, isomerize to BrNO2, or react with Br (R4.12). 
Br   +   BrONO    →    Br2   +   NO2      (4.12) 







Using a thermal decomposition rate constant of 0.02s
-1
, a isomerization rate constant of 
0.014s
-1
,a Br+BrONO rate constant of 1x10
-12 
cm
3∙molecules-1∙s-1, and a [Br] of 
5x10
7molecules∙cm-3, the calculated BrONO atmospheric lifetime was 29 seconds.   
 This was determined to be too short to qualify as a BrOx termination product. Therefore, 
when calculating the bromine chain length the Br+NO2 value was multiplied by the 
branching ratio for the reaction that yields BrNO2.  For our study the bromine chain 
length was only calculated during the daylight hours (10:00 to 18:00 AKST), as the BrOx 
chain is photochemically propagated by the photolysis of Br2.  The bromine chain length 
was calculated for both NOx scenarios for each day of the simulation.   
The chain lengths in each scenario (Low and High NOx) show a dependence on 
ambient O3 concentration, where high chain lengths are observed when ozone is > 5ppb 
(Figure 4.5).  From Figure 4.5, the effects of ozone on the bromine chain length are 
shown on March 26, 27, 28 and 31, where O3 mole ratio is <5ppb and the bromine chain 
length is <1.  Intuitively one would hypothesize that the bromine chain length should be 
longer for the Low NOx case, as the ability for NOx to act as a potential Br sink is less 
likely in this scenario.  However, the average bromine chain length for the Low and High 
NOx scenarios when O3 mole ratio is > 5ppb was 1.72 (±0.70) and 1.81 (±0.35), 




Figure 4.5 Simulated bromine chain length for the Low and High NOx cases along with 




Indeed, NOx, on a percentage basis, acts as a more dominant sink for BrOx during the 
High NOx compared to the Low NOx case (Figure 4.6).  The Br+NO2 reaction occurs 
more often in the High NOx case by a factor of 5, while the BrO+NO2 reaction occurs 7% 
more often in the Low NOx  condition.  The reason the BrO+NO2 occurred more in the 
low NOx case is that BrO mole ratio was much higher in the Low NOx case (discussed 







Figure 4.6 Fractional contributions of BrOx and NOx sink reactions from the low and high 





The main reason the low NOx case has a smaller average bromine chain length is 
that the reaction of Br + HO2 occurs more frequently, by a factor of 170, during the low 
NOx simulation.  It should be noted that this reaction yields HOBr, which is known to 
participate in the aqueous phase chemistry that produces gas-phase Br2 (Reaction 4.13).   
HOBr  +    Br
-
    +   H
+
    →    Br2     +    H2O        (4.13) 
The outcome of reaction 4.13 complicates the interpretation of the bromine chain length 
values because the regeneration of Br2 is not taken into account within the calculation.  
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We calculated the net ozone loss rate to further investigate the effect that NOx has on the 
principal reactions in which the atmospheric halogens participate. 
 
4.4.2 Net O3 Loss Rate 
The net ozone loss rate was calculated using Equation 4.III, based on the work by 
Thompson et al.  The net O3 loss rate represents the sum of all the rates of reactions that 
destroy ozone subtracted by the sum of the rates that produce ozone.  For the production 
term, the included reactions are ones for which the reactants BrO and ClO are a product 
of O3 destruction.  This is to act as an offset for the ozone destruction rate as NO2 and XO 
can photolyze to form O3, as shown in reactions 4.14-4.17.    
Net O3  oss  ate   (
k[Br][O3] + k[Cl][O3] + k[O(
1D)][ 2O]
+ k[O ][O3] + k[ O2][O3]   k[BrO][NO]
  [BrO]  k[ClO][NO]    ClO 
)        
XO   +   hv   →   X∙   +   O1(D)      (4.14) 
XO   +   NO   →   X∙   +   NO2      (4.15) 
NO2   +   hv   →   NO   +   O
1
(D)      (4.16) 
O
1
(D)   +   O2   →   O3       (4.17) 
The calculated net ozone loss rate for both scenarios for the 10 day simulation period is 
shown in Figure 4.7, along with the constrained O3 mole ratio used in the model.   
Although the High NOx case yielded, on average, a greater simulated bromine chain 
length, the Low NOx case produced on average a net ozone loss rate that was a factor of 2 





Figure 4.7 Calculated net O3
 
loss rate for the low NOx and high NOx simulations, along 





To study this further, we calculated the net ozone loss rate over the 10 day 
simulation with varying constrained NOx mole ratios.  Multiple NOx diurnal profiles were 
developed by starting with the low NOx conditions and step-wise increasing the NOx by 
250 pptv until a maximum peak of 2000 pptv was achieved.  This equated to 9 different 
NOx scenarios that are plotted in Figure 4.8 for the time period of 11:00-13:00 for March 
30. March 30 was chosen as it fell into the “clean day” category during the OASIS field 
campaign.  It was observed that ambient ozone was depleted on March 30 from 30 ppb to 
5 ppb.  Based on Figure 4.8, the net O3 loss rate has a dramatic decrease by a factor of 
one and a half (from 0.80 to 0.52 ppbv/hr) over the increase of NOx mole ratio of ~100 – 
500 pptv, followed by a constant decrease to 0.40 ppb/hr at 2000 pptv of NOx.  This 
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clearly expresses the strong NOx-dependence of the halogen chain reaction, especially for 




Figure 4.8 Net O3 loss rate as a function of the NOx mole ratio, for March 30
th
 mid-day 
(11:00 to 13:00 AKST) conditions. 
 
 
Based on the conditions of the model, the net O3 loss rate only represents the 
sensitivity of the gas-phase O3 loss-reactions towards NOx, but does not consider the 
impact of BrONO2 deposition (discussed below in Sect 4.4.3.).    A regression of the 
observed [Br2] vs observed [NOx] reveals that the high NOx conditions (>300 pptv) 











Since Br2 is the main known precursor for ozone depletion it is expected that the O3 loss 
rate will decrease as NOx mole ratios are elevated, since Br atom production will be 
slower.  For days when the ozone levels are close to zero (< 5 ppb), the net O3 loss rate, 
as expected, is very low since the rate of ozone destruction will approach zero as O3 is 
nearly completely removed (Fig 4.7).  Based on these results, as the Arctic changes and 
point sources become more common, the influence of elevated NOx levels on ozone loss 
rate could be more prominent.    
The O3 loss rate for March 30
 
from 11:00 to 13:00, based on the observations, was 
~3.4 ppbv/hr.  This is much faster than the calculated net O3 loss rate for the Low NOx 
case of 0.80 ppbv/hr.  This low net O3 loss rate for the Low NOx simulation could be a 
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result of the constrained model Br2 mole ratio not being representative of the ambient air 
in Barrow at that time; (discussed in Sect. 4.2).  If the Br2 mole ratio was actually higher 
at that time than what was prescribed in the model then the ozone destruction rate would 
increase. However, this apparent dramatic ozone loss rate could be the result of an ozone 
depleted air mass being transported to the measurement sight (Halfacre et al., 2014).  
Back trajectory calculations show that the sampled air mass of March 30 spent the 
previous 30 hours over the Beaufort Sea which during March is covered with sea ice.  It 
is possible then that as the air mass travelled over the sea ice, active halogen chemistry 
depleted it of O3 and that contributed to the observation depletion rate being greater than 
what the model simulated.      
 
4.4.3 Model Simulated Species vs OASIS Observations 
To further investigate how NOx influences the net ozone loss rate and the 
bromine chain length, several relevant species crucial in the bromine cycle were 
examined.  Br2 along with its precursors (HOBr and BrONO2) are produced in the gas-
phase during ozone depletion (reactions 4.19-4.24). 
Br2    +    hv     →    2Br       (4.19) 
Br    +    O3    →    BrO    +    O2      (4.20) 
BrO   +    HO2    →     OBr    +     O2     (4.21) 
BrO   +    NO2    →    BrONO2      (4.22) 
BrONO2   +    H2O    →     OBr    +     NO3    (4.23) 
BrO   +    BrO    →   Br2/2Br    +    O2     (4.24)  
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The BrO self-reaction (Reaction 4.12) represents the primary gas-phase recycling 
reaction, whereas heterogeneous reactions of HOBr and BrONO2 (4.13 & 4.23) at ice 
surfaces lead to the formation of gas-phase Br2.  We now compare how artificially 
elevated NOx mole ratios influence HOBr, BrO, and BrONO2 as compared to the 
observations from the OASIS field campaign.  We find that simulated BrO during the 
Low NOx case is similar (± 5pptv) to what was observed during OASIS for the majority 
of the 10 day simulation, as expected since most of the simulated days were observed as 












Figure 4.10 Simulated BrO mole ratio (low NOx & high NOx cases) and the observations 











 the low NOx simulated BrO mole ratio is less than half 





 and could have led to the under simulated BrO mole ratios.  The 
simulated BrO mole ratio for the high NOx case was highly suppressed, by an order of 
magnitude, compared to the low NOx case.  The high NOx case daytime BrO mole ratio 
never exceeds 3pptv throughout the 10 day simulation, where the low NOx case BrO 
mole ratio ranges from 2.5 to 25 pptv.   
 The simulated HOBr, for both NOx scenarios, follow the same trend as BrO.   The 
Low NOx case HOBr is within ±5pptv of the observation whereas the HOBr mole ratio 
for the High NOx case is much lower and never exceeds 2.5 pptv (Figure 4.11). 
 
 
Figure 4.11  HOBr levels from the model simulations (low NOx & high NOx cases) and 
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This is shown in Figure 4.12 where the simulated BrONO2 does not change 
between the two different NOx simulations.  Additionally, when the model simulated 
BrONO2 mole ratio for both NOx simulations is plotted against the BrONO2 production 
rate (kBrO+NO2[BrO][NO2]), it affirms that the BrONO2 mole ratios follow 




Figure 4.13 Simulated BrONO2 mole ratio (low NOx & high NOx cases) plotted against 
the production rate of BrONO2. 
 
 
4.4.4 BrOx and NOx Sinks 
Based on the results of our simulated BrO and HOBr, we concluded that NOx 
influences the partitioning of BrOx.  To further understand the details of this influence we 
quantified the NOx and BrOx sinks by using counters to determine the main reactions 
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which convert NOx and BrOx to reservoir species.  Counters tallying the number of times 
a reaction occur within the model through the 10 day simulation.  When evaluating the 
entire 10 day simulation period NOx plays a crucial role in the sink of BrOx radicals, 
accounting for ˃ 27% of the loss in the low NOx case and for ˃50% in the high NOx case 
(Figure 4.6).  However, the reservoir species, BrONO2 and BrNO2, can both lead to Br2 
production through heterogeneous reactions.  The other major contributor towards the 
termination of BrOx is CH3CHO, as it yields more than 35% of the total sink in both 
simulations.  This is expected as field observations have shown CH3CHO to be a major 
sink of Br radicals during ODEs (Shepson et al., 1996).  However, in contrast to 
anthropogenic emissions generally acting as a source of CH3CHO, during the 10 day 
simulation period the CH3CHO mole ratios were not influenced by emissions from 
Barrow.  This supports the belief that the snowpack as acting as the major source of 
CH3CHO in the Arctic (Grannas et al., 2002).  In terms of NOx sinks, HO2 plays an 
important role (~20%), but the reaction of NO2 with Br and BrO act as a significant sink 
accounting for ~34% of the loss NOx in both scenarios.     
     
4.5 BROMEX Observations 
To further investigate how anthropogenic NOx influences Arctic halogen 
chemistry, focusing on the BrOx cycle, both NO2 and BrO were simultaneously measured 
in and around a large combustion plume in the coastal Arctic atmosphere.  During the 
previously mentioned BROMEX 2012 field campaign, atmospheric measurements of 
inorganic halogens, O3, and gaseous elemental mercury were obtained in Barrow, Alaska 
during the springtime (Feb. 26 – April 4, 2012).  Purdue’s Atmospheric  aboratory 
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Atmospheric Research (ALAR) was utilized during the BROMEX field campaign to 
collect BrO and NO2 column densities (surface to ~700m) using an aircraft-mounted 
MAX-DOAS (General et al., 2014).  ALAR is a Beechcraft Duchess Light Twin Engine 
airplane equipped with a Best Air Turbulence (BAT) probe for wind measurements, GPS, 
a micro-bead temperature probe and a 2B Technologies model 205 dual-beam O3 
monitor.   
Prudhoe Bay is the largest oil field on the North Slope, located ~330 km southeast 
of Barrow, AK, and emits significant amounts of CO2, NOx, and CH4 (Brooks et al., 
1997;Jaffe et al., 1995).  On March 30
th
, 2012 ALAR conducted flights near Purdue Bay, 
Alaska, to investigate the impact of anthropogenic emissions on local halogen chemistry.  
A section of the March 30
th
 flight, presented in Figure 4.14, shows the BrO and NO2 























Figure 4.14  BrO and NO2 measured mole ratios via MAX-DOAS during the BROMEX 
field campaign, near Prudhoe Bay (70°N,149°W), AK at 700m above the surface on 
March 30, 2012.  The insert of the NO2 versus BrO shows the anti-correlation between 
the two species.   
 
 
ALAR intercepted an anthropogenic plume, exhibited by the spikes in the NO2 DSCD.  
From Figure 4.14 a temporary depletion in BrO DSCD correlates with the spikes in NO2 
DSCD.  This is furthered expressed by the insert inside Figure 4.14 that shows the BrO 
DSCD plotted against the NO2 DSCD, where it shows that as NO2 DSCD increases BrO 
DSCD decreases.  Although the BrOx sink products, BrNO2
 
and BrONO2, can interact 
with ice surfaces to re-emit Br2, the overall net-effect of elevated NOx levels is to hinder 
halogen recycling as observed in Figure 4.8 and 4.14.  However, it is known that very 
large NOx plumes have the ability to remove O3 through the reaction with NO (4.25), 
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although a photosteady state will be established from NO2 photolysis during sunlight 
hours. 
NO   +   O3   →   NO2   +   O2      (4.25)    
If ozone is titrated out, via reaction 4.25, the BrOx partitioning will shift from BrO 
towards Br, as BrO production will cease and then be lost through photolysis.   
The source of the NOx plumes in Prudhoe Bay are most likely combustion sources 
related to oil drilling, and pipeline management, via tall stacks.  The latter would place 
the emissions aloft, where natural aerosol extinction is low compared to the surface 
(Breider et al., 2014).  This would impact the efficiency of BrONO2 to be recycled on an 
ice surface to re-emit Br2.  However, the point sources in Prudhoe Bay, which produce 
the anthropogenic emissions that contain the elevated levels of NOx also yield a 
significant amount of aerosols (data not shown) (Peters et al., 2011).  Therefore, the 
aerosol extinction is expected to increase if these point sources continue to grow in 
number throughout the Arctic, thereby providing additional airborne surfaces for 
BrONO2 to react on.      
 
4.6 Conclusions 
From our modeling study, we found that elevated NOx levels will have an 
influence on Arctic halogen chemistry.  When comparing both simulated HOBr and BrO 
between the two NOx scenarios, the high NOx case completely suppresses both the HOBr 
and BrO to less than 3 pptv throughout the entire 10 day simulation period.  On the other 
hand, on average the low NOx case simulated both HOBr and BrO within ±5pptv of the 
mole ratios observed during OASIS.  The high NOx suppression is due to reaction 4.5 and 
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4.7, in which BrOx is lost and not available to produce BrO or HOBr.  The effects of the 
HOBr and BrO suppression could be seen when we compared the net ozone loss rate 
between the two NOx scenarios. Without the production of HOBr and BrO the high NOx 
case yields a lower net ozone loss rate compared to that of the low NOx case.  Arctic field 
based observations from both the OASIS 2009 and BROMEX 2012 field campaigns 
show the effect that NOx has on the halogen cycle through the suppression of atmospheric 
BrO and Br2 levels.   
The findings of this work will become more important if anthropogenic emissions 
continue to increase in the Arctic from additional gas and oil exploration and shipping 
activity, as sea ice cover and thickness continue to decrease.  Both of these transitions 
could impact the oxidation capacity of the Arctic atmosphere, along with the chemical 
pathways that occur there.  Currently, the dominant oxidizing species in the Arctic 
surface layer are halogens.  However, OH could become a factor, via O3 photolysis 
(4.26), which would impact the oxidation capacity of the boundary layer.  Especially with 
the recent transition in sea ice coverage from MYI to FYI, as FYI is more prone to 
cracks, exposing open water to air, which has been shown to produce convective mixing, 
bringing O3 from aloft down to the surface (Moore et al., 2014).  Yet, it must be 
considered that the impacts of climate change on the Arctic atmosphere are not 
straightforward, as the chemistry involved is very complex.  FYI may be thinner and 
yield more exposed open water but its surface is also much more saline compared to that 
of MYI.  These saline surfaces, particularly surface snow, are needed to produce 
atmospheric molecular halogens, yet the chemistry requires that the surface is acidified 
(Pratt et al., 2013).  Acid levels within the surface snowpack depend on the depth of the 
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pack and its susceptibility to atmospheric deposition of acidic aerosol, which is 
dependent on the timing and rate of the snowfall, along with presence of sea ice.  Recent 
observations by Webster et al. revealed that over the past 5 years (2009-2013) the 
snowpack depth covering the sea ice of the Beaufort and Chukchi seas has been 
decreasing at a significant rate (Webster et al., 2014).  Long range transport of acidic 
species, for instance SO2 and HNO3, are needed to acidify the snow surface (Worthy et 
al., 1994).  As more open water occurs during the Arctic springtime, latent heat fluxes 
will increase, resulting in an enhanced OH production based on the humidity dependence 
for the photolysis of ozone (4.26-48). 
O3  +  hν  →  O(
1
D)  +  O2      (4.26) 
O(
1
D)  +  H2O  →  2OH        (4.27) 
O(
1
D)  +  M  →  O(3P)  +  M*     (4.28) 
 Based on this information one can see the complexity of all the competing factors 
that influence the chemistry that occurs in the Arctic atmosphere.  To properly evaluate 
the physical and chemical processes that will be occurring in a changing Arctic, 
simultaneous field based observations along with simulations must be conducted.  
Finally, a lack of understanding exists for the products that result from the reactions of 
NOx and halogen radicals.  As we expect these products' mole ratios to increase as the 
Arctic changes, efforts should be made to expand on our understanding of their 
deposition rates along with aqueous phase chemistry that would follow.  This is necessary 
to gain a greater understanding of these chemical processes to improve models. 
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CHAPTER 5 DIRECT ClO OBSERVATION IN BARROW, ALASKA 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The observation of episodic depletions of surface ozone from background levels 
of 40 ppb to less than 5 ppb has been well studied in the Arctic during the polar sunrise in 
spring (Bottenheim et al., 1990;Oltmans et al., 2012).  Bromine chemistry has been 
connected with ozone depletion events (ODEs) based on the increase in filterable 
bromine along with the observation of BrO during ODEs (Barrie et al., 1988;Liao et al., 
2012;Simpson et al., 2007;Honninger and Platt, 2002).  Based on field observations 
molecular bromine can be produced within the snowpack where it can transport into the 
boundary layer (Pratt et al., 2013).  As Br2 mixes in the surface layer it will 
photodissociate into Br radicals and react with ozone forming BrO which initiates an auto 
catalytic bromine release that can deplete ozone, as shown in Reactions 5.1-5.5 (Fan and 
Jacob, 1992;Michalowski et al., 2000), where reaction 5.5 is a condensed phase process.  
Br2  +  hv  →  2 Br        (5.1) 
Br  +  O3  →  BrO  +  O2       (5.2) 
BrO  +  BrO  →  2 Br  +  O2       (5.3) 
BrO  + HO2  →  HOBr  +  O2       (5.4) 
HOBr  +  Br
-
  +  H
+
  →  Br2  +  H2O      (5.5) 
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However, this is not the only mechanism for destroying ozone, and regenerating bromine 
radicals.  As shown in reactions 5.6-5.8, the cross reaction of ClO with BrO can 
regenerate the bromine radical.  
Cl2  +  hv  →  2 Cl∙        (5.6) 
Cl  +  O3  →  ClO        (5.7) 
ClO  +  BrO  →  Br  +  Cl  +  O2      (5.8) 
The significance of chlorine chemistry in the Arctic was first recognized by the rapid 
drop in concentration of certain non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) during low ozone 
events, which could not be explained via OH oxidation alone (Jobson et al., 1994).  The 
observation prompted additional field studies to employ this hydrocarbon decay 
technique to evaluate chlorine chemistry (Ariya et al., 1998;Boudries and Bottenheim, 
2000).  High levels of molecular chlorine, up to 400 ppt, have been observed in the Arctic 
during the springtime, leading to the hypothesis that reaction 5.8 could be important 
toward bromine radical formation (Liao et al., 2014).  Unfortunately, Arctic observations 
of ClO are very limited.  Only one direct observation of ClO in the Arctic has previously 
been published, reporting ClO concentrations up to 30 ppt at Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen, 
using Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (Tuckermann et al., 1997).  However, 
this technique suffers from interferences at the ClO absorption wavelengths yielding high 
uncertainty and high limits of detection.   
Here, for the first time, we report direct observations of ClO using a chemical 
ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS), while at the same time quantifying Cl2 as well.  
The observations of Cl2 enabled us to develop a 0-D model to further analyze our 
observations and examine our understanding of the chlorine cycle, e.g. the extent to 
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which the Cl radical chemistry is consistent with Cl2 being the dominant source of those 
radicals.   
 
5.2 Ambient Sampling Experimental  
A chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) was deployed in Barrow, 
Alaska during the spring (March/April) of 2012 to measure ambient concentrations of 
Br2, Cl2, BrO, and ClO.  This was a part of the previously described BROMEX field 
campaign (Section 2.6).  The CIMS instrument was described earlier in Section 3.2.1., so 
only the sampling component will be described, as that is the only parameter that differs.  
The ambient sampling inlet deployed has previously been used to quantify ambient Br2, 
BrO, and HOBr by Liao et al. [2012] and will briefly be described.  Ambient air was 
sampled through a stainless steel ring torus attached to a 4.6 cm ID stainless steel tube 
extending 9 cm out of the sampling trailer wall.  The stainless steel inlet was attached to 
the CIMS three way valve to allow for sampling of ambient air by the CIMS, while 
minimizing wall loss.  Using an external blower, a flow of 900 slpm was pulled through 
the sampling inlet, and 2 slpm from this flow was sampled by the CIMS.  The remaining 
flow was directed away as exhaust.  Background and calibration measurements for Br2
 
and Cl2 were conducted using the same procedure described in Section 3.2.1.1.  During 
the field campaign the limit of detections for Br2, Cl2, and ClO were 0.2 ppt, 0.5 ppt, and 
0.3 ppt, respectively.  The associated uncertainty for Br2, Cl2, and ClO were 21%, 25%, 
and 55%, respectively.  Uncertainties for Cl2 and Br2 were calculated using the same 
procedure as used in Section 3.2.1.1, while the ClO uncertainty was calculated using 







However, the instrument sensitivity factor (i.e. calibration factor) for ClO did not 
exist at the time of the measurements.  Following the BROMEX field campaign this was 
determined through a series of laboratory experiments and will be described here.   
  
5.3 ClO Calibration 
 
5.3.1 Experimental Set-up 
To properly quantify the ambient ClO concentrations from the signal measured 
during the BROMEX 2012 field campaign a relative sensitivity calibration factor needed 
to be determined.  This factor is based on the CIMS sensitivity to the analytes relative to 
that for Cl2, for which we had an absolute calibration method.  Relative sensitivities were 
previously used to quantify BrO and HOBr signals measured during the OASIS 2009 
field campaign, as described by Liao et al. [2012].  In the lab, Liao determined the 
sensitivity of the CIMS toward BrO and HOBr, through the production of gas-phase 
standards.  The Br2 sensitivity was also determined during these experiments, to yield a 
relative sensitivity of .47 ±25% and .50 ±25% for BrO and HOBr relative to Br2, 
respectively.  Relative sensitivities were necessary because calibration gas-phase 
standards for various halogen species (i.e. BrO, ClO, and HOBr) are not commercially 




monitoring of the CIMS sensitivity for Br2 (or Cl2) throughout the field campaign (using 
permeation devices), we can accurately quantify these other species using the determined 
instrument sensitivity, relative to that for Br2.    
As shown in reactions 5.6 and 5.7, ClO is produced when Cl2 is photolyzed in the 
presence of O3.  To determine the CIMS sensitivity for ClO, we generated steady state 
ClO gas-phase standards within a continuous flowing halogen atom generator (flowtube), 
when all the sources and sinks of ClO are quantitatively.  The approach we used is shown 
in reactions 5.9-5.11, below.   
Cl2   +   hv   →   2 Cl∙        (5.9) 
Cl∙  +   O3   →   ClO∙   +   O2       (5.10) 
ClO∙   +   NO2   →   ClONO2       (5.11) 
We calculate the steady state [ClO] by assuming that all Cl atoms react with O3 (and not 
a volatile organic compound (VOC)).  Cl atoms have a high reactivity toward VOCs and 
represent the main interfering sink for Cl atoms in our experiment.  Cl atoms will only 
react with O3 if the O3 is kinetically in excess compared to any of the VOCs that may be 
present in our air flow.  This was calculated using Equation 5.II, where the reaction rate 
constant for Cl + O3 is 1.02x10
-11
 cm
3∙molecules-1∙s-1 and for Cl + VOC is 1x10-10 
cm
3∙molecules-1∙s-1 (Atkinson et al., 2004).  The Cl + VOC reaction rate coefficient is 
based on the assumption that the majority of the VOCs present our compressed tanks of 
N2 and O2 will be smaller chained (C2-C4) alkanes and alkenes, as they are the major non-
methane hydrocarbon in ambient air.  According to the specification sheets for the N2 and 





Using equation 5.II we determined a concentration of 98 ppm of O3 was needed to ensure 
that over 99% of the Cl atoms reacted with O3 during the experiment.  This was 
determined experimentally to be correct (data not shown).  Then if we equate the ClO 
production rate with the ClO loss rate, for conditions in which the only ClO loss process 
is the reaction with NO2 (reaction 5.11), we get equation 5.III.    
 
  
In Equation 5.III, J represents the photolysis rate for Cl2 within the flowtube, [Cl2]ss is the 
steady state Cl2 mole ratio, [NO2] is the NO2 mole ratio, and the reaction rate constant for 
ClO with NO2 used was 2.4x10
-12
 cm
3∙molecules-1∙s-1(Atkinson et al., 2004).  The 
photolysis rate was determined during previous ClO calibration experiments to be 0.0078 
(±.002)  s
-1
.  In Figure 5.1 [Cl2]0 represents the initial concentration of Cl2 and [Cl2]t 
corresponds to the Cl2 concentration after the lights were turned on, which initiated the 
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The quartz flowtube used in this study was 122 cm long with an internal diameter of 6 cm 
that had tapered ends to fit ¼ʺ Swagelok fittings, shown in Figure 5.3.  The flowtube was 
housed in a wooden photolysis box which contained 6 UV bulbs (UVA 340, Q-labs).  
The UV lights were controlled using a switch on the outside of the box to allow us to 
control Cl2 photolysis during an experiment.  High purity N2 (UHP 5.0, Praxair) was used 
as the carrier gas and passed through the flowtube and into the CIMS.  The N2 was passed 
through a liquid N2 trap, used to further purify the gas by condensing out possible 
impurities, mainly VOCs and NOx.  The liquid N2 trap consisted of a coil of stainless 
steel tubing submerged in liquid N2.  The tubing on the outlet end of the trap was heated 
using heat wrap to increase the N2 temperature back to room temperature (22°C).  The 
flow rate of the N2 carrier gas, within the flowtube, was controlled by a mass flow 
controller (20 LPM, MKS).  Controlling the N2 flow rate allowed us to alter the amount 
























O3 was generated by passing O2 (UHP 5.0, Praxair) through a dry ice trap and 
then into a corona discharge ozone generator.  The dry ice trap was set-up the same way 
as the liquid N2 trap expect dry ice was used to cool the stainless steel tubing.  The dry 
ice was used to cool the stainless steel coil instead of liquid N2, as the latter is too cold 
and will condense out O2.  The corona discharge ozone generator works by electrically 
splitting the molecular O2 into two singlet ground state (
3
P) oxygen atoms (5.12).  The 
singlet oxygen atom then reacts with an O2 to yield O3 (5.13).   
O2 + e
-
 → 2O(3P)         (5.12) 
O(
3
P) + O2 +  M  → O3        (5.13) 
During experiments the O3 mole ratio was measured using a dual-beam O3 monitor 
(Model 205, 2B Technologies).  The O3 was quantified by measuring the light intensity 
Figure 5.3 Flowing halogen atom generator inside photolysis box 
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from a 254 nm mercury lamp after it passes through two different absorption cells.  Both 
cells have the sampled air flowing through them but one of the absorption cell’s air flow 
has been passed through an ozone scrubber.  Within the ozone monitor instrument 
activated charcoal is used to remove O3 from the air flow.  The light intensity from the 
scrubbed air (I0) acts as background for the sample, where the light intensity from the 
non-scrubbed air represents the sample (I).  Within the instrument the O3 mole ratio is 
calculated using Equation 5.IV, where CO3 is the concentration of O3, L is the path length 
and σ is the absorption cross section of O3, for λ=254nm. 
 
    
 
The reaction of ClO with NO2 represents the main sink for gas-phase ClO and needs to be 
taken into consideration when calculating the ClO mole ratio. The NO2 mole ratio was 
measured using a NO-NO2-NOx Analyzer (Thermo Environmental Instruments, Inc).  
The NO-NO2-NOx Analyzer can only quantify NO via reaction 5.14-5.15.         
NO   +   O3   →   NO2
*
   +   O2      (5.14) 
NO2
*
   →   NO2   +   hv       (5.15) 
From reaction 5.14, an electronically excited NO2 is produced and as it drops to the 
ground state (5.15) it releases the excess energy in the form of a photon.  The photon is 
then detected and the light intensity is directly proportional to the NO mole ratio.  To 
quantify the NOx mole ratio the air sample is passed over a heated (315°C) molybdenum 
converter that reduces any NOx to NO (5.16). 




The NO mole ratio is then subtracted from the NOx mole ratio to calculate the NO2 mole 
ratio.  However, it should be noted that other oxidized forms of NO2 will be reduced on 
the molybdenum converter, including HNO3, ClONO2, ClNO2, etc.  This could lead to 
artificially high calculated NO2 concentrations.  To correct for this we used the NO2 
concentration recorded during the dark periods of the experiment.    
   
5.3.2 Calibration Procedure 
During the ClO calibration experiment the flowtube was connected to the inlet of 
the CIMS via a PFA Teflon tee.  The carrier gas was then turned on and passed through 
the flowtube for the entire experiment.  The O3 generator outlet was then connected to the 
inlet of the flowtube and the O2 flow rate was adjusted until the desired O3 mole ratio was 
achieved.  The NOx instrument was then connected to the outlet of the flowtube so that 
the NO2 mole ratio could be measured.  For the experiment four different samples were 
taken.  First, the carrier gas and O3 was passed through the flowtube, in the dark, to act as 
a background measurement for the Cl2 calibration measurement.   After a stable signal 
was collected for at least 5 minutes, the Cl2 perm source oven outlet was connected to the 
CIMS inlet, so that the CIMS could be calibrated for Cl2 to allow for the CIMS Cl2 
sensitivity to be calculated during each ClO calibration point.  Once the calibration 
measurement was completed the permeation source outlet was disconnected from the 
CIMS inlet and attached to the inlet end of the flowtube.  During this time the lights were 
off so that no photolysis could occur.  This represented the blank signal for ClO and also 
the measurement for the initial Cl2 mole ratio, used in Equation 5.III.  The measurement 
was made for approximately 10 minutes before the lights were turned on and reaction 
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5.6-5.7 was initiated.  Upon turning on the lights the ClO signal (mass 178 amu) 
increased, then leveled off, and simultaneously the Cl2 signal (mass 197 amu) decreased 
then leveled off.  Data with the lights on were collected for several minutes, after which 
the process was started again, except the carrier gas flow rate was increased.  Increasing 
the carrier gas flow rate decreased the steady state ClO mole ratio, allowing us to 




Table 5.1 Experimental relative sensitivity values for ClO to Cl2 for a CIMS using CH3I 
as the reagent ion.  
 










Based on our experiments we were able to calculate a ClO:Cl2 relative sensitivity 
of 0.21 ±.10, where the uncertainty represents 1 standard deviation of the average value.  
The average relative sensitivity was applied to our ClO data from the 2012 BROMEX 





5.4 BROMEX ClO Measurements Results and Discussion 
From the BROMEX field campaign (discussed Sec 2.6) ClO measurements using 
the CIMS were conducted from March 3-29.  However, the most significant ClO 
measurements took place from March 21-29, where air masses originated from the 
Beaufort and Chukchi and were not influenced by local emissions.  A time series graph 
for O3, Cl2, ClO, and radiation from March 21-29 is shown in Figure 5.4.  
 
 










Figure 5.4 Ambient ClO and Cl2 data collected using a CIMS during the 2012 BROMEX 
field campaign along with O3 from that time.  Error bars on the ClO data represents 55% 





During BROMEX, ClO ranged from 5-32 ppt, with mole ratios increasing in the morning 
and then dropping once the sun sets, as shown in Figure 5.5.  This is expected as ClO is 










The early morning peak in Cl2 and ClO likely results from a burst of production at sunrise 
after the overnight accumulation of precursors (HOCl, HNO3, H2O2) onto the snowpack 
surface.  This is followed by an increase in vertical mixing and downward transport of 
Cl2-deficient air from aloft as the day continues, resulting in the decrease in 
concentration.  As sun set approaches, the surface layer again becomes stable, and the 
remaining surface Cl2 emissions from the snowpack accumulate in this shallow layer, 
resulting in an evening peak increase in concentration.  The positive correlation between 
ClO and radiation, along with the isotopic graph (Figure 5.6), support that the detected 
masses at 178 and 181 amu were truly ClO.   
 
 











It should be noted that the lack of mid-day ClO and Cl2 observations that occurred during 
March 26, 27 and 28 are due to the CIMS being used for snow chamber experiments, 
therefore ambient data was not available during that time (Pratt et al., 2013).  Our ClO 
observations fall in the range of the only previous Arctic ClO observations, by 
Tuckermann et al., where ClO was detected at concentrations up to 30 ppt at Ny-Ålesund, 
Spitsbergen (Tuckermann et al., 1997).  
Generally, the larger early morning spikes in Cl2 correspond to large day time 
ClO mole ratios, such as on the 26 and 27.  However, this is not the case on the 28
th
 





 vs the 28
th




 the O3 mole ratio is 
going through depletion, indicating active halogen chemistry.  However, on the 28
th
 the 
O3 mole ratio was increasing from a depletion (<5ppb) back to background 








 (180 amu) during the 




concentrations (40 ppb), indicating a lack of halogen activity.  As with previous 
observations for BrO and O3, we do not observe an apparent correlation between ClO and 
O3 mole ratio (Pohler et al., 2010;Liao et al., 2012).  This observation can be explained 





Although the [ClO]ss depends on the Cl2 concentration along with O3, it is also influenced 
by the concentration of several species that act as ClO sinks.  Sinks such as NO and NO2 
can have varying concentrations in the Arctic ambient air, depending on local emissions, 
which can impact the [ClO]ss  (Section 4.2).  The sinks shown in 5.V could be the reason 
why ambient ClO concentrations do not follow a simple pattern with ozone 
concentrations.    
 
5.5 Model Description 
A modified version of the 0-D model used in Sec 4.2 was used to investigate the 
ClO observations from March 21 to 29, 2012 that were obtained during this study.  As 
this model has been described in detail previously (Section 4.2), only the differences will 
be described herein.  For our simulations we constrained Br2, Cl2, O3, and photolysis rates 
to the observations during that time.  Br2 and Cl2 ambient measurements were acquired 
using the CIMS, and O3 measurements were made using a dual-beam O3 monitor (Model 




radiation (NOAA/ESRL/GMD Solar Radiation group) based on previously calculated 
photolysis rates from the 2009 OASIS field campaign (Shetter and Muller, 1999).  To 
check this method we compared our photolysis rate values to photolysis rate values 
calculated using a modified version of the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible (TUV) 
radiation model (Madronich, 2002).  Both values were within 5% of each other, 
confirming the accuracy of our method.          
NO2 and NO were constrained to “background” concentrations (Sec 4.2, Figure 
4.3), as the wind direction indicated that the air masses being sampled were not 
influenced by the town of Barrow (not shown).   Both CH3COCH3 and CH3CHO were 
constrained within the model to observations from the OASIS 2009 field campaign (Sec 
4.2, Figure 4.1) (Grannas et al., 2002).  The constrained diurnal average of NO, NO2, 
CH3COCH3, and CH3CHO used in the model are shown in Figure 5.3a.  The 7 day 
constrained mole ratios of Br2 and Cl2 used in the model are shown Figure 5.3b.  The 
remaining VOCs were held to constant mole ratios based on previous average 
observations, shown in Table 5.2.  This version of the model will be referred to as the 










Table 5.2 Constrained species and their respective constant concentrations used in the 









































































Figure 5.7 (a) Diurnal average of constrained NO, NO2, CH3COCH3, and CH3CHO.  (b) 
Observed Br2 and Cl2 for the time period March 21
-














5.6 ClO Model Results and Discussion 
A plot of the simulated ClO from the base model run along with the observed ClO 
















The Base Model does a poor job accurately replicating ClO mole ratios, other than on 
March 22 when the observed ClO mole ratio is quite small (less than 5 ppt).  When 
observed ClO concentrations were greater than 5 ppt the model under simulated ClO by 3 
to 5.5 times the observed concentration.     
 Based on our comparison of the Base Model simulated ClO vs observed ClO we 
believe that the model under predicts ClO because within the model the major source of 
Cl radials is Cl2.  As discussed in Section 4.2, the tundra snowpack has the ability to 
photochemically produce BrCl, which can then be photolyzed to yield Cl radicals.  In the 
model, the majority of BrCl was produced within the aqueous phase via reaction 5.17 but 
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its contribution towards chlorine radical’s gas-phase concentration is insignificant, 
because the simulated BrCl concentration is very low.   
HOBr   +   Cl
-
   +   H
+
   →   BrCl    +    H2O     (5.17) 
To address this we added a source of BrCl within the model to determine if the model 
was missing a potential chlorine radical source.  Using previous BrCl and Cl2 ambient 
data (unpublished), we determined a daytime [BrCl]/[Cl2] ratio.  Based on the 
observations the [BrCl]/[Cl2] ratio ranged from 0.1 to 0.4.  We fixed BrCl to the Cl2 
observations but scaled by .4[Cl2].  However, the model still under simulated ClO during 
the 0.4[Cl2] constrained simulation (not shown).  Thus we conducted additional 
simulations with varying scales of the [BrCl]/[Cl2] ratio, ranging from 1 to 10. 
We found that when BrCl was constrained to 6[Cl2], the simulated ClO was 














Figure 5.9 Simulated and observed ClO for the 6x BrCl constrained simulation. 
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Figure 5.9 shows that the simulated ClO, when [BrCl] equals 6[Cl2], overlaps within the 
observed ClO uncertainty throughout the entire simulation period.  Based on our 
modeling results a non Cl2 and likely non-BrCl chlorine radical source is most likely 
missing within our observations, and thus our model.  Even though the increase in the 
BrCl mole ratio was able to enhance the simulated ClO enough so that it better fit the 
observations, we don’t believe that it alone is the missing factor.  The daytime BrCl 
concentration when constrained to 6[Cl2] ranged from 70 to 400 ppt, much larger than 
previous ambient observations (Foster et al., 2001;Spicer et al., 2002).  Both Foster et al. 
and Spicer et al. recorded springtime ambient BrCl concentrations up to 35 ppt, which are 
2-11 times lower than what was prescribed in our model.  Although these measurements 
were obtained in Alert, Nunavat, Canada, they fall into the same range as unpublished 
ambient BrCl observations from Barrow, Alaska (Foster et al., 2001;Spicer et al., 2002).   
  BrCl could be a source for additional Cl radicals, although as described 
previously it is doubtful that it exists in the Arctic ambient air at the prescribed mole 
ratios.  However, with the addition of several chlorinated photolabile species (i.e. HOCl, 
ClNO2, ClONO2) they could add up to a significant Cl atom contribution.  All three 
additional proposed sources (HOCl, ClNO2, and ClONO2) have photochemical lifetimes 
(2-9 hours) that would allow for long range transport of these species.  If a larger ambient 
ClO concentration was present upwind of a sampling site, then significant concentrations 
of HOCl, ClNO2, and ClONO2 could be produced upwind.  Following transport to the 
sampling site, photolysis could occur, generating additional chlorine atoms.  However, at 
this time none of the discussed species have been detected in the Arctic, although mid-
latitude measurements exist.   
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HOCl was detected at the Cape Verde Atmospheric Observatory using a chemical 
ionization tandem mass spectrometer at concentrations up to 150 ppt (Lawler et al., 
2011).  Lawler et al. proposed that HOCl was produced from reaction 5.6-7 and 5.18, as 
gas-phase Cl2 was produced from the oxidation of chloride in marine aerosols. 
ClO   +   HO2   →   HOCl   +   OH      (5.18)   
Riedel et al. detected ClNO2 during the night at concentrations up to 1800 ppt off the 
coast of California near Los Angeles (Riedel et al., 2012).  They proposed that night time 
production of ClNO2 was due to the reaction of anthropogenic NOx with chloride 
containing marine aerosols.  Lab studies have shown that N2O5 can react with Cl
- 
doped 
aerosols to yield ClNO2, as shown in reactions 5.19-5.20 (Roberts et al., 
2009;Finlaysonpitts et al., 1989). 
N2O5   →   NO2
+
   +   NO3
-
       (5.19) 
NO2
+
   +   Cl
-
   →   ClNO2       (5.20) 
This could be very important in the Arctic where the snowpack is a known source of NOx 
(Honrath et al., 1999;Honrath et al., 2002;Honrath et al., 2000).  Field based 
measurements have shown that the NOx concentration in the interstial snowpack can 
range from 3-10 times greater than ambient concentrations (Honrath et al., 1999).  
Reactions 5.19-5.20 could occur within the snowpack and release ClNO2 into the surface 
layer above. Although both the HOCl and ClNO2 measurements took place outside the 
Arctic, they do represent the significance that HOCl and ClNO2 can partake in the 
chlorine cycle.  They also prove that we have the ability to detect and quantify these 





Using an in-lab setup we were able to determine the CIMS sensitivity to ClO, 
using I(H2O)
-
 as our reagent ion.  This was needed to quantify ClO signals acquired 
during the spring of 2012 as a part of the BROMEX field campaign in Barrow, Alaska.  
Using our sensitivity factor we determined that our observed ClO measurements ranged 
from 5 to 28 ppt, similar to previous ClO observations of 3 to 30 ppt (Tuckermann et al., 
1997).  To further study the chlorine chemistry that is unique to the Arctic we developed 
a model to simulate the time period of our ClO observations.  From our initial simulations 
we found that our model was undersimulating ClO.  This made us believe that we were 
missing a Cl atom source, as our model’s main Cl atom source was Cl2 which was 
constrained to observations.  Based on our findings from Section 4.2 the surface 
snowpack has the ability to produce BrCl, and possibility ClNO2, which could transport 
into the surface layer.  Although this is taken into account in our model, we decided to 
constrain BrCl, as a proxy Cl atom precursor to determine what concentration of an 
additional photolabile chlorinated source was needed to replicate the ClO observations.   
We found that a concentration of six times the Cl2 observation was needed to 
properly simulate ClO within the uncertainty of the observation.  Based on the findings 
from our modeling study we believe that a potential Cl atom source in the Arctic is not 
being accounted for within our model.  We proposed that several chlorinated photolabile 
species (HOCl, ClNO2, and ClONO2) could account for the missing chlorine atoms.  All 
three have photochemical lifetimes ranging from 2-9 hours, allowing for long range (~30 
km) transport in which their contribution toward to chlorine atom source would be 
unknown.  Although both HOCl and ClNO2 have been detected in the mid-latitudes, none 
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of the proposed species have been detected in the Arctic, despite the capability being 
available.  From this work we reveal a knowledge gap in our understanding of the 
chlorine chemistry occurring in the Arctic.  To properly understand the full impact that 
chlorine has on the Arctic atmosphere all possible chlorine atom sources must be known.  
Future field campaigns should focus on understanding and detecting HOCl, ClNO2, and 
ClONO2 and their impact on the chlorine cycle.                    
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    CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of this dissertation work was to advance the field of Arctic atmospheric 
chemistry, focusing on the source of atmospheric molecular halogens and the influence of 
anthropogenic emissions on halogen chemistry.  The frequent depletion of ozone from 
background levels of ~40 ppb to less than 5 ppb during the Arctic springtime has been 
well documented over the past several decades (Bottenheim et al., 1986;Oltmans et al., 
2012).  A linkage between these ozone depletion events (ODEs) and halogen chemistry 
has motivated countless modeling and laboratory studies along with numerous large scale 
field campaigns to help further understand the unique chemistry occurring in the Arctic 
(Grannas et al., 2007;Simpson et al., 2007;Pratt et al., 2013;Liao et al., 2012;Liao et al., 
2014;Michalowski et al., 2000;Lindberg et al., 2002;Fan and Jacob, 1992;McConnell et 
al., 1992;Abbatt et al., 2012;Platt and Honninger, 2003;Impey et al., 1997). 
Prior to this work Cl2 and BrCl had only been detected a total of three times in the 
Arctic ambient air (Liao et al., 2014;Foster et al., 2001;Spicer et al., 2002).  In all three 
cases the source for the molecular halogens was unknown.  During this study, for the first 
time, we observed direct snowpack production of both Cl2 and BrCl.  In Chapter 3 in-
snowpack experiments using CIMS conducted in Barrow, Alaska during February, 2014 
indicated that the Arctic surface snowpack is able to produce molecular halogens only in 
the presence of ultraviolet radiation, which suggests a photochemical production 
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mechanism.  This generation was enhanced when the snowpack O3 concentration was 
increased, which follows the “bromine explosion” mechanism described in section 3.1.  
Since the snowpack produces molecular halogens within its interstitial air, it thus has the 
potential to act as a source for atmospheric molecular halogens.  To evaluate this 
potential, vertical profile measurements were conducted above the tundra surface 





 molecules∙cm-2∙s-1 for both Br2 and Cl2.  These 
calculated emission rates imply the snowpack has the quantitative potential to act as a 
major source of atmospheric molecular halogens.  Flux emission rates from the snowpack 
can be integrated into current Arctic models to evaluate our hypothesis that the snowpack 
is the main source for atmospheric molecular halogens.   
However, our measurements only represent the bottom 100 cm of the Artic 
boundary layer, where the snowpack can directly influence the molecular halogen 
ambient concentration.  If aerosols produced significant concentrations of molecular 
halogens, this would be observed from measurements above the influence of snowpack 
emissions.  Future campaigns should focus on ambient measurements above the 
snowpack at heights which snowpack emissions are insignificant.  This would allow for 
the impact of aerosols as a halogen source to be evaluated. If aerosols were able to 
release molecular halogens this could explain why air up to several hundred meters have 
been observed to be depleted in O3 (Bottenheim et al., 2002)    
 Along with Cl2 and BrCl, only one published observation for ambient Arctic ClO 
existed prior to the study described in Chapter 5 (Tuckermann et al., 1997).  ClO was 
detected using a CIMS instrument during the Bromine, Mercury, and Ozone Experiment 
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(BROMEX) field campaign which occurred in Barrow, Alaska during the spring of 2012, 
where daytime concentrations ranged from 3 to 28 ppt, similar to previous modeling 
estimations and field based observations (Liao et al., 2014;Tuckermann et al., 1997).  To 
further gauge our understanding of Arctic chlorine chemistry we developed a model to 
simulate the chemistry occurring during the time period of our ClO observations.  Our 
initial simulation using known chemistry yielded ClO concentrations up to 80% less than 
the observed values.  A potential source of error in this model is that Cl2, which was 
constrained within the model to observations, is the only source of Cl radicals, although 
other Cl sources exist.  To test this theory an additional source of Cl radicals was added 
to the model in the form of BrCl.  By varying BrCl concentrations (constrained to 
observed Cl2), we determined that a BrCl source with a concentration of 6[Cl2] was 
needed to create simulated ClO concentrations within the uncertainty of the observed ClO 
concentrations from the BROMEX field campaign.  Several possible photolyzable 
chlorine sources (HOCl, ClONO2, and ClNO2) exist that have not detected in the Arctic, 
which could play a role as our missing chlorine atom source.  All three can be detected 
and quantified using current CIMS techniques and should be the focus of future Arctic 
field campaigns.  With correct concentration constraints for all possible Cl atom sources 
(Cl2, BrCl, HOCl, ClONO2, and ClNO2), model simulations could be performed to 
determine if these represent all the sources or if we are still missing any possible sources.     
 In Chapter 4 we described that it is anticipated that the number of NOx
 
(NO+NO2) 
point sources may increase, leading to potential changes in the Arctic halogen cycle 
(Peters et al., 2011;Corbett et al., 2010).  We developed a 0-D model to test the 
sensitivity of the known halogen chemistry that occurs in the Arctic to elevated 
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concentrations of NOx.  From our model we found that rising NOx concentrations lead to 
ozone depletion rate decreases, with the most profound decreases occurring at the lower 
NOx concentration increase (300-500 ppt).  We determined that this was due to the 
suppression of HOBr and BrO production as NOx concentrations rise, which are needed 
to continue the bromine cycle and deplete ozone.  Instead, the products became, BrNO2 
and BrONO2, which are not as effective at depleting ozone.  These findings were 
supported by aircraft measurements of BrO and NO2, where elevated concentrations of 
NO2 correlated with decreased concentrations of BrO.  This work highlighted the need to 
further expand on NOx-halogen chemistry especially dealing with aqueous phase 
chemistry.  This work could have great importance as the Arctic’s atmospheric 
composition changes in the future, related to NOx and other pollutants concentrations.  It 
also emphasizes the need to monitor ambient NOx concentrations when conducting 
molecular halogen measurements.   
 From the work presented in this dissertation the influence that the snowpack has 
on the halogen chemistry occurring in the Arctic boundary layer is quite significant.  The 
snowpack has been shown to act as a dominant source for molecular halogens in the 
source layer and represents a unique environment where this chemistry occurs.  However, 
there is a large knowledge gap in our understanding of how to properly model the 
chemistry occurring on snow grain surfaces.  Current models treat snow grain surfaces as 
a quasi-liquid layer (QLL) and uses photolysis and reaction rate coefficients similar to 
ones measured in dilute solutions.  The QLL is hypothesized to be a liquid layer that 
contains a significant fraction of the reactants present in the snow grain and it’s the 
location of the chemistry.  As pointed out by Domine et al. this treatment is incorrect as 
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the snow grain surface is too large to be completely covered by a QLL layer (Domine et 
al., 2013).  They propose that the QLL most likely collects in snow grain boundaries and 
may have very little impact on the chemistry.  In fact they state that a major of the 
reactions occur on ice surfaces or organic particles located on the ice surfaces.   
 For snowpack models to properly simulate the real world snowpack significant 
advances in our understanding of these processes would have to occur, which would be a 
daunting task.  First, further analysis of snow grain properties would have to be 
performed to confirm the proposals from Domine et al.  Next, reaction and photolysis rate 
coefficients would need to be measured on ice surfaces.  However, this is quite difficult 
as sample preparation and analysis are not trivial.  Finally, these findings would need to 
be incorporated into a model that represents a simple snowpack that is extremely well 
understood.        
  This dissertation work shows a significant advancement to the field of Arctic 
halogen chemistry, using both field campaigns and modeling studies.  As the atmospheric 
chemistry of the Arctic changes due to a shift in the composition of the sea ice, 
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         Chemical Mechanisms for NOx Arctic Model 
Table A.1 Gas-phase chemical reactions used in the model.  All rate constants are 








Reaction  Rate Constant Reference 
O(1D) + M  O(3P)  3.34 x 10-11                      Ravishankara et al. [2002]  
O(3P) + O2  O3 2.12 x 10
-14  Atkinson et al. [2004]  
O(1D)  + H2O  2OH  2.2 x 10
-10  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + O3  HO2  3.84 x 10
-14  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + HO2  H2O 1.34 x 10
-10 Atkinson e t al. [2004] 
OH + H2O2  HO2 + H2O 1.52 x 10
-12  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + O(3P)  O2 3.74 x 10
-11  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + OH  H2O + O(
3P) 1.74 x 10-12  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + OH  H2O2 1.86 x 10
-11  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OH + NO3  HO2 + NO2 2.0 x 10
-11  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HO2 + NO3  HNO3  4.0 x 10
-12  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HO2 + O3  OH + 2O2  1.39 x 10
-15  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HO2 + HO2  H2O2 + O2 2.58 x 10
-12  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO + OH  HONO  3.49 x 10-11  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO + HO2  NO2 + OH 9.59 x 10
-12  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO + O3  NO2 7.09 x 10
-15     Sander et al. [2006] 
NO + NO3  NO2 + NO2 2.98 x 10
-11     Sander et al. [2006] 
NO2 + OH  HNO3  1.2 x 10
-10   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO2 + HO2  HNO4  f: 8.6 x 10
-12  r: 1.32 x 10-4  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO2 + O3  NO3 6.15 x 10
-18     Sander et al. [2006] 
NO2 + NO3  N2O5  f: 1.83 x 10
-12  r: 3.76 x 10-5  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO2 + CH3COOO  PAN f: 1.4 x 10
-11  r: 3.1 x 10-8  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
NO3 + NO3  NO2 + NO2 4.36 x 10
-17     Sander et al. [2006] 
N2O5 + H2O  HNO3 + HNO3 2.6 x 10
-22   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HONO + OH  NO2 + H2O 3.74 x 10
-12     Sander et al. [2006] 
HNO3 + OH  NO3 + H2O 1.5 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HNO4 + OH  NO2 + H2O 6.2 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CO + OH  HO2 + CO2 2.4 x 10
-13  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH4 + OH  CH3OO + H2O 1.87 x 10
-15     Sander et al. [2006] 
C2H2 + OH  C2H2OH  7.8 x 10
-13  Atkinson et al. [2004] 
C2H6 + OH  C2H5OO  1.18 x 10
-13  Lurmann et al. [1986] 
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C2H4 + OH  C2H4OH      1.02 x 10
-11     hahtin et al. [2003] 
C3H8 + OH  nC3H7O2      1.56 x 10
-13                                  Harris and Kerr [1988] 
C3H8 + OH  iC3H7O2      6.64 x 10
-13             Harris and Kerr [1988] 
C3H6 + OH  C3H6OH      3.63 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
C3H6O + OH  Products     2.51 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
nC3H7O2 + NO  NO2 + C3H6O + HO2    5.4 x 10
-11   Eberhard et al. [1996] 
iC3H7O2 + NO  NO2 + CH3COCH3 + HO2    1.2 x 10
-11         Eberhard and Howard [1996] 
nC4H10 + OH  nC4H9OO     1.64 x 10
-12  Donahue et al. [1998] 
iC4H10 + OH  CH3COCH3 + CH3OO    1.65 x 10
-12  Donahue et al. [1998] 
nC4H9OO + NO  n-Butanal + NO2 + HO2    5.4 x 10
-11                Michalowski et al. [2000]  
nC4H9OO + CH3OO  n-Butanal + HCHO + HO2 + HO2   6.7 x 10
-13                Michalowski et al. [2000] 
nC4H9OO + CH3OO  n-Butanal + CH3OH    2.3 x 10
-13                Michalowski et al. [2000] 
nC4H9OO + CH3OO  nC4H9OH + HCHO    2.3 x 10
-13                Michalowski et al. [2000] 
CH3OH + OH  CH3O      7.09 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
n-Butanal + OH  Products     2.0 x 10-11                Michalowski et al. [2000]  
CH3OO + HO2  CH3OOH     8.82 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
C2H5OO + HO2  C2H5OOH     1.12 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3COOO + HO2  CH3COOOH     2.54 x 10
-11    DeMore et al. [1997] 
C2H5OOH + OH  C2H5OO     6.0 x 10
-12    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3OO + CH3OO  HCHO + HO2         3.64 x 10
-13   Lurmann et al. [1986] 
CH3OOH + OH  HCHO + H2O + OH    2.54 x 10
-12                       Sander and Crutzen [1996] 
CH3OOH + OH  CH3OO + H2O     6.01 x 10
-12                   Sander and Crutzen [1996] 
CH3OO + HO2  CH3OOH     1.01 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3OO + NO  HCHO + HO2 + NO2    8.76 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3OO + NO2  CH3OONO2     9.63 x 10
-12   DeMore et al. [1997] 
CH3OO + nC3H7O2  HCHO + C3H6O + HO2 + HO2   6.70 x 10
-13  Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + nC3H7O2  C3H6O + CH3OH    2.3 x 10
-13   Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + nC3H7O2  HCHO + nC3H7OH    2.3 x 10
-13   Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + iC3H7O2  HCHO + CH3COCH3 + HO2 + HO2   1.2 x 10
-14   Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + iC3H7O2  CH3COCH3 + CH3OH    4.1 x 10
-15   Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + iC3H7O2  HCHO + iC3H7OH    4.1 x 10
-15   Lightfoot et al. [1992] 
CH3OO + C2H5OO  CH3CHO + HCHO + HO2 + HO2   2.0 x 10
-13        Kirchner and Stockwell [1996] 
CH3OO + CH3COOO  HCHO + CH3OO + HO2    1.58 x 10
-11           Kirchner and Stockwell [1996] 
C2H5OO + NO  CH3CHO + HO2 + NO2    8.68 x 10
-12  Lurmann et al. [1986] 
C2H5OO + NO2  C2H5OONO2     8.8 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [1997] 
C2H5OO + HO2  C2H5OOH     9.23 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
C2H5OO + CH3COOO  CH3CHO + CH3COO + HO2   4.0 x 10
-12                Michalowski et al. [2000] 
iC3H7O2 + HO2  iPerox     9.23 x 10
-12                         Michalowski et al. [2000] 
nC3H7O2 + HO2  nPerox     9.23 x 10
-12                        Michalowski et al. [2000] 
HCHO + OH  HO2 + CO     9.3 x 10
-12    Atkinson et al. [2004]  
HCHO + HO2  HOCH2O2     7.53 x 10
-14      Sander et al. [2006] 
HCHO + NO3  HNO3 + HO2 + CO     5.8 x 10
-16     DeMore et al. [1997] 
CH3CHO + OH  CH3COOO + H2O    1.98 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3CHO + NO3  HNO3 + CH3COOO    1.4 x 10
-15     DeMore et al. [1997] 
CH3COCH3 + OH  H2O + CH3COCH2    1.37 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HOCH2O2 + NO  HCOOH + HO2 + NO2    8.68 x 10
-12   Lurmann et al. [1986] 
HOCH2O2 + HO2  HCOOH + H2O     2.0 x 10
-12    Lurmann et al. [1986] 
HOCH2O2 + HOCH2O2  HCOOH + HCOOH + HO2 + HO2   1.0 x 10
-13    Lurmann et al. [1986] 
HCOOH + OH  HO2 + H2O + CO2     4.0 x 10
-13     DeMore et al. [1997] 
CH3COOO + NO  CH3OO + NO2 + CO2    2.4 x 10
-11    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CH3COOO + HO2  CH3COOH + O3    1.87 x 10
-11          Kirchner and Stockwell [1996] 
CH3COOO + CH3COOO  CH3COO + CH3COO   2.5 x 10
-11        Kirchner and Stockwell [1996] 
C2H5OONO2  C2H5OO + NO2     3.2 x 10
-3           Atkinson et al. [1997] 
CH3OONO2 CH3OO + NO2     3.4 x 10
-3           Atkinson et al. [1997] 
 
Cl2 + OH  HOCl + Cl      2.85 x 10
-14   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
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Cl + O3  ClO      1.02 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + H2  HCl      3.5 x 10
-15    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + HO2  HCl      3.57 x 10
-11      Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + HO2  ClO + OH      6.68 x 10
-12        Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + H2O2  HCl + HO2     2.11 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + NO3  ClO + NO2      2.4 x 10
-11    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + CH4  HCl + CH3OO     3.99 x 10
-14      Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + C2H6  HCl + C2H5OO     5.36 x 10
-11      Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + C2H4  HCl + C2H5OO     1.0 x 10
-10    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + MEK  HCl      4.21 x 10-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + C2H2  ClC2CHO      2.5 x 10
-10    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + C3H6  HCl + C3H6Cl     2.7 x 10
-10                  Keil and Shepson [2006] 
Cl + C3H8  HCl + iC3H7O2     1.65 x 10
-10    DeMore et al. [1997] 
Cl + C3H8  HCl + nC3H7O2     1.65 x 10
-10    DeMore et al. [1997] 
Cl + C3H6O  HCl      1.1 x 10
-10                 Wallington et al. [1988]  
Cl + iC4H10  HCl + C4H9     1.3 x 10
-10               Hooshiyar and Niki [1995] 
Cl + nC4H10  HCl + C4H9     2.15 x 10
-10        Tyndall et al. [1997] 
Cl + n-Butanal  HCl + Products     1.1 x 10-10                Michalowski et al. [2000] 
Cl + HCHO  HCl + HO2 + CO     7.18 x 10
-11         Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + CH3CHO  HCl + CH3COOO     8.08 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + CH3COCH3  HCl + CH3COCH2    1.39 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + CH3OOH  CH3OO + HCl     2.36 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + CH3OOH  CH2OOH + HCl     3.54 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + CHBr3  HCl + Br + CBr2O     2.9 x 10-13 (at 298 K)               Kamboures et al. [2002] 
Cl + OClO  ClO + ClO     6.35 x 10-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Cl + ClNO3  Cl2 + NO3     1.12 x 10
-11      Sander et al. [2006] 
Cl + PAN  HCl + HCHO + NO3     1.0 x 10
-14     Tsalkani et al. [1988] 
Cl + HNO3  HCl + NO3     1.0 x 10
-16          Wine et al. [1988] 
Cl + NO2  ClNO2      1.43 x 10
-12 (at 298 K)            Ravishankara et al. [1988] 
Cl + HBr  HCl + Br      4.48 x 10-12                         Nicovich and Wine [1990] 
ClO + O(3P)  Cl + O2      1.6 x 10
-11    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + OH  Cl + HO2      2.45 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + OH  HCl      2.37 x 10-13      Sander et al. [2006] 
ClO + HO2  HOCl      8.67 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + CH3OO  Cl + HCHO + HO2     2.08 x 10
-12      Sander et al. [2006] 
ClO + CH3COOO  Cl + CH3OO + CO2    2.03 x 10
-12                         Michalowski et al. [2000] 
ClO + NO  Cl + NO2      2.04 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + NO2  ClNO3      7.1 x 10
-12    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + ClO  Cl2      1.64 x 10
-15   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + ClO  Cl + Cl      1.54 x 10-15   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClO + ClO  Cl + OClO     1.40 x 10-15   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OClO + OH  HOCl      1.13 x 10-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
OClO + NO  ClO + H2O     1.51 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HOCl + OH  ClO + H2O     4.0 x 10
-13      Sander et al. [2006] 
HCl + OH  Cl + H2O      6.84 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
ClNO3 + OH  HOCl + NO3     3.17 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HOCl + O(3P)  ClO + OH     1.7 x 10-13    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
 
Br + O3  BrO      6.75 x 10
-13   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br2 + OH  HOBr      5.0 x 10
-11    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br + HO2  HBr      1.25 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br + C2H2  BrCH2CHO     3.7 x 10
-14    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br + C2H4  HBr + C2H5OO     1.3 x 10
-13    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br + C3H6  HBr + C3H5     1.60 x 10
-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
Br + HCHO  HBr + CO + HO2     6.75 x 10
-13      Sander et al. [2006] 
Br + CH3CHO  HBr + CH3COOO     2.8 x 10
-12    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
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Br + C3H6O  HBr      9.7 x 10
-12                 Wallington et al. [1989] 
Br + nButanal  HBr      9.7 x 10-12              Michalowski et al. [2000]  
Br + CH3OOH  HBr + CH3OO     4.03 x 10
-15    Mallard et al. [1993] 
Br + NO2  BrNO2      6.3 x 10
-12    Atkinson et al. [2006] 
Br + NO2 ↔ BrONO      f: 6.3 x 10
-12 r: 0.02   Atkinson et al. [2006] 
             Orlando and Burkholder [2000] 
Br + BrNO2  Br2 + NO2     5.0 x 10
-11      Or lando and Burkholder [2000] 
Br + BrONO  Br2 + NO2     1.0 x 10
-12  Orlando and Burkholder [2000] 
Br + BrNO3  Br2 + NO3     4.9 x 10
-11          Orlando and Tyndall [1997] 
Br + OClO  BrO + ClO     1.43 x 10-13   Atkinson et al. [2004]  
BrO + O(3P)  Br       4.8 x 10-11    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + OH  Br + HO2      4.93 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + HO2  HOBr      3.38 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + CH3OO  HOBr + CH2OO     4.1 x 10
-12      Aranda et al. [1997] 
BrO + CH3OO  Br + HCHO + HO2    1.6 x 10
-12      Aranda et al. [1997] 
BrO + CH3COOO  Br + CH3COO     1.7 x 10
-12              Michalowski et al. [2000]  
BrO + C3H6O  HOBr      1.5 x 10
-14              Michalowski et al. [2000] 
BrO + NO  Br + NO2      2.48 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004]  
BrO + NO2  BrNO3      1.53 x 10
-11   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + BrO  Br + Br      2.82 x 10-12      Sander et al. [2006] 
BrO + BrO  Br2      9.3 x 10
-13       Sander et al. [2006] 
BrO + HBr  HOBr + Br     2.1 x 10-14      Hansen et al. [1999] 
HBr + OH  Br + H2O      1.26 x 10
-11      Sander et al. [2006] 
CH3Br + OH  H2O + Br     1.27 x 10
-14   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
CHBr3 + OH  H2O + Br     1.2 x 10
-13    Atkinson et al. [2004] 
 
Cl + BrCl  Br + Cl2      f: 1.5 x 10
-11  r: 1.1 x 10-15              Clyne and Cruse [1972]  
Cl + Br2  BrCl + Br      f: 1.2 x 10
-10  r: 3.3 x 10-1               Clyne and Cruse [1972] 
BrO + ClO  Br + Cl      7.04 x 10-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + ClO  BrCl      1.15 x 10-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
BrO + ClO  Br + OClO     9.06 x 10-12   Atkinson et al. [2004] 
HOBr + OH  BrO + H2O     5.0 x 10
-13         Kukui et al. [1996] 
HOBr + Cl  BrCl + OH     8.0 x 10-11             Kukui et al. [1996] 













Table A.2  Photochemical reactions.  Jmax values for 25 March are shown as an example.  
J coefficients are expressed in units of s
-1
.   
Reaction    Jmax 25 March Lifetime  Source  
O3 + hv O2 + O(
1D)   3.9 x 10-6  3.0 days  calculated from OASIS data 
NO2 + hv NO + O(
3P)  8.6 x 10-3  1.9 min  calculated from OASIS data 
H2O2 +hv OH + OH   3.4 x 10
-6  3.4 days  calculated from OASIS data 
NO3 +hv NO + O2   4.5 x 10
-2  22 s  Michalowski et al. [2000]  
N2O5 +hv NO2 + NO3  1.5 x 10
-5  18 h  calculated from OASIS data 
HONO +hv OH + NO  1.8 x 10-3  9.2 min  calculated from OASIS data 
HNO3 +hv NO2 + OH  1.5 x 10
-7  79 days  calculated from OASIS data 
HNO4 +hv NO2 + HO2  7.3 x 10
-7  16 days  calculated from OASIS data 
HCHO +hv HO2 + HO2 + CO  1.5 x 10
-5  19 h  calculated from OASIS data 
HCHO +hv CO + H2   3.1 x 10
-5  8.8 h  calculated from OASIS data 
CH3CHO +hv CH3OO + HO2 + CO 1.1 x 10
-6  11 days  calculated from OASIS data 
CH3OOH +hv HCHO + HO2 + OH 3.2 x 10
-6  3.7 days  calculated from OASIS data 
C3H6O +hv HO2 + C2H5OO + CO 1.4 x 10-6  8.3 days  calculated from OASIS data 
PAN +hv CH3COOO + NO2  1.7 x 10
-7  66 days  calculated from OASIS data 
OClO +hv O(3P) + ClO  0.12  8.1 s  estimate from Pöhler et al. [2010] 
Cl2 +hv Cl + Cl   2.1 x 10
-3  8.1 min  calculated from OASIS data 
ClO +hv  Cl + O(3P)   2.4 x 10-5  11 h  calculated from OASIS data 
HOCl +hv  OH + Cl   1.4 x 10-4  2 h  estimate from Lehrer et al. [2004] 
ClNO3 +hv  Cl + NO3   2.9 x 10
-5  9.5 h  calculated from OASIS data 
ClNO3 +hv  ClO + NO2  3.4 x 10
-6  3.4 days  calculated from OASIS data 
BrNO3 +hv  Br + NO3  2.1 x 10
-4  1.3 h  calculated from OASIS data 
BrNO3 +hv  BrO + NO2  1.2 x 10
-3  14.2 min  calculated from OASIS data 
BrO +hv  Br + O(3P)   3.0 x 10-2  33 s  calculated from OASIS data 
Br2 +hv  Br + Br   4.4 x 10
-2  23 s  calculated from OASIS data 
HOBr +hv  Br + OH   2.3 x 10-3  7.2 min  calculated from OASIS data 
BrNO2 +hv  Br + NO2  5.7 x 10
-3  2.9 min  estimate from Scheffler et al. [1997] & 
        Landgraf & Crutzen et al. [1998] 
ClNO2 +hv  Cl + NO2   4.4 x 10
-5  6.3 h  estimate from Ganske et al. [1992] 






























(p)  1.80 x 10
-3
 
HOCl(g)  HOCl(p)   2.16 x 10
-3
 
HOBr(g)  HOBr(p)  1.26 x 10
-3
 
HOI(g)  HOI(p)   5.42 x 10
-4
 
OH(g)  OH(p)   3.26 x 10
-5
 
O3(g)  O3(p)   6.54 x 10
-6
  8.76 x 10
5
 
Cl2(g)  Cl2(p)   2.69 x 10
-5
  2.96 x 10
7
 
Br2(g)  Br2(p)   1.78 x 10
-5
  2.97 x 10
8
 
BrCl(g)  BrCl(p)  6.60 x 10
-4
  1.91 x 10
10
 
HNO3(g)  HNO3(p)  5.50 x 10
-4
 
N2O5(g)  N2O5(p)   1.08 x 10
-4
 
HONO(g)  HONO(p)  1.63 x 10
-4
 
PAN(g)  PAN(p)   2.05 x 10
-5
 
HNO4(g)  HNO4(p)  4.89 x 10
-4
 
ClNO2(g)  ClNO2(p)  1.26 x 10
-3
 
BrNO2(g)  BrNO2(p)  1.26 x 10
-3
 
ClNO3(g)  ClNO3(p)  1.26 x 10
-3
 
















(s)  1.67 x 10
-5
 
HOBr(g)  HOBr(s)  1.67 x 10
-5
 
HOCl(g)  HOCl(s)   1.67 x 10
-5
 
OH(g)  OH(s)   1.67 x 10
-6
 
O3(g)  O3(s)   1.67 x 10
-6
 
Cl2(g)  Cl2(s)   8.0 x 10
-6
  7.71 x 10
-2
 
Br2(g)  Br2(s)   1.0 x 10
-5
  7.71 x 10
-2
 
BrCl(g)  BrCl(s)   1.25 x 10
-5
  7.71 x 10
-2
 
HNO3(g)  HNO3(s)  1.67 x 10
-5
 
N2O5(g)  N2O5(s)   1.67 x 10
-5
 
HONO(g)  HONO(s)  1.67 x 10
-5
  
PAN(g)  PAN(s)   1.67 x 10
-5
 
HNO4(g)  HNO4(s)  1.67 x 10
-5
 
ClNO2(g)  ClNO2(s)  1.67 x 10
-4
 
BrNO2(g)  BrNO2(s)  1.67 x 10
-4 
ClNO3(g)  ClNO3(s)  1.67 x 10
-4
 






Table A.4 Aqueous-phase reactions in the model.  All aqueous reaction rate constants are 
converted to units consistent to the gas-phase reactions to be read by the modeling 
program.  







† second order rate constant, expressed in units of cm3·molecule-1·s-1  
‡ first order rate constant, expressed in units of s-1  
 
Reaction k (actual) k (particle) k (snow) Reference 
Cl- + HOBr + H+ → BrCl 
* 
1.55 x 10-32 5.17 x 10-21 9.30 x 10-26 (Wang et al., 1994) 
Br- + HOCl + H+ → BrCl 
* 
3.59 x 10-36 1.2 x 10-24 2.15 x 10-29 (Sander et al., 1997) 
Br- + HOBr + H+ → Br2 * 4.41 x 10 
-32 1.47 x 10-20 2.64 x 10-25 (Beckwith et al., 1996) 
Cl- + HOCl + H+ → Cl2 * 6.07 x 10
-38 2.02 x 10-26 3.63 x 10-31 (Wang and Margerum, 1994) 
BrCl + Cl- → BrCl2
- † 1 x 10-11 3.3 5.99 x 10-5 (Michalowski et al., 2000) 
BrCl2
- → BrCl + Cl- ‡ 1.58 x 109 1.58 x 109 1.58 x 109 (Michalowski et al., 2000) 
BrCl + Br- → Br2Cl
- † 1 x 10-11 3.3 5.99 x 10-5 (Michalowski et al., 2000) 
Br2Cl
- →BrCl + Br- ‡ 3.34 x 105 3.34 x 105 3.34 x 105 (Michalowski et al., 2000, 
Wang et al., 1994) 
Cl2 + Br
- → BrCl2
- † 1.28 x 10-11 4.27 7.66 x 10-5 (Michalowski et al., 
2000;Beckwith et al., 
1996;Wang et al., 1994) 
BrCl2
- → Cl2 + Br
- ‡ 6.94 x 102 6.94 x 102 6.94 x 102 (Michalowski et al., 
2000;Wang et al., 1994) 
O3 + Br
- → HOBr † 1.35 x 10-20 4.5 x 10-9 8.08 x 10-14 (Michalowski et al., 2000) 
OH + Cl- → HOCl † 1.35 x 10-20 4.5 x 10-9 8.08 x 10-14 assumed same as O3 + Br
- 
N2O5 + Cl
- → ClNO2 † 1.66 x 10
-12 5.5 x 10-1 9.94 x 10-5 assume diffusion limited  
ClNO2 + H
+ + Cl- → Cl2 † 1.66 x 10
-14 5.5 x 10-3 9.94 x 10-8 estimated from (Roberts et al., 
2008) 
N2O5 + Br
- → BrNO2 † 1.66 x 10
-12 5.5 x 10-1 9.94 x 10-5 assume diffusion limited 
BrNO2 + H
+ + Br- → Br2 † 7.31 x 10



















Table A.5  Summary of the ambient measurements from OASIS that were used to 
constrain the model and the instrumental method used.  Constrained parameters were 
input into the model at 10 minute intervals.   
 
Measured Species  Method     Method Reference 
O3 and NOx   Chemiluminescence   Ridley et al. [1992];  
Ryerson et al. [2000];  
Weinheimer et al., [1998] 
HONO    Long Path Absorption Photometer  Villena et al., [2011] 
CO    CO Monitor 
Cl2 and Br2   CIMS     Liao et al. [2011, 2012] 
HCHO    Tunable Diode Laser Absorption  Fried et al., [2003];  
Spectroscopy     Lancaster et al. [2000] 
CH3CHO, CH3COCH3, MEK,  Online GC-MS    Apel et al. [2010] 
n-C4H10, i-C4H10 
C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, C3H6, Canister samples, offline GC-MS  Russo et al. [2010] 
n-C4H10, i-C4H10 
Photolysis Frequencies  Spectral Actinic Flux Density  Shetter and Muller et al. 
[1999] 
(Atkinson et al., 2004;Lehrer et al., 2004;Orlando and Tyndall, 1996;Lurmann et al., 
1986;Vakhtin et al., 2003;Harris and Kerr, 1988;Eberhard et al., 1996;Eberhard and Howard, 
1996;Donahue et al., 1998;Kirchner and Stockwell, 1996;Kukui et al., 1996;Keil and Shepson, 
2006;Wallington et al., 1988;Wallington et al., 1989;Apel et al., 2010;Tyndall et al., 
1997;Kamboures et al., 2002;Tsalkani et al., 1988;Nicovich and Wine, 1990;Wine et al., 
1988;Lancaster et al., 2000;Russo et al., 2010;Shetter and Muller, 1999;Mallard et al., 
1993;Orlando and Burkholder, 2000;Aranda et al., 1997;Clyne and Cruse, 1972;Pohler et al., 
2010;Ganske et al., 1992;Ridley et al., 1992;Weinheimer et al., 1998;Ryerson et al., 2000;Villena 
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Abstract 
Arctic boundary layer nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO2 + NO) are naturally produced in and 
released from the sunlit snowpack and range between 10 to 100 pptv in the remote 





partitioning and cycling of reactive radicals such as halogens and HOx (OH + HO2).  
However, little is known about the impacts of local anthropogenic NOx emission sources 
on gas-phase halogen chemistry in the Arctic, and this is important because these 
emissions can induce large variability in ambient NOx and thus local chemistry.  In this 
study, a zero-dimensional photochemical kinetics model was used to investigate the 
influence of NOx on the unique springtime halogen and HOx chemistry in the Arctic.  
Trace gas measurements obtained during the 2009 OASIS (Ocean-Atmosphere-Sea Ice-
Snowpack) field campaign at Barrow, AK were used to constrain many model inputs.  
We find that elevated NOx significantly impedes gas-phase radical chemistry, through the 
production of a variety of reservoir species, including HNO3, HO2NO2, peroxyacetyl 
nitrate (PAN), BrNO2, ClNO2 and reductions in BrO and HOBr, with a concomitant, 
decreased net O3 loss rate.  The effective removal of BrO by anthropogenic NOx was 
directly observed from measurements conducted near Prudhoe Bay, AK during the 2012 
Bromine, Ozone, and Mercury Experiment (BROMEX). Thus, while changes in snow-
covered sea ice attributable to climate change may alter the availability of molecular 
halogens for ozone and Hg depletion, predicting the impact of climate change on polar 
atmospheric chemistry is complex and must take into account the simultaneous impact of 
changes in the distribution and intensity of anthropogenic combustion sources.  This is 
especially true for the Arctic, where NOx emissions are expected to increase because of 






1     Introduction 
The episodic depletion of O3 in the Arctic boundary layer following polar sunrise, 
referred to as ozone depletion events (ODEs), is attributed to a bromine gas phase 
reaction scheme, propagated by cycles such as R1-R3 (Simpson et al., 2007;McConnell 
et al., 1992).  
Br2 + hv  2Br         R1 
  
2Br + 2O3  2BrO + 2O2        R2 
BrO + BrO  2Br/Br2 + O2        R3 
Ambient measurements at various Arctic sites have revealed maximum BrO mole ratios 
between 30 to 40 pptv in the springtime (Liao et al., 2012;Pohler et al., 2010).  However, 
modeling studies have shown that heterogeneous chemistry at the surface is needed to 
facilitate enhanced reactive halogen levels and drive ODEs (Toyota et al., 2014;Thomas 
et al., 2012;Michalowski et al., 2000), and recent field observations demonstrated that Br2 
is photochemically produced within the surface snowpack (Pratt et al., 2013;Foster et al., 
2001).  This heterogeneous chemistry mechanism, known as the “bromine explosion”, is 
dependent on reactions involving HOx (Wennberg, 1999;Tang and McConnell, 
1996;Vogt et al., 1996;Fan and Jacob, 1992) to produce hypohalous acids, which then 
oxidize halide ions at reactive surfaces (Huff and Abbatt, 2002;Abbatt, 1994). 





HOBr  HOBr(aq)         R5 
HOBr(aq) + Br-(aq) + H+(aq)  Br2(aq) + H2O      R6 
Br2(aq)  Br2(g)         R7 
Although gas-phase halogen chemistry in the Arctic has now been studied for 
several decades (Impey et al., 1997;Hausmann and Platt, 1994;Barrie et al., 1988), few 
studies have examined the effect of atmospheric NOx on these halogen chemical cycles.  
Model studies have shown that NOx can react with halogen radicals through several 
reactions (as shown in R8 – R12), to produce inorganic halogen nitrates or nitryl halides, 
which can, in turn, activate further halogen chemistry through heterogeneous reactions 
(Cao et al., 2014;Toyota et al., 2013;Morin et al., 2012;Thomas et al., 2012;Morin et al., 
2007;Evans et al., 2003;Aguzzi and Rossi, 2002;von Glasow et al., 2002;Aguzzi and 
Rossi, 1999;Thorn et al., 1993), and thereby alter gas phase halogen radical reaction 
pathways. 
XO + NO2  XONO2     R8 
XO + NO  X + NO2     R9 
X + NO2  XNO2      R10 
XONO2  XONO2(aq)     R11 





Reaction 8 can directly influence the bromine explosion, as lab studies have shown that 
gas phase BrONO2 can hydrolyze on acidic surfaces to form HOBr, as shown in Reaction 
12 (X=Br) (Hanson, 2003;Aguzzi and Rossi, 2002;Hanson et al., 1996).  Thus, while 
reactions involving NOx can terminate the gas phase radical chain reaction, they can also 
generate products that contribute to the bromine explosion.  Thus, it is not intuitively 
obvious what impact(s) NOx ultimately has on halogen chemistry.  These halogen 
reaction pathways are summarized in Figure 1 (Abbatt et al., 2012;Grannas et al., 
2007;Simpson et al., 2007).   As illustrated in Figure 1, elevated levels of NOx can impact 
the halogen cycle through a variety of reactions.  However, the sensitivity of the halogen 
radical chain reaction to NOx is currently not well understood.  
The Arctic boundary layer typically has ambient background levels of NOx 
between 10 to 100 pptv resulting from its isolation from major anthropogenic sources, 
with its primary sources being photochemical production within the snowpack (Villena et 
al., 2011;Honrath et al., 2002;Ridley et al., 2000), and long range transport of 
photolyzable species such as organic nitrates (Muthuramu et al., 1994).  Arctic field 
studies have led to observations of NOx fluxes from sun-lit snow surfaces (Grannas et al., 
2007;Ridley and Orlando, 2003;Beine et al., 2002;Honrath et al., 2002;Honrath et al., 
1999), and lab studies have demonstrated that frozen solutions of nitrate and nitrite can 
release NOx when irradiated with UV light (Dubowski et al., 2002;Dubowski et al., 
2001;Honrath et al., 2000).  
NO3- + hν → NO2 + O-    R13 





With the possibility of increased anthropogenic sources throughout the Arctic, e.g. from 
coastal development, shipping, and oil and gas exploration, the impacts of increased NOx 
are likely to be seen (Peters et al., 2011;Corbett et al., 2010).  For this study we 
investigated the effect of elevated NOx mole ratios on Arctic halogen radical chemistry, 
using a zero-dimensional (0-D) photochemical model, constrained by recent observations 
of a wide variety of relevant precursors and intermediates, during the Ocean-Atmosphere-
Sea Ice-Snowpack (OASIS) 2009 campaign conducted at Barrow, AK.  To complement 
the model studies, observational evidence of the impact of NOx on BrO is shown for 
aircraft measurements near Prudhoe Bay, AK during the 2012 Bromine, Ozone, and 
Mercury Experiment (BROMEX). 
 
2     Model Description 
A 0-D photochemical model was developed using the modeling software FACSIMILE.  
The model has been described in detail by Thompson et al. (2014) and is described 
briefly here.  The model includes known Arctic gas-phase chemistry with 189 gas-phase 
reactions (Table S1) and 28 photolysis reactions (Table S2).  The deposition of 19 gas-
phase species to aerosols/snow surfaces (Table S3) and 16 aqueous-phase chemical 
reactions (Table S4) are also included, where the heterogeneous reactions are treated as 
aqueous reactions.  The model is constrained to observations with time varying mole 
ratios for a list of gas-phase species (Table S5), including halogen radical precursors (Cl2 
and Br2) and a wide range of volatile organic compounds (C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, C3H6, 





calculated, time varying photolysis rates, from the field study OASIS (Ocean-
Atmosphere-Sea Ice- Snowpack) in Barrow, AK.  Mole ratios of constrained gas-phase 
species along with the photolysis rates were called into the model every 10 minutes 
within the simulation.  For this model study, the ten day period from March 24-April 2, 
2009 during OASIS 2009 was simulated.  During this period, a three-day ozone depletion 
event (O3 <5 pbbv) occurred, followed by a full ozone recovery (O3 >20 pbbv) that was 
due to vertical mixing (discussed in Section 3.1), and thus, covers a full range of 
atmospheric and meteorological conditions.  It should be noted that the constrained mole 
ratio for Br2 on March 30th and 31st in the model is based on the observed diurnal average 
of March 29th and April 1st.  As discussed in Liao et al. (2012) atmospheric observations 
for Br2 on March 30th and 31st were not available.  
 To investigate the role that atmospheric NOx plays in Arctic halogen chemistry, 
two different NOx simulation scenarios were performed.  A "Low NOx" case and a "High 
NOx" case were used to create the two different scenarios.  This allowed us to isolate a 
single variable between the two simulations.  However, this approach does not consider 
other chemical species (i.e. VOCs) that could also be elevated along with anthropogenic 
NOx.  The two diurnal-cycle NOx profiles were derived from the actual observed NOx 
over the time period being simulated, as shown in Figure 2.  Representative average 
polluted (high) and clean (low) NOx diurnal cycles, which differ by about a factor of 15, 
were calculated based on observed local NOx mole ratio data for the period (Figure 2).  
The clean (low NOx) and polluted (high NOx) days during the 10 day (March 24 to April 





correlations with ambient CO enhancements were used to identify air masses influenced 
by local emissions (2011).  The non-influenced/background days were averaged together 
to calculate a “low NOx” diurnal average that ranged between 50 to 100 pptv.  These 
values were in the range of previous observations of background NOx mole ratios 
(Villena et al., 2011;Honrath et al., 2002;Ridley et al., 2000).  The same was done for the 
days influenced by local anthropogenic emissions, to create the “high NOx” diurnal 
average characterized by NOx mole ratios from 700 to 1600 pptv.   Each diurnal average 
was fit to a curve to generate temporally smoothed profiles. During the 10 day simulation 
either the Low NOx or High NOx diurnal average was applied to each day of the 
simulation, to generate the two distinct model scenarios.  This allowed us to evaluate the 
NOx-dependence of the chemistry, since it was the only parameter altered between the 
two scenarios.  
Molecular halogens respond to changes in the deposition rates and condensed-
phase chemistry, the latter of which cannot be well simulated given the current state of 
knowledge of the snowpack, and physical and chemical processes occurring therein 
(Domine et al., 2013).  Therefore, to ensure proper representation of the gas phase 
halogen chemistry, the atmospheric molecular halogen (Br2 and Cl2) mole ratios were 
constrained to observations.  The observations for these species reflect the impact of 
NOx-dependent production of reactive reservoir species, and the impact of their 
deposition to and chemistry within the snowpack. While the model was constrained to 
observations for stable species (Table S5), it was used to calculate various radical 





this way, we calculate the effective NOx-dependence of the radical chemistry and rate of 
ozone depletion, as discussed below.  
3   Results 
3.1   Bromine Chain Length 
The chain length for a radical chain reaction is the rate of propagation divided by the rate 
of termination (or initiation).  A chain length of < 1 means that most of the radicals 
terminate after production.  Here we calculate the bromine radical chain length (ф) for the 
interconversion of Br and BrO radicals using Equation 1 (Thompson et al., 2014) for the 
















  (1) 
Termination reactions include those that form non-radical brominated species (e.g., HBr, 
HOBr, BrONO2), with photochemical lifetimes substantially longer than that of BrO or 
Br.  It should be noted that although production of certain species represents a 
termination of the gas phase Br chain reaction (e.g. HOBr and BrONO2), they can also 
play a crucial role in producing and increasing the Br radicals available for reacting with 
ozone, either through photolysis or heterogeneous reactions.  This emphasizes the 





reaction is multiplied by the branching ratio (0.15) for the production of BrNO2 (Orlando 
and Burkholder, 2000).  Orlando and Burkholder (2000) observed that the dominant 
product for NO2 reaction with a Br atom is BrONO, and while at lower temperatures 
isomerization to BrNO2 is possible, the overall yield would still be minor (2000).  The 
production of BrONO is not considered a sink for BrOx because of its rapid thermal 
decomposition, photolysis and reaction with Br radicals, regenerating BrOx (Burkholder 
and Orlando, 2000;Orlando and Burkholder, 2000). The bromine chain length was only 
calculated during daylight hours (10:00 to 18:00 AKST) because the bromine radical 
chain is photochemically initiated via the photolysis of Br2 (R1). The bromine radical 
chain length was calculated throughout the entire 10 day simulation for both the low and 
high NOx simulations, as shown in Figure 3.          
Both the low NOx and high NOx simulations show a chain length dependence on 
ozone mole ratio (Figure 3), with generally higher chain lengths at high O3, due to 
reaction R2.  When the O3 mole ratio is >5ppbv, the average low NOx bromine chain 
length was 1.72 (±0.70), while the average high NOx bromine chain length was 1.81 
(±0.35).  The shorter simulated bromine chain lengths (<1.0) on March 26, 27, 28, and 31 
can be explained by the low O3 mole ratio (<5ppbv).  One might hypothesize that the 
high NOx simulation would yield a shorter bromine chain length because NOx acts as a 
sink for BrOx. Indeed, the model simulation shows that NOx, on a percentage basis, is a 
more dominant sink for BrOx during the high NOx simulation compared to the low NOx 
simulation (Figure 4).  While the Br+NO2 reaction occurs more frequently (by a factor of 





sink in the low NOx simulation.  The reaction of HO2+BrO additionally influences the 
results of the bromine chain length in that it occurs more frequently, by a factor of 170, 
during the low NOx simulation.  This is due to the suppression of HO2 in the high NOx 
simulation via Reactions R15 and R16.  
NO    +    HO2    →    NO2    +    OH    R15 
OH   +    NO2   →    HNO3     R16 
One point of interest is the much larger bromine chain length on March 25th, when 
ozone was partially depleted (<15ppbv), compared to other days with partially depleted 
ozone (March 30th and April 1st).  On this day a very large NOx plume (~15ppbv) from 
the town of Barrow was observed compared to the relatively low NOx conditions 
observed on March 30th and April 1st.  This enhanced bromine chain length can be 
explained by the fact that we constrain the model to observed Br2.  If the polluted plume 
also contains HOBr and BrONO2 as important temporary halogen reservoirs, then the 
flux of Br2 (e.g. via R6 and R12) from the reactive surfaces would increase, thereby 
increasing BrO.  Spikes were observed for both HOBr and BrO for March 25th 
(Discussed in Section 3.3), which may indicate such a situation.  The rate of reaction R3 
is quadratic in BrO mole ratio, and, as discussed by Thompson et al. (2014), and 
indicated in Equation 1, the observed chain length increases with BrO mole ratio.   
 





Although the bromine chain length is relatively unchanged between the two scenarios, 
high levels of NOx decrease the rate of net O3 loss within the model.  The net O3 loss rate 
was calculated in Equation 2 as the sum of all of the rates of reactions that destroy ozone 
minus the sum of the rates that produce ozone (Thompson et al., 2014).  It should be 
noted that the reactions in Equation 2 that “produce” ozone are included as offsets for the 
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ቍ  
 (2)  
Reaction counters were utilized for all the HO2/RO2 + NO reactions for both NOx 
scenarios to determine the importance of those reactions towards O3 production.  The two 
different NOx cases yielded equal numerical values when the counters were summed, 
indicating NOx didn’t influence these reactions.  The calculated net O3 loss rate for both 
NOx scenarios is shown in Figure 5.  On average, the net O3 loss rate is a factor of two 
times slower for the polluted NOx simulation compared with the low NOx simulation.  To 
study this effect further, we calculated the net O3 destruction rate as a function of NOx 
mole ratio by conducting simulations with a wide range of NOx mole ratios. The various 
NOx diurnal cycles were calculated by starting with the low NOx diurnal profile and step-
wise increasing the NOx by 250 pptv until the diurnal maximum of 2000 pptv was 
reached.  The results, for the period 11:00-13:00 on March 30, are shown in Figure 6.  
March 30th was selected because it fell into the “clean day” category during OASIS and 





net O3 loss rate decreases steeply, by a factor of 1.5 (from 0.80 to 0.52 ppbv/hr), during 
the increase of NOx mole ratios of ~100 – 500 pptv, clearly expressing the strong NOx-
dependence of the chain reaction.  We note, however, that this model experiment is 
directly testing the gas-phase component of this sensitivity on NOx, and not the NOx 
dependence of BrONO2 deposition.  However, as discussed later, when NOx increases, 
BrO decreases and thus BrONO2 is not sensitive to the NOx mole ratio.  This does not 
negate the potential importance of BrONO2 during ODEs.  Cao et al (2014) found, from a 
modeling study, that BrONO2 production increased the rate of ozone depletion through 
the production of HOBr from its hydrolysis (R12) on snow/aerosol surfaces.  HOBr is a 
main component of the bromine explosion and leads to an increased production rate of 
Br2 (R5-6).  However, regression of the observed [Br2] vs observed [NOx] reveals that the 
highest mole ratios of Br2 do in fact occur when NOx is below 300 pptv (Figure S1).   
This observed Br2 clearly supports that the O3 loss rate is minimized when NOx mole 
ratios are elevated, as the maximum Br atom production rates will occur at low [NOx].  
The net ozone loss is, of course, also extremely low for days when the observed mole 
ratios of O3 were very small (<5pbbv), as the rate of ozone destruction will approach zero 
as O3 is nearly completely removed.  Based on the results from Figures 5 and 6, the 
influence that elevated NOx mole ratios have on decreasing the net ozone loss rate could 
be a factor in the Arctic as NOx point sources continue to increase in remote Arctic 
locations. 
The O3 loss rate for March 30 from 11:00 to 13:00, based on the observations, was 





the low NOx simulation of 0.80 ppbv/hr.  The low net O3 loss rate for the low NOx 
simulation could be a result of the constrained model Br2 mole ratio not being 
representative of the ambient air in Barrow at that time; as mentioned previously.  If we 
constrained Br2 to an estimated concentration lower than what was actually present 
during that time, we would expect a decreased depletion rate.  This belief is furthered 
supported by a comparison of the BrO data for this time period (discussed later).  
However, this apparent dramatic ozone loss rate could be the observation of an ozone-
depleted air mass being transported to the measurement site (Halfacre et al., 2013).   
 
3.3   Model-Simulated Species vs. OASIS 2009 Observations 
To further understand both how NOx decreases the rate of net O3 loss and affects the 
bromine chain length, several species that play a crucial role in the bromine cycle were 
examined.  Molecular bromine and its precursors are produced from R6 and R12.  The 
prominent gas-phase recycling reaction is BrO self-reaction (R3) while the formation and 
subsequent deposition of HOBr and BrONO2 leads to heterogeneous reactions that can 
form Br2 (R5-R12).  Here we simulated the effect of the low and high NOx scenarios on 
BrO, HOBr and BrONO2, and compared the results with the observed mole ratios during 
OASIS (Figure 7A-C).  For the majority of the days, simulated BrO for the low NOx case 
is close to that observed during OASIS, as expected since low NOx conditions were 
typically observed.  However, this is not the case for March 30th and 31st, for which the 
simulated BrO is lower than what was observed during OASIS.  This is likely a result of 





as discussed earlier.  For those days the constrained Br2 was a diurnal average of March 
29 and April 1st Br2 observations.  The high NOx simulation results in a highly suppressed 
BrO mole ratio (Figure 7A), compared to the low NOx simulation, by more than an order 
of magnitude throughout the time period. For the high NOx case, BrO never exceeds 3 
pptv, whereas for the low NOx case, BrO ranges from 2.5 to 25 pptv.   For high NOx 
days, the BrO mole ratios are low because of reactions R8 and R10, in which BrO and Br 
radicals are scavenged by NOx.   
HOBr responds in similar fashion to changes in NOx as does BrO, with the low 
NOx simulated HOBr being within ± 5pptv of the OASIS observations while the high 
NOx simulated HOBr is much lower.  Occasionally the low NOx simulation HOBr is 
slightly elevated compared to the observed HOBr (March 26 & 29) because the low NOx 
simulation has a greater HO2 mole ratio compared to the observations.   
Figure 7B shows that the high NOx condition completely suppresses HOBr, and 
that is what is observed for the high NOx mole ratios day, March 24th.  However, in 
contrast to the case for BrO and HOBr, BrONO2 is not suppressed by high NOx mole 
ratios (Fig. 7C), since while increased NOx suppresses BrO, the rate of R8 is 
compensated by the increase in NOx mole ratios, therefore R8 is largely unchanged. This 
is shown in Figure 7C as the BrONO2 mole ratio is similar for both the high and low NOx 
simulations.  Additionally, when the model simulated BrONO2 mole ratio for both NOx 
simulations is plotted against the BrONO2 production rate (kBrO+NO2[BrO][NO2]), it 






3.4 BrOx and NOx Sinks 
It is clear from the discussions above that NOx influences BrOx partitioning.  The sinks of 
BrOx and NOx were quantified to evaluate their NOx-dependence by including reaction 
counters on the relevant reactions in the model that convert BrOx and NOx to reservoir 
species.   Over the 10-day simulation period for both low and high NOx cases, NOx is a 
significant sink for BrOx radicals (>27%), although for the high NOx case it contributes 
more than 50% (Figure 4).  However, both products of R8 and R10 result in species that 
can regenerate Br2.  As expected, CH3CHO plays a major role as a BrOx sink as well 
(Shepson et al., 1996), contributing to more than >35% in both simulations.  Though 
anthropogenic emissions are known sources of acetaldehyde, observed CH3CHO mixing 
ratios were unaffected by Barrow emissions throughout the 10 day simulation period.  
Thus it is likely that the snowpack is the dominant CH3CHO source in this study 
(Grannas et al., 2002).  For NOx, while reactions with HO2 are important (~20%), 
reactions of NO2 with Br and BrO still represent significant NOx sinks (~30%).  
Peroxynitrates result from an important sink pathway of NO2, e.g. via R17 and R18, 
below.  R17 will be the subject of a separate study. 
 HO2  +  NO2       ↔ HO2NO2     R17 








4    BROMEX 2012 Field Observations 
To further examine the interactions between NOx and reactive bromine, NO2 and BrO 
were measured within and around a large combustion plume in the coastal Arctic 
atmosphere.  During the spring 2012 Bromine, Ozone, and Mercury Experiment 
(BROMEX) field campaign in Barrow, Alaska, airborne measurements of BrO and NO2 
column density (from ~700 m to the surface) were conducted using an aircraft-mounted 
MAX-DOAS (General et al., 2014) in nadir view.  The results for the derived BrO and 
NO2 differential slant column density (DSCD), the integrated mole ratio along a vertical 
line, for a section of a flight on March 30 near Prudhoe Bay, AK, are shown in Figure 8.  
Prudhoe Bay is the largest oil field on the North Slope, located ~330 km southeast of 
Barrow, AK, and produces significant CO2, NOx, and CH4 (Brooks et al., 1997;Jaffe et 
al., 1995).  Anthropogenic emission plumes can easily be observed from the flight by 
increased NO2 column density.  This is a good example of the type of point source that is 
increasing in prevalence in the Arctic (Roiger et al., 2014;Harsem et al., 2011).  It can be 
seen from Figure 8 that an increase in the column density of atmospheric NO2, 
corresponding to a plume near Prudhoe Bay, coincided with a decrease in the column 
density of atmospheric BrO.  The BrO mole ratio suppression is further expressed in the 
Figure 8 insert that shows a plot of BrO vs NO2 DSCD.  This can be explained by R8 and 
R10 and supports our findings that BrO is suppressed by elevated levels of NOx (Figure 
7A).  Thus, while BrONO2 and BrNO2 can be recycled on surfaces to re-emit Br2, it 
seems clear that the net effect of high NOx mole ratios is to slow down the overall 





very large NOx plumes O3 can be removed by the reaction of NO with O3, as shown in 
Reaction 19, although in day light, a photosteady state will develop from NO2 photolysis.   
NO  +  O3   →  NO2 +  O2      R19 
If no ozone is present the BrOx can repartition from BrO towards Br, via photolysis of 
BrO.  During the March 30, 2012 flight the air mass depleted of BrO also had lower 
ambient O3 mole ratios which could explain the BrO depletion.   
In Prudhoe Bay, the sources of NOx are buoyant plumes, located aloft of the 
surface (smoke stacks), where natural aerosol extinction would be less compared to the 
surface (Breider et al., 2014).  This would limit the availability of surfaces on which 
BrONO2 could react to re-emit Br2.  However, these NOx sources also produce aerosols 
(data not shown)(Peters et al., 2011); if these sources continue to increase in number, a 
shift in the aerosol extinction could occur, providing increased available aerosol surfaces 
for reaction of BrONO2.   
 
5   Atmospheric Implications 
It is clear that elevated levels of atmospheric NOx have a significant effect on the 
atmospheric chemistry that occurs in the Arctic relating to halogen species.  With the 
possibility of more anthropogenic sources appearing in the Arctic as sea ice area 
continues to decrease, due to gas and oil exploration and increased shipping traffic, a shift 
in the atmospheric oxidation capacity and chemical pathways could occur.  The main 
springtime atmospheric oxidizers could change from halogens in the surface layer to a 
greater contribution from OH via O3 photolysis, via R20, along with a potential decrease 





from aloft down to the surface (Moore et al., 2014).  However, the climate change 
impacts on the Arctic atmosphere and associated chemistry are complex.  As multiyear 
ice retreats, the fraction of first year ice is increasing, leading to more saline ice surfaces.  
However, the findings of Pratt et al. (2013) indicate that the surface snowpack on the sea 
ice needs to be acidified for halogen activation to occur, and this likely depends on the 
depth of the snowpack, which is impacted by snowfall rates and timing, as well as the 
presence of sea ice.  It is now known that snowpack depths in the Beaufort and Chukchi 
seas have been decreasing at a significant rate (Webster et al., 2014).  The acidification of 
the surface snow also depends on long range transport of acidic species, such as SO2 and 
HNO3 (Worthy et al., 1994), which are likely to change.  Moreover, increasing latent heat 
fluxes (Serreze and Barry, 2011) resulting from more open water will increase the OH 
production rate in the Arctic because of the humidity dependence of ozone photolysis as 
shown in Reactions 18-20, although a significant increase in humidity would be needed 
for Reactions 20-22 to have an impact on Arctic OH production.    
O3  +  hν    O(1D)  +  O2      R20 
O(1D)  +  H2O    2OH        R21 
O(1D)  +  M    O(3P)  +  M*     R22 
Thus, there are multiple competing variables that influence Arctic atmospheric chemistry, 
and it is surely the case that we will need to continue to integrate simulations with 
observations to understand the coupling of physical and chemical processes, as the Arctic 
continues to warm and undergo change at the surface.  Finally, we note that the 
deposition rates and aqueous phase chemistry for the products from the reaction between 





halogens from Arctic surface snow have not been measured to date. Thus further efforts 
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